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ABSTRACT
Scenography and New Media Technologies: History,
Applications and Visualization Techniques

Educational

Iryna Kuksa
Schoolof Theatre,Performanceand Cultural Policy Studies
Thesissubmittedfor the Degreeof Doctor of Philosophy,January2007
The endemic presence of digital technology is responsible for numerous changes
in contemporary Western societies. This study examines the role of multimedia
focus
field
theatre
the
studies,
with
particular
on the theory and practice
of
within
literature
design
In
the
theatre
and education.
cross-disciplinary
review, I
of
investigate such primary elements of contemporary media as interactivity,
immersion, integration and hyper-textuality, and explore their characteristics in
the performing arts before and during the digital epoch. I also discuss various IT
applications that transformed the way we experience, learn and co-create our
cultural heritage. In order to illustrate how computer-generated environments
could change the way we perceive and deliver cultural values, I explore a suite of
rapidly-developing communication and computer-visualization techniques, which
enable reciprocal exchange between viewers, theatre performances and artefacts. I
analyze novel technology-mediated teaching techniques that attempt to provide a
new media platform for visually-enhanced information transfer.

My findings indicate that the recent changes towards the personalization of
knowledge delivery and also towards student-centeredstudy and e-learning
necessitatedthe transformationof the learnersfrom passiveconsumersof digital
products to active and creative participants in the learning experience. The
analysis of questionnairesand two case studies (the THEATRON and the VA
projects) demonstratethe need for further development of digital-visualization
techniques,especially for studying and researchingscenographicartefacts.As a
practical component of this thesis, I have designed and developed the SetSPECTRUM educationalproject, which aims to strengthenthe visual skills of the
students,ultimately enabling them to use imagery as a creative tool, and as a
meansto analyzetheatrical performancesand artefacts.The 3D reconstructionof
Norman Bel Geddes' set for The Divine Comedy,first of all, enablesacademic
researchof the artefact,exposingsomehitherto unknown design-limitationsin the
original set-model,and revealing some construction inconsistencies;secondly,it
contributesto educational and creative practices, offering an innovative way to
learn about scenography.And, thirdly, it fills a gap in the history of the Western
theatredesign.
This study attempts to show that when translated into digital language,
scenographic artefacts become easily retrievable and highly accessible for
learning and research purposes. Therefore, the development of such digital
products should be encouraged,but care should also be taken to provide the
necessarytraining for users,in order to realize the applications' full potential.
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INTRODUCTION AND THESIS STRUCTURE

'So what areyou?' He drank from the flask, feeling nothing.
'I'm the matrix, Case.'
Caselaughed.'Where's that get you?'
'Nowhere.Everywhere.I'm the sumtotal of the works, the whole show.'
William Gibson, Neuromancer (1984, pp. 315-316)

Our everyday lives are ruled by computers.In recent decades,technology has
diffused into many forms of modem art and theatre. One might argue that new
have
become
fundamental
a
part of creative practices
media applications
already
and education; however, various aspects of this relatively recent partnership
remain to be investigated.This study exploresthe potential use of cyberspaceas
an interactive experienceand educationalmedium. It develops from the diverse
researchactivities being undertakenin the fields of theatre,art and designhistory,
as well as computerand social sciences,touching upon various sub-disciplines.In
order to acknowledge the interdependenceand strong communication links
betweenvarious areasof research,it was necessaryto develop and apply novel
methodologies and to adopt a new critical vocabulary for discussing rapidly
emerging technological innovations. Currently, there is no inherited languageto
discuss multimedia, thus to avoid using complicated technical terminology
throughout this study, I attempt to redefine and simplify the language of this
for
research the benefit of the readers.
The majority of existing academic sources focus on the historical
development of multimedia in theatrical space, as well as their practical
application within experimental performance practices. The most significant
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how
discussions
in
design
theatre
the
on
concentrated
are
current
areaof
and set
technological innovations have been reflected in scenography,and consequently
how they have changed the meaning of performance (Grau, 2003, Giannachi
2004, Aronson 2005, Baugh 2005). Most recently, literature has emergedthat
discusses scenographyas `experimental communication' (Oddey and White,
2006, p. 12), which enablesthe evolution of new performative spacesand their
Carver
White,
2000,2000a,
2003).
Furthermore,
has
(Reaney
there
and
potentials
beenan increasinginterestin technology-mediatededucationwithin various fields
of knowledge, including theatre studies (Beardon 2001, Denard 2004, Beacham
2006). The use of computertechnologiesfor knowledgevisualization and transfer
has been a contentioustopic acrossdisciplines. In the light of recent changesin
the accessibility and employability of powerful and now affordable technological
devices,this debatehas grown in importanceand demandscritical evaluation.So
far, however, there has been little discussionabout the importanceof the digital
reconstructionof historical artefacts, in order to deliver them interactively and
creatively. Although the first generationof computer-basededucationalproducts
has been developed,these applicationshave received surprisingly little scrutiny.
To date, there is no consensusas to how they should be further improved for
efficient use in the theatrestudiesclassroom.
One of the limitations of someof the existing research,is the apparentlack
of exchangewith other disciplines. This thesis attemptsto gain fresh insights by
pursuing three distinct, but closely interrelatedlines of investigation, resulting in
the presentationof a practical componentthat implementssomeof my theoretical
findings, and aligns the present study within existing literature. This practical
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for
future
development
the
template
of software
work may serve as a
guiding
for
packages theatrestudentsand researchers.
Firstly, this thesis explores how multimedia and computer technologies
have influencedour societies,ultimately producing significant cultural changes.It
discusses the historical evolution of new media and identifies various
opportunities and challengesthat recent technologies present to contemporary
theatre designersand educators.Here, I investigate how innovative computer
applicationscan redefinethe meaningsand boundariesof cultural experienceand
supportnew kinds of technology-mediatedperformance.I pay specialattention to
the reconfigurationof the establishedrelationshipbetweendesignersand creative
practices,by looking at the history of the technological evolution of theatrical
spaceand by identifying possible tendenciesin the future developmentof the
contemporarytheatre.
Secondly, I attempt to illustrate how the ongoing and accelerating
development of computer technologies stimulates new directions in media
research.I explore theoretically, as well as practically, innovative technologymediatededucationalmethods.I analyzerecent changesin teachingand learning
techniquesand researchpossible modes of engagementand interaction between
the users(learnersand participants)and computer-generated
environments.In this
dissertation,I attempt to examine how new computer technologieschallengethe
existing processes of knowledge delivery and cultural heritage research,
ultimately transforming them into more informative and flexible educationaland
creativeplatforms.
Finally, this researchattempts to prove the necessity of new modes of
delivering visual course material, by analyzing Norman Bel Geddes' The Divine
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Comedyproject, as a practical casestudy. Here, I re-establishand further promote
a novel approachto knowledgevisualization and transfer,through employing 3Dmodelling techniques as a flexible, effective and visually-enhancedmeans of
increase
I
to
the academiccommunity's awarenessof new
representation. attempt
by
actually demonstrating how new computer
educational possibilities,
technologiescould contribute to theatre educationin generaland the researchof
in
scenographicartefacts particular.
Thesis Structure

This thesis comprises seven chaptersand a digitally presented(CD), original,
educationalproject, divided into five complementaryparts. Part One introduces
the conceptualbackgroundof this study, outlines the main researchquestionsand
methods, and defines key-terminologies,which are widely used throughout the
thesis.Part Two (ChaptersOne and Two) setsthe scenewith a generalliterature
review, concentratingon the most significant current discussionsand pointing out
some neglectedaspects,which require further comprehensiveinvestigation. This
part provides the theoretical foundation for the following chapters, enabling
further analysisand, ultimately, the practical application of the main findings. In
pursuanceof the above objectives, Part Three (Chapter Three) discussesthe
conceptualbaseof the study (i. e. the educationalaspectsof media and computer
technologies) and develops the analytical framework for evaluating two case
studies, the findings of which will be discussedand applied practically in Part
Four (ChaptersFour, Five, Six and e-Chapter)of the presentthesis.Finally, Part
Five discussesthe most significant findings of this study, suggesting several
directionsfor future research.
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND METHODS

ResearchQuestions
There are three main questions raised in this study, supplementedby two
subsidiaryquestions:

ResearchQuestion 1 (for a full discussion,seeChaptersOne and Two)
To what extent doesthe marriagebetweenart and technology influence the ways
in which theatricalspaceis designed,created,perceived,and researched?
SubsidiaryQuestionsto ResearchQuestion1
(1) Do new computertechnologieschallengethe very nature of theatre art or do
they simply enhanceexisting practicesandtraditional scholarship?
(2) How important did new media applications become within the various
disciplines (e.g. ethics, aesthetics,audience research, scenography)that have
driven the evolution of modem theatre?

ResearchQuestion 2 (for a full discussion,seeChapterThree)
To what extent do new media communicationand interaction platforms transform
knowledgedelivery and facilitate creativity in the theatrestudiesclassroom?
SubsidiaryQuestionsto ResearchQuestion2
(1) What are the recenttendenciesin the use of computertechnologiesfor creative
and educationalpurposes?
(2) What positive and negative outcomes can be expected when technologylearning
is
mediated
applied?

Research Question 3 (for a full discussion,see ChaptersFour, Five and Six):
How can `lost' artefactsbe studiedeffectively?
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SubsidiaryQuestionsto ResearchQuestion3
(1) Is there a need for historical theatre artefacts and past productions to be
remediatedand communicateddigitally?
(2) How can new computertechnologieshelp in cultural heritage research- i. e.
the production,storageand knowledgetransfer?
ResearchMethods

This study adopts a multi-level approach to data collection. With the aim of
making robust connections between long-term historical trends and particular
instancesof recent socio-technical and educational changes,it was decided to
employ a suite of different researchtechniques.Throughout my researchwork, I
have made every possibleeffort to locate all relevant material, employing mainly
qualitative, but also some quantitative researchtechniques.The methodology of
this dissertationevolved through four important phases(also outlined in Table 1
below):

Phase One: Interdisciplinary Literature Review and Synthesis (Chapters One,
Two and partly Three).
Most previous studieshave basedtheir criteria for the evaluationof the theoretical
and practical applicationsof new media technologiesmainly on a one-discipline
basis or, in other words, without seeking to establish cross-disciplinary links.
Although my researchalso aims to provide the historical and theoretical context
for studying the factors that influence socio-technicalchangesmainly in the field
of theatre education and creative practices, I also adopt an interdisciplinary
evaluationframework, in order to define and classify the useof multimedia within
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various fields of knowledge (e.g. social studies,ethics and aesthetics,computer
sciences,art, design, media and theatre history). This study attemptsto offer a
broader and more systematic mapping of the common ground shared by the
aforementioneddisciplines, and to apply the findings to strengthenthe academic
discussionon computer-mediatedknowledge delivery for teaching scenography
andtheatredesignhistory in the theatrestudiesclassroom.
PhaseTwo: Interactionand Evaluation(ChapterThree).
It was decided that the best method to adopt for investigating the recent
tendenciesin technology-mediatedknowledge delivery is a casestudiesanalysis.
Here, I focus on two computer-basededucationalprojects (the THEATRON and
the Visual Assistant),aiming to explorewhethertheir novel approachto education
and creative training benefits the processof learning and what could be done in
order to improve it. The majority of data was collected through my direct
interaction with the aforementionedelectronic packages.Additionally, I have
consulted a wide range of written materials, including a number of testing and
evaluationreportson both projects;designedthe open-endedquestionnairefor the
project leadersto complete; and conductedseveral informal interviews with the
members of the THEATRON project's developmentteam. As a result, I have
proposeda detailed software evaluation framework, attempting to examine the
overall effectiveness of both case studies as novel platforms for knowledge
delivery and creative development.This assessmentaimed to contribute to the
formation of the practical component of this study
Set-SPECTRUM
the
educationalproject.
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PhaseThree: Archival Research(ChaptersFour andFive).
Prior to commencingthe e-Chapter,extensivearchival researchwas required. It
was undertakenat the Harry RansomHumanities ResearchCentre (the HRC), at
the University of Texasin Austin, the only researchcentrein the world to contain
comprehensivematerialson Norman Bel Geddes.At the HRC, all information on
Norman Bel Geddesis divided into three series:I. Industrial Design and Theater
Files, 1873-1964 (bulk 1915-1958), II. Office and Clipping Files, 1917-1961
(bulk 1945-1958),and III. PersonalFiles 1870-1959(bulk 1930-1958).I mostly
focused on examining his theatre files - i. e. dramatization,production script for
The Divine Comedyby Dante Alighieri, translatedby Charles Eliot Norton, and
TheDivine Comedytheatreproject. Additionally, I exploredhis original writings,
correspondence,publicity documents including, press releasesand newspaper
articles by and about Bel Geddes,and sourcesof his designideas.I also consulted
a number of visual materials such as preliminary sketches, drawings, scene
renderings, model plans, elevations and original photographs by Francis
Bruguiere. At my request,all necessaryvisual and textual sourceswere scanned,
digitally photographedor duplicated,in order to be presentedin this thesis.
PhaseFour: Questionnaireand Procedure(ChaptersFive and Six).
It was consideredthat quantitativemeasureswould usefully extendthe qualitative
analysis and supplement the procedure (i. e. development of the practical
component).Therefore,I introduceda questionnaireto be completedby the firstyear undergraduatestudentsat the School of Theatre, Performanceand Cultural
Policy Studiesin the University of Warwick. The design of the questionnairewas
basedon a standardtemplate of eleven closed questions,which aimed to
assess
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the students' expectationsof the study processand whether they could benefit
from technology-basededucation. Finally, another questionnaire (for Marley
Porter) was specifically developed,in order to contribute to the discussionof the
possiblelimitations of Norman Bel Geddes'set for TheDivine Comedy.
For the procedure, I adopted the following research strategy: (1)
identification of the educationalconcepts,underlying the project; (2) selectionof
an artefactto be digitally presentedin the project's body; (3) research,evaluation,
for
implementing the project; (4)
technologies
and choice of appropriate
formulation of a final design and technical outline of the project; and (5)
developmentof the finalized educationalpackage- the Set-SPECTRUMproject.
TABLE 1: ResearchMethods.Author. Iryna Kuksa
Phasesof Research

Needs

Methods

PhaseOne

Thereis a needfor a broaderand
more systematicmappingof the
commongroundsharedby
variousfields of knowledge.

Cross-disciplinaryliterature
review - analysisand synthesisof
the currentresearch.

PhaseTwo

Thereis a needto identify and
investigatemajor tendenciesin
the areaof technology-mediated
knowledgedelivery.

Direct interactionwith chosen
electronicpackages,open-ended
questionnaires,informal
interviews,analysisof a wide
rangeof written materials,and
developmentof a detailed
evaluationframework.

PhaseThree

There is a needto increasethe
academiccommunity's awareness
of NormanBel Geddes'visionary
ideas.

Work with original materialstextual and visual. All necessary
original sourceswere scanned,
digitally photographedor
duplicatedfor being presentedin
the thesis.

PhaseFour

Thereis a needto contributeto
the developmentof computermediatedmeansof education.

Closed-questions
questionnaires,
designand implementationof the
original educationalproject.
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TERMINOLOGY

This dissertation uses an interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary approach to its
literature review, or, to be more precise, it integrates various concepts from
different disciplines.Therefore,it is necessaryto clarify someof the terms, which
areusedhere interchangeablyandmight embodya multitude of interpretations.
In this thesis, I accept Botler and Grusin's (1999) notion of remediation
and employ it here to describethe way different types of media convergeand one
medium getsabsorbedby another.Mainly, however,by using this term, I attempt
to explain how new technological applications help with the delivery of
information and the encouragementof new experiences.While a variety of
definitions of novel digital media have been suggested,this study will use the
most complete(in my opinion) to date definition suggestedby Packerand Jordan
(2001, pp. xxx-xxxi). Here, I consider integration as the combining of artistic
forms and technology into a hybrid form of expression', arguing that the
performancepractice-visualarts marriagehas beenrevealedrecently in notions of
the hybrid. I treat interactivity as `the ability of the user to manipulateand affect
her experienceof media directly, and to communicatewith othersthrough media',
and also as the most prominent type of art in the digital age. In the context of this
thesis, however, this term is used mainly from an educational (i. e. knowledge
delivery) point of view.
Virtual reality or VR is a term frequently used in the literature, but to date
there is no consensusabout its definition. A generallyaccepteddefinition of VR is
a computersimulation of a real or imaginary systemthat enablesusersto perform
operationsin virtual environmentsand shows effects in real time. It is also a part
of the global information and communication infrastructure - cyberspace.
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Throughoutthe thesis,the terms virtual world, virtual space,virtual environment
interchangeably.
I
In
treat the
addition,
and cyberspaceand cyber-world are used
terms augmentedand mixed reality (AR and MR) as the perceptualintegration of
however,
I
Mainly,
refer to collaborative virtual
real and virtual space.
in
(CVEs),
offer
communication
which
such amalgamationand
a
environments
learning.
form of interactive,computer-assisted
Admittedly, many researchersrefer to an interface as a frame. In the
however,
I
thesis,
this
argue that younger generationsof technology
of
context
frameby
it
because
treat
they
not
are
up
surrounded
a
userswill
growing
as such,
interface, transforming it into an invisible medium or, in other words, providing
is
interpreted
interfaceless
Additionally,
this
term
as a
virtually
experiences.
fourth wall betweenthe user and a digitally-transmittedinteractiveperformanceor
a navigablecomputer-basededucationalpackage.
It is also necessaryto mention that throughout this dissertation,I widely
use the term user which is interchangeablewith such terms asparticipant, viewer
and also an audience member, depending on the context of their use - i. e.
technological,educational,or theatrical.
In this thesis, I often use the terms computer-mediated,computer-based,
technology-mediated, technology-empoweredand technology-based learning,
study or knowledgedelivery. By computer-or technology-basedlearning study or
knowledgedelivery I meanthe use of digital educationalproductswhich can only
be accessedthrough the computer-medium i.e. the Internet or CD-ROM.
Sometimes, I use these terms interchangeably. The terms computer- or
technology-mediatedor technology-empoweredlearning, study, or knowledge
delivery are compatible and often used in the similar context as the above terms,
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but can also imply accessto the educationalresourcesthrough other media such
as videoconferencingand interactive whiteboards.Furthermore,in the context of
this thesis, I refer to computer-generatededucational settings as specifically
designedvirtual environments(pre-recordedor interactive),which encompassany
learningor researchactivities conductedthrough the medium of a computer.
It is necessary to clarify what is meant by the closed-questions
questionnaire,two of which were specifically designedto collect valuable for this
data,
implementing
to
the
research
aiming
prove
necessity of
new modes of
knowledge visualization in a theatre studies classroom. Their findings are
in
Chapter Six of this thesis. In social studies, the majority of
analyzed
questionnairesand semi-structuredinterviews are presentedin this format due to
the convenienceof data collection and analysis. A closed question generally
meansthe `one where the possible answersare predetermined' (Gillham, 2000,
pp. 4-5). For this study, I usedclosed-questionsmultiple-choice questionnaires,in
order to be able to generalizefrom the samplefindings.
In this dissertation, the terms set-model and stage-model are used
interchangeablymostly to meanNorman Bel Geddes' design conceptfor Dante's
The Divine Comedy. I also refer to a term 3D-model as a three-dimensional,
computer-generated
reconstructionof the aforementionedset design.There is also
a needto clarify exactly what is meant by artefact and lost artefact. Throughout
the dissertation,the term artefact is used to refer to historically and culturally
important art-objects,including scenicdesignsand models.The term lost artefact
describesany missing or destroyed art-object, which left some sort of visual
evidenceof its existence,such as photographicdocumentations,sketches,plans,
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Comedy
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(e.
Divine
The
set-model,which was
and elevations g.
century).
The useof other termswill be explainedin the body of the thesis.
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CHAPTER ONE: AT THE INTERFACE OF ART AND TECHNOLOGY THE DILEMMA

OF THE MODERN THEATRE

`In the theatre,every form onceborn is mortal; every form must be reconceived,and its new
conceptionwill bearthe marksof all the influencesthat surroundit. '
(Brook, 1968,p. 19)

Throughoutthe written history of mankind,the broad conceptof what we consider
to be art was constantly constricted by numerous factors, including individual
perceptionsor various notions of what is, or is not art, which were sharedby
loosely
From
translated
the
of
people.
of
view
certain groups
etymological point
from the Latin, art means arrangement or to arrange. Obviously, there are
for
identify,
interchangeably
to
the
multiple meaningsof
word which are used
example, a painting, as well as a theatrical performance. Indeed, artistic
expressionstook many forms with a wide range of genreswithin them. However,
since the advent of modernism in the nineteenthcentury the situation in the art
world started changing dramatically towards the use of contemporary
technological innovations for art-making purposes.This art-technologymarriage
gave birth to photography,video, installation, conceptualart, and more recently,
digital or cyber-art, virtual performancesand computer games.This study argues
that it has also changed our overall perception and experience of the world,
providing the ground for creative practitioners to (1) boost existing art practices
and traditional scholarshipsand even (2) challenge the very nature of art and
theatre through exploring new means for reshaping time and space. The key
is
here,
that someof theseartists concentratedonly on technologyand its
problem
capability to enhancethe quality of presentation,sometimesoverlooking the very
conceptof the art-act; while otherscompletely ignored technologicalinnovations,
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defining them as damaging artistic creativity and, as a result, preferring more
investigated
be
issue
to
Therefore,
that
the
needs
economicmeansof expression.
is whether and how the marriagebetweenart and technology can be balanced.I
dissertation.
line
the
develop
throughout
this
of argument
will
ChaptersOne and Two contain a multidisciplinary synthesisand critical
literature
theoretical
and practical.
research
scholarly
and
overview of existing
In this chapter,I will outline the historical developmentand presentthe state of
For
in
inventions
important
the
technological
media.
contemporary
area of
some
be
in
this
the
thesis,
the
mainly on
will
the purposesof
chapter
emphasis
current
for
is
the
thorough
of
theatre,
analysis
a
crucial
which
conventional notions of
impact of new media on the live art- and theatre-creationprocesses.Furthermore,
I will investigateinteractivity as a condition of modem theatre and also explore
the issue of immediacyin the context of digital reality. I will define cyberspace
digital
background
information
products
where
and give some
on various areas,
have already beenand potentially could be implemented.Finally, I will conclude
this chapter with a critical discussion of the opportunities and challengesthat
recent technologies present to contemporary creative practitioners, especially
theatre designers,who are involved in the process of producing, storing and
transferringtheatricalartefacts.

1.1

Following the Digital Path...

`Cyberspaceis a word coined in a sciencefiction fantasyto representwhat existson the other side
be
has
information
human-computer
interface
digitized
to
that
the
envisioned
come
of
-a world of
as a virtual space,a spacefor humaninteraction,a spacefor work and for play, a spacewherethe
barriersof geography,naturalforces,and humanlimitations disappear.'
(LeNoir, 1999,p. 175)
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In the context of this thesis there is a need to look at art as a process,which
widely embracesephemeral,time-based,visual and performing artistic eventsthat
include human presence (i. e. live art), and also broadens, challenges, and
questions traditional art views. Within late twentieth century live art, the
importantturn towardsperformancepracticethrough visual arts hasbeenrevealed
in notions of the hybrid. This changecould also be associated`with performances
shapedovertly by terms uprootedfrom sculpture,object-relatedprocessesor filmproduction' (Kaye, 1996, p. 120). The appearanceof a complicated mixture of
painting, collage, and, lately, video, theatrical installations and numerous other
digital mediawas a steppingstoneto rigorous testing of conventionallanguagesof
art. The computerization of the art world and societal life redefined existing
cultural forms and led to the emergenceof new ones, including multimedia and
virtual environments.Multimedia appearedas a blend of various types of media
including text, graphics, audio, animation and flexibility to convey information,
knowledge and, furthermore, new qualities of experience. Packer and Jordan
(2001) argue that there are a number of possible readingsof new media history,
just as there are many possiblepathsthrough a network. They also suggestthat in
order to understand this evolution fully, it is necessaryto identify two keypropertiesof novel digital media, which are, firstly, an integration quality that can
be explainedas a combination of artistic forms and technologyinto a hybrid form
of expression;and, secondly, interactivity that enablesusers to manipulate and
affect their experienceof the media directly. Furthermore,to appreciatethe impact
of multimedia on the art and theatre world, it is crucial to define some of its
capabilities, which can be described as: (1) immersion, or an experience of
into
entering
a three-dimensional(3D) simulatedenvironment;(2) hypermedia,or
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a synthesisof separatemedia elementsthat createsa trial of personalassociation;
and (3) narrativity, or an aestheticand formal strategythat derivesfrom the above
forms
in
and media presentations(Packer and
conceptsresulting nonlinear story
Jordan,2001, pp. xxx-xxxi). This characterizationof digital media is probably the
most completeto date. However, there seemsto be scopefor further elaboration
of the aboveframework, and such advanceswill help to explore the full potential
of digital media applications, and also establish how they influence various
cultural, creativeand educationalprocesses.
It is hardly surprising that the culture of the modem period with its
innovative and interactivedynamismcould be regardedas virtual, mainly because
it leadsto the digitization of almost every aspectof everydaylife in contemporary
society. Manovich (1995, p. 1) statesthat this virtuality of our culture should be
characterizedas `the existenceof anothervirtual space,anotherthree-dimensional
world enclosed by a frame and situated inside our normal space.' Indeed,
nowadays we are surroundedby computer-generatedenvironments,which are
very diverse and serve various purposes,including exposuretherapy for driving
phobia, surgical operations,and simulations for pilot-training; and, at the same
time, providing space for virtual galleries, classrooms and performances.
Cyberspaceemergesas a computer-generated,navigable infinity that seemingly
exists behind the computer screenand is able to connectand separateits usersat
the same time as they are actively engaged in the networked electronic
communication.Virtual reality (VR), in its turn, acts as the simulation of real or
imagined environments that can be experiencedin three dimensions of width,
height, and depth. This study considersthe crux of the idea of virtual reality is
interactivity and suspension of disbelief. However, some researchers (e.g.
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Amstutz et al., 2004) are convinced that the emphasisis on graphical and other
presentationaspectsof VR, rather than on a new medium for exchange.William
Gibson,in his 1984novel Neuromancer,for the first time, presentedvirtual reality
described
fact
daily
He
the computer network as an
as a
of our
experiences.
`unthinkablecomplexity - as a cyberspace'(p. 51).
Cyberspace and virtual reality are complex and constantly evolving
for
definition.
Boiler
today
therefore,
these
terms
even
still
open
are
phenomena;
and Grusin (1999, pp. 179-181), for example, argue that cyberspaceis not `a
parallel universe' or `a place of escape' from contemporarysociety or from the
physical world, but `a shoppingmall in the ether'. They statethat the very idea of
is
cyberspace that it transforms information `from something separate and
containedwithin our computersto a spacewe can inhabit'. Indeed,this definition
fits smoothly into contemporarynetworks of transportation,communication,and
economic exchange.Certainly, cyberspaceis more than simply 3D computergeneratedinteractive environments.It is a new trend acrosscomputerculture and
also, as Manovich, (2001) points out, can be consideredas a recent standardin
human-computerinterfaces and computer networks. Although cyberspaceis a
relatively common idea, it can mean severaldifferent types of virtual reality. For
example,the movie industry is very good at presentingVR spacesas an analogous
world that exists invisibly, and at the sametime with our own reality. At present,
cyberspaceembracesa vast range of existing 3D digital worlds, such as high-end
VR works that feature Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs) and photo realistic
graphics, arcade, CD-ROMs and on-line multi-player computer games, Virtual
Reality Modelling Language (VRML)

scenes, and graphical leisure and

educational environments. There are numerous definitions and applications of
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In
differ
from
the
VR,
to
area
another.
cyberspace
which can
one research
and
digitally-created
`parallel'
I
this
thesis,
cyberspace
a
context of
consider
as
immense
for
that
an
number
of
opportunities
creativity,
world
contains
cultural
learning and simply interaction. Furthermore,I treat the notion of virtual reality
3D
in
literal
that
a
means
enables
reconstructionand user-VR
way,
as
mostly a
however,
Sometimes,
these terms will
world-user collaboration.

be used

interchangeably.
There is little doubt that technological developmentand its capability to
furthermore,
is
these
constantly
applications
endless
and,
new
multimedia
produce
applications continuously and irreversibly change human perceptions of the
life.
There
bring
to
surroundingworld, and
a new quality of experience everyday
in
implemented
have
been
innovative
devices
that
such
are many
widely
already
spheres as education and training; art (including live art), design and
entertainment;scientific research;communication,information and presentation;
is
however,
It
is
there
that
and also marketing and advertising.
quite obvious,
much overlap between them. For instance, collaborative virtual environments
(CVEs) offer communication, but also educational activities or, to be more
interactive
form
learning.Furthermore,
precise,a
of
multimedia computer-assisted
computer-basedsimulations allow users to participate in multimedia exhibitions,
videoconferencesand presentations,and also improve their physical skills in a
non-risk environment (e.g. military campaigns).These multimedia applications
for conceptualnavigation contain numerousdigital resources,such as information
points and displays, virtual libraries and databases,electronic books, and
visualization products for users to utilize. There is also a new dimension of
cyberspace which offers its users the possibility to create their digital
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representationsand join the avatar-inhabitedvirtual communities. These spaces
are consideredby sometheatreresearchers,as a new opportunity to createvirtual
theatrical performances. It could also be argued, however, that such virtual
like
`unrehearsed'
look
more
computergamesthan possibletheatre
environments
venues.Nevertheless,there are numerous other entertainmentapplications that
industry
to
the
specialeffects
widely employed in cinema and theatre,
contribute
design
testing
and
allow
visualization
of
various
and which
and architectural
projects before implementationor after complete demolition. The exampleshere
might include reconstructionsof ancientbuildings, historical stagesand setsfrom
archaeologicaland visual evidence, and also the creation of drafts for future
theatreproductions.Thesevirtual modelsenableresearchersto investigatevarious
be
instance,
for
in
large
to
too
too
objects, which,
or
are either
scale
small
exploredin real life, or which were lost in the past or do not yet actually exist.
Indeed, the remediation of the world around us continues and quite
possibly will never end. One might argue that cyberspaceis an ultimate cultural
and communication medium and, indeed, it probably is to date. However, the
question,which cannotbe answeredquite yet, is for how long?

1.2

Remediation of Reality and Cultural Values in the Digital Age: A
Short Historical and Technological Overview

`We are witnessingthe emergenceof a new cultural meta-language,somethingthat will be at least
as significant as the printed word and cinemabeforeit. '
(Marovich, 2001,p. 93)

Botler and Grusin (1999, p. 62) arguethat for hundredsof years,the remediation
of reality has been built into all technologies of representation.In order to
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it
is
fully
development
the
the
of
understand
newer media,
emergenceand
historical
in
The
look
into
how
to
their
prototypes
our
society.
evolved
necessary
first large-scalemedia transformationtook place in the fourteenth century, when
the revolutionary advent of the printing pressresulted in a completechangefrom
how visual culture was previously communicated.Another major scientific and
artistic breakthrough was made with the invention of photography in the
nineteenth century, which dramatically altered mankind's perception and
experienceof the world - an effect that continuesto this day. One might argue
that the media revolution our civilization is experiencingat the moment is more
profound than the previousones.According to Manovich (2001), first of all, it has
shifted our culture to computer-mediatedforms of communication,manipulation,
production, storage,and distribution. Secondly, it has affected all older types of
media, such as text, still and moving images, sound, and spatial constructions.
Indeed,recentevidencesuggeststhat the impact technologiesof computationhave
already had on different societiesand cultures is of major historical importance.
Even now, they keep influencing the ways we learn, communicate,create, and
simply function. There is little doubt that the processof production, storageand
transfer of our cultural heritage has become more technologically sophisticated.
One questionthat needsto be asked,however,is whetherthis sophisticationmight
also negatively affect artistic creative endeavours,hiding them behind technical
specifications and, consequently,making them more difficult to perceive and
understand.Digital technologieshave penetratedour everyday life so naturally
that they have passedunnoticed, when such relatively new innovations in direct
communication.as, for example, web-cameras,picture and video messaging,
became an inseparablepart of it. Ironically, however, it is only recently that
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haveappreciated
the impactof thesetechnologies
researchers
on our culture,art,
andsocietyas a whole.
In order to understandhow multimedia and digital technologiesbecameso
dominant,it is necessaryto look back at the ways the older media refashionedand
extended earlier ones, which were all embedded in material and social
is
The
term
environments.
remediation used here to describethe convergenceof
different types of media, the absorptionof one medium by another; and also to
explain the assimilationof new knowledgedelivered and experiencesencouraged
by new technological means. Coming together, each of these technologies is
immersedin the others,in a way that minimizes the discontinuitiesbetweenthem.
However, this does not mean that the older medium is entirely effaced. On the
contrary, the new medium is still dependenton the older one in various ways,
which from time to time are not acknowledged. For instance, the genre of
computergamesremediatescinema;numerousweb sitesremediatethe monitoring
function of broadcasttelevision; and, eventually, virtual reality supposedlyends
the sequenceby fulfilling the promise of ultimate immediacy (Botler and Grusin,
1999,pp. 6-11,59-60). There are little doubts that the emergenceof cyberspace,
as a digital network, remediatesthe electric communicationmeansof the past 150
years, such as the telegraph and the telephoneas VR. Botler and Grusin (1999)
further argue that it refashionsthe visual spacesof painting, film, and television;
and, additionally, such social and historical places, as cities and parks and such
nonplaces, as theme parks and shopping malls. Despite remediation, the
aforementioned media organically coexist and evolve together, as well as
contribute and relate to each other's content. Each of these technologies is a
hybrid of technical, social, and economic practices and offers its own path to
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immediacy,with an ability to convergeand createsomethingnew. At the present
level of technological development,the telephone offers the immediacy of the
voice, the television promisesthe immediacy through its real-time monitoring of
the world, and, eventually, the computer facilitates the immediacy that comes
through the synthesis of 3D-graphics, programming, and interactivity, that
television is not able to match. Here, immediacy is referred to as transparency,
is
described
It
be
the
absent.
can
medium
virtually
where
as `the notion that a
medium could erase itself and leave the viewer in the presenceof the objects
represented,so that he could know the object directly ' (Botler and Grusin, 1999,
p.70). This study points out that this kind of technologicaltransparencyhas not
yet beenreached,and one might also argue,as to whetherthere is an overall need
to achieveit.
In the context of this thesis,the issueof immediacy is very important, but
also quite controversial.Indeed,it is often desirableto have a transparentmedium
in front of, or evenaroundus to enjoy fully, for example,a virtual performanceor
art exhibition, or, in other words, look at the show through the medium, in contrast
to looking at the medium, in order to seea show. On the other hand, however,the
most recent tendenciesin mobile digital technologies illustrate the clear shift
towards numerousdisplay and screendevices,miniaturized and oversized,which
we encounter on a daily basis. Therefore, this study suggeststhat it is quite
unlikely that a new generationof technology users surroundedby various hi-tech
frames from the early years of their lives would perceive any of those as a
medium betweenthem and a virtual object or performance.There is little doubt
that computer languagewill be changing constantly, in contrast to the printed
media and cinematography,which have already achievedstability in their forms,
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due to the material investments in the methods of their production and
distribution. Digital evolution, in its turn, is a processthat producesnew computer
issue
basis.
This
that
the
of
could mean
applications almost on an everyday
immediacywill no longer be a problem in the future. Nevertheless,contemporary
creativepractitionersneedto be very much aware of the technology they employ
for producing artworks, in order to control the medium or, in many cases,create
be
designs
which can actually accomplished.
realistic
Nicholas Negroponte,in his 1995book Being Digital defined new heavily
computerizedreality, as the post-informationage,which is about to begin, or, one
has
might argue,
already begun.He describedfuture computersas machineswith
the ability to recognizehuman speechand eventrack eye movements,in order to
respondto the users' needs and promote face-to-faceinteraction. Twelve years
later this no longer seemsimpossible and contemporaryusers are able, at least
partly, to communicatewith a computer beyondarm's length. There is no doubt
that the Internet, as a new, global, social fabric, has already changedour societal
life, and indeed the very way we learn, behave,and even think. There are also
many other innovative technologicaltransformations,for example,conversational
computerinterfaces,which, as someresearchersbelieve, will be widespreadin the
near future. This kind of responsiveness
would allow participantsto communicate
through the use of an intuitive combination of multimodal input, identifying
certain actions, and, eventually, creating consequent interaction inferences
(Billinghurst and Savage-Carmona,1996,p. 168). Another prediction for the next
level of digital evolution is embodiedcomputing technologies.The majority of IT
scientists(e.g. Abowd and Mynatt, 2000, Cheok et al., 2002) argue that the next
generationof computerswill be embodieddevices,which should involve elements
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of ubiquitous, tangible, and social computing. The main characteristic of
for
is
it
that
provides advantages creating a novel social
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is
human
in
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needs
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manner.
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digital
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hand,
links
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computing, on
intimately
the
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the
physical and
employment of
skills we are
enabling
familiar with. In other words, it would empower natural physical interaction and
collaboration betweenparticipants.Ultimately, the benefit of social computing is
in the incorporation of new technologies for human interaction `that does not
follow formal theoretical abstractsor procedures,but are improvised naturally in
real-time' (Cheok et al., 2002, p. 60). Certainly, there are many possibleways of
employing theseinnovative technologicaldevices- both wearableand embodied.
Here, however, I focus on applications that could be used for experiencing,
creatingor learning abouttheatre.
There are various digital guidancetools that could be used for navigation
between numerous historical performance venues in outdoor areas. A good
example here would be the European Commission (EC) funded, Augmented
Reality-based Cultural Heritage On-site Guide or, in other words, the
ARCHEOGUIDE project, which offered a new approachto accessinginformation
at multi-staged,open-air cultural sites in a user-friendly and compelling way. This
was achievedthrough the developmentof a unique systembasedon advancedIT,
including multi-modal interaction techniques,augmentedreality applications,and
3D-visualization technology. Using Head-Mounted Displays and earphones,
togetherwith mobile computing units, ARCHEOGUIDE userswere able to obtain
various historical facts - textual and visual - relevant to the actual site
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information, and also to receivefurther instructions,explaining how to reachother
locations and stages.One of the crucial outcomes of this project was that all
inevitably
from
lead to their physical involvement;
actions required
participants
the oppositeto a passiveobservationof anothercultural heritagesite.
Furthermore, it is necessaryto mention such advanced technological
been
in
have
the areasof education,training, and
that
used
already
applications
sports, as motion capture technology. Additionally, this technology has great
in
further
development
industry
for
the
and cultural and theatrical
movie
potential
events.It emergesas a three-dimensionalrepresentationof recordedmovements
by a performer achievedthrough specialsensorswhich are fitted to a humanbody
(or suit) in a way that allows their signals to be tracked in spaceand time by an
array of cameras.All digital information is transmittedand consolidatedinto data
files in a central workstation and then transferredto a computer,where they can
be merged, connected, re-sequencedand mapped onto other anatomies in
animation software such as, for example, Character Studio (Birringer, 1999).
Undoubtedly, these technological innovations are quite interesting and
challenging for creative practitioners, including theatre-makers;however, the
question may arise as to whether this type of environment is a thoroughly
designedtheatrical spaceor a complicatedcomputergamewith humans,or rather
physically involved digital puppets?
It is quite obvious that multimedia, virtual reality, 3D visualization and
other digital technologiesare here to stay. The only matter of concernthat should
be raised and carefully consideredhere is how to achieve the balance between
technology, creativity and culture. Unfortunately, there is no definite answer to
this question, thus every creative practitioner who is involved in the processof
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balance.
his/her
transferring
cultural valuesmust seek
own
producing,storing and
Someof the aforementionedtechnologiesare currently usedin somedance,acting
and pilot educationalexperimentsthat are running in various researchcentersand
HE institutions aroundthe globe (e.g. the Institute for the Explorations of Virtual
Realities at the University of Kansas,the King's Visualization Lab at the King's
College London). I will provide more detailed descriptionof someof the projects
relevantto this study in ChapterThreeof the thesis.

1.3

A Virtual Space of Theatre: Creation and Perception

`Whennew plays setout to imitate reality, we are more consciousof what is imitative than what is
real... '
(Brook, 1968,p. 39)

One of the main principles of theatre-makingis to reproducecreatively the core
events of contemporarylife and put them into motion on stage.The audience's
understanding of these theatrical interpretations totally depends on the
representationof social reality, within which every spectator is `positioned to
enact,and to experienceeffectively, aspectsof that reality' (Guiraud, 1988,p. 30).
The endemicpresenceof digital technology is responsiblefor numerouschanges
in the processesof theatre creation and perception. The use of multimedia
applications in stage-performancesenables contemporary audiencesto interact
with the world of theatre in a way which is compatible with our fast-moving and
highly technology-oriented culture. However, there is nothing new in it. Of
particular interest for this study is how theatre was challengedby technological
innovationsthroughoutmodem and post-modemepochsof the twentieth century.
Very often, `grand' set designsof that time involved heavy and very sophisticated
which
machinery,
was used for various types of theatre but especially for opera
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and more recent musical performances in different countries. A good example
here is a massive production of The Miracle' by American set designer Norman
Bel Geddes, which he designed for Max Reinhardt in 1924. For this performance
Bel Geddes simply transformed the horizontal stage and balconies of the Century
Theatre in New York into a Gothic cathedral, making the whole theatre space a
stage:

I wanted the membersof the audienceto feel that they were in a church, at a
service and not a show. They must enter a dimly lighted church as they would
havedoneto seeTheMiracle in the twelfth century.

(Geddes,1960,p.274)
This kind of approach to scenographywas quite common amongst modernist
theatredesignersin Europeandthe United Statesin the early twentieth century.
Indeed, performing arts combine different media elements, but also
supportinteraction and connectionbetweenthe audienceand the stage,in order to
provide constant feedback.Nowadays, all these issues are strongly relevant to
contemporaryelectronic culture and, in particular, digital media. One might argue
that the art of the theatre has many similarities to the phenomenonof virtual
reality. In an historical sense,artists have always used impressive immersion
tricks, such as physical surroundingswith fake perspective,panoramicviews, or
fresco images,to immersethe audiencein illusory reality. Grau (2003) indicates
that all these attempts received further development with the appearanceof
cinematography, computer technology and later virtual reality. Gere (2002)
further argues that multimedia proved to have a strong connection with, for

I The first productionof TheMiracle was stagedby Max Reinhardt the Olympia Exhibition Hall
at
in Londonin January1911(seeEsslin, 1977,p. 12).
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in
Europe,
Dionysian
the
the
rituals Greek tragedy,
example,
great cathedralsof
Richard Wagner's conceptof the total artwork, the Gesamtkunstwerk,in addition
to a variety of other practices involving a combination of sounds, words and
images. Richard Wagner, for example, in 1849 defined drama as the ideal
including
branches
of art
music, architecture,
medium, which united all separate
in
dance
them
the collective art-work and the
and
embraced
painting, poetry,
believed
Gesamtkunstwerk.
He
the
that this total art work,
the
arts synthesisof
this fusion of arts would attain new poetic heights in theatre space.Packer and
Jordan (2001, p. xviii) describe Wagner's ideas as `one of the first attempts in
for
the comprehensive
to
theoretical
art
modem
establish a practical
system
integrationof the arts through the "totalizing", synthesizing,effect of music drama
'
The
dance,
the
stagecraft.
unification
of music, song,
poetry, visual arts, and
main featureof this systemcould also be describedas immersion, experiencedby
the audience during theatrical performance, when spectators literally lose
themselvesin the veracity of the drama.
Similar to Wagner's approachto the theatrewith its scenery,lighting and
acoustical design, Laszlo Moholy-Nagy's idea of the Theatre of Totality
foreshadowedthe experienceof virtual environments.It challengedthe passivity
of the relationship between the audience and stage performance by using
innovative techniques for diluting the traditional fourth wall
in
theatre
terminology, the invisible frontier that divides the stageand the audienceinto two
clearly perceptibleparts - within the theatrical environment.His interpretationof
Wagner's conceptof total theatre included the reduction of the importanceof the
written word and the presenceof the actor. Instead he developedthe idea of the
Mechanized Eccentric, which brought numerous technical devices into every
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aspectof the stageperformance.Moholy-Nagy's machinerywould travel acrossa
multi-planed stage and would literally immerse the audience in the action.
Everything and everybody- text, actors,stagedesign,lighting, music, and visual
composition- were equal in the theatrical space(in Packerand Jordan,2001, pp.
16-26).

It is suggestedabove that the modernist movement was mostly about
disillusionment with conventional expectations, interest in new technologies,
freedomof expressionand radical visions. The rejection of tradition and attempts
to undermineconventionalthinking were probably the most controversialaspects
of the movement. Ironically, however, one might argue that the rejection of
tradition had become a tradition in its own right, which meantime has been
interpreted by many researchersas the beginning of the post-modem era.
However, there is much overlap between the two. Postmodernism,in its turn,
brought forward many assumptions,one of which was that authenticity is no
longer verifiable, and that something new can only be created through mixing
existing art forms, styles, technology and media. The capabilities of new
technologiesalso enabled theatre-makersto concentratemore on the emotional
aspectsof the theatrical experience.`The ability of the computerizedtheatre,as a
newly endowed Gesamtkunstwerk,to operate with such intensity on this
emotional level has generateda new, popular and strikingly populist form,' -a
contemporarymusical theatre(Baugh,2005, p. 210).
According to Causey (1999, p. 383), despite the fact that theatrical
performance `has been extended, challenged and reconfigured by way of its
in
position the spaceof technology', at present,it is obvious that `there is nothing
in cyberspaceand the screenedtechnologies of the virtual that has not been
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already performed on the stage.' Although these courageousstatementsmight
appearto be over ambitious, theatrical performanceand VR experienceindeed
have a lot in common. This study is in agreementwith Reaney(2000, p. 1), who
both
based,
`time
that
they
points out
are
existing only during that time that the
human participantsare engagedwith them. Both rely on the creation of a fictive
universedesignedto entertain,inform, and enlighten.' The theatrical environment
is already a virtual space.It is a medium, which extends beyond the edge of
traditional media, such as film, television, radio, print and computertechnologies.
Furthermore, VR simulations possesssuch theatrical characteristicsas passing
from one virtual spaceto another,which is analogouswith the changeof scenes;
linking many spacestogether to form a larger meta-space;suggestingvarying
degrees of visual and acoustic transparency; and explicitly or implicitly
representing boundaries to the audience. All these features could be further
intensified by various digital means, which offer an unlimited capacity for
creatingcomplex imagesand soundsthat, if designedwith care,are able to enrich
the multi-textual nature of theatre. However, the question whether these
sophisticatedsimulations could offer somethingnew (e.g. a new form of theatre)
still remainsopen for discussion.
Theatre has proven to be slow in implementing new production methods
and techniques, mostly due to lack of appropriate financial resources.
Nonetheless,it should be acknowledgedthat a new type of a theatre-makerand a
creative practitioner has emerged.According to Grau (2003, p. 3), these new
artists not only researchsuch innovative techniquesas interface design, virtual
interactionand their freshly emergedforms, but also act as artists and as scientists
at the sametime, in order to contribute to the developmentof the medium in key
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limits;
by
imaginative,
inventive,
They
technological
and not restrained
areas.
are
boundaries
it
is
the
to
their
the
of technology
responsibility
push
contrary,
on
itself. This study arguesthat there is a strong polemical thrust to this statement.
For some artists, the sophisticated communicative and creative possibilities,
look
impersonal,
for
digital
by
technologies
thus
still
many years
provided modem
a number of them refused to acknowledge that computers can resolve many
difficulties of living in a global community. The motives against using digital
technologyfor art-creationare numerous,ranging from the inability of computers
to generatetrue color, to a general perception that their extensive use poses a
threat to artistic creativity, in that machinesare potentially taking over a thinking
it
is
fact
flawed,
for
logic
here
is
because,
The
that
a
example,
partly
process.
humanbeings can distinguish only a few million colors. Using twenty-four binary
digits (bits) - the smallestunit of information - on a machinemeansthat about 16
million unique colors can be representedon a screen, which is enough to
accuratelyvisualize and perceiveany color image. On the other hand, however, a
number of designerscan be contrary usersof computer programs,in order to get
unpredictablesoftware responses,which in fact, can be consideredas allowing a
be
to
computer
responsiblefor the processof creation (for a full discussion,see
ChapterThree).It would seemthat often the true reasonfor this skepticismabout
computerspenetratingthe art world is our technicalunderdevelopmentand lack of
specializedknowledgeand experience.
Nevertheless,an increasingnumber of productionsare getting `immersed'
in cyberspace,using the opportunity to reconfigure the meaningsof art, theatre
and technology; their aesthetics and ethics, societal beliefs, psychology; and
ultimately, by using VR devices, the artist-audiencerelationship. The division
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betweenan actor and a spectatoris used to separatetwo realities: `the reality of
the performanceartefact,with its aestheticallycontrived spaceand time, and the
reality of so-called everyday activity, where spaceand time obey other sets of
codes' (Benford et al., 1999,p. 23). Osberg(1997, p. 10) suggeststhat nowadays,
virtual space acts as an alternate reality, based on perception, instead of the
traditionally acceptedstatementthatperception is groundedon reality:

Since our virtual experiencesare entirely within the realm of perception,instead
of grounded in our physical world, we are no longer fettered by physical
constraints,or our traditional social constructsof right and wrong.

Theseissuesare very important to enablea preciseunderstandingof the role new
technologies play in contemporary society. They will therefore be further
discussedin ChapterTwo.
In the beginning of the twentieth century the rapid development of
recordedmedia was considereda threat to live theatrical performance.Since then,
however, many sophisticated special effects based on current technological
breakthroughswere introduced to the theatre, in order to enhancethe element of
`spectacle' in various theatrical productions. Some of the technological
innovations demandedspecific modes of interaction and, as a result, the whole
structureof performancearts beganto change.Interactivity was born, as the most
inclusive term to describethe most prominent type of art in the digital age.

1.4

Interactivity as a Style of Theatrical Existence

`Interactivity, which the Dudencalls a "dialoguebetweena computerand its user", beginswhere
interactionends.'
(Wand,2002 p. 165)
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Willemen (2002, p. 14) defines interactivity as `a feature of any representational
from
from
to
painting, novels and cinema';
media,
religious rituals
classical
Chinesepoetry to the `call-and-responsestructuresof gospel andjazz music', to
Surrealism and to just `about all forms of commercial verbal and imaged
discoursesin which feedbackmechanismshave played a determining role for at
least a century'. Although computer-basedmedia is interactive by definition, it
doesnot meanthat interactivity is unique only to the technologiesof computation.
This is simply a new form of communication,which emergedbecauseof another
shift in how we perceive the world. For example, the interactive works of art
absorbthe operationalqualities of a digital medium, in order to create spacesof
experiencethat can be modified by the actions of the users.Furthermore,in the
interactivetheatre,a live action ultimately rendersthe storyline non-linear, so that
the exact developmentof a play can no longer be predicted. It means that the
audiencegains a first-personexperience,where the spectatorsare transformedinto
active participants, interacting with play-characterson different levels within a
multiple-act story.
According to Birringer (1999), there are different modesof interaction and
at least four of them in digital art and theatre. The first model is a touch-screen
interactivity that is widely presented in inter-media exhibitions and video
installations with Internet access.The second one is interactivity that extends
deeper into cyberspace,implying distance and spatial separation; it involves
reciprocity and feedback,and can be used in broadcastmedia. The third model
representsa conceptualstructureof the meeting points and conduits of interactive
levels and suggeststhat interactive digital art is not subject to a particular
technologicalmode, but the intermixing of analog and telematic (i. e. combination
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of computers and telecommunications)media. For example, some interactive
performancesare connectedvia the WWW or satellite, and stagedin real time to
audiencesat severallocations. Simultaneously,other artists connectedvia modem
and the Internet can be invited for input participation. This meansthat externally
transmittedvideo images,sound-samples,voices and texts can be instantaneously
integratedand layered onto the video projection and soundmix in the real space.
Additionally, the real time performancecan also be recordedwith digital cameras
and projected into the virtual spacethat is createdby the WWW. Finally, the
fourth model of interaction exists only inside the immersivevirtual environments.
Certainly, the perspectiveto be fully immersed in virtual spacemay fascinate
many theatre researchersand modernizers;however, at the present stage of VR
developmenta total transfer of users' sensesfrom the real world into a virtual
spacecannot be testedwithout the existing restrictions of wearabledevices.This
implies that body movementshaveto be recordedinside a computer,which due to
current limitations in the computerprocessingcapacities,significantly reducesthe
number of participants who can be transferred simultaneously into virtual
performancesin cyberspace.
Interactivity, as a new form of theatre creation and perception, also
empowersset designersto createproductionsthat are rich in information, imagery
and storylines. These designs extend beyond the visual to the tactile; rapidly
changethe time and the place in the courseof a performancewith little regardsfor
physical limitations (Cheok et al., 2002). The main idea here is to make the
audienceresponsiblefor binding the plot of the performancetogether, which is
sometimesdifficult to achieve when conventional scenographictechniques are
employed. The processof designing can be defined as a creative exploration of
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theatrical space in conjunction with text, specially devised for a future
performance.Commonly, designerstranslatetheir artistic intentions into technical
instructions;however,the employmentof digital spaceas a design-tool increases
the flexibility of visual researchand combines it with 3D-modeling, intelligent
lighting and movementapplications.Furthermore,it invites creative practitioners
to play and experiment, facilitating unconventional ideas and ultimately the
constructionof unique theatricalsets.New virtual stagingtechniquescan enhance,
or one might argue even replace, traditional theatre design with flexible,
computer-generated
setsthat, unlike video or animation, are not pre-recordedand
can be manipulatedduring a real-time performance.Digital sceneryis perfectly
able to reflect the developmentof the plot, it is unique to every theatrepiece, and
it is portableand adaptableto almost any theatrical space.Similar to most designs,
if overused, it may cause the storyline to disappear `behind the decorations',
ultimately leading to performancesthat lack artistic depth. Virtual environments,
however, are not limited to the physical boundariesof real space thus, some
researchersargue,the introduction of digital sceneryinto the theatrical world `has
significantly acceleratedthe movementtowardsthe artificial animation of onstage
actors, moving it closer to the movie screenand the theme park ride' (Carson,
1999,pp. 433-441).
Every theatreperformancehas unique momentsof improvisation on stage
and unpredictablereactionsfrom the audience.If a theatrical event takes place in
non-immersive cyberspace, the scenery appears as the interface that a
contemporaryaudiencecould have on their computer screen.It also provides the
feeling of distance,which can be also classified as thefourth wall, implying that,
at least in this regard,the relationship betweenthe virtual actors and the audience
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is guaranteed(Wunderer,2002, p. 203). If spectatorsare virtual (e.g. represented
by the avatars),they might greatly affect the flow of the performance.A good
drama,
interactive
Project2
is
here
Facade
the
one-act
example
- which was
-a
for
in
2005
`provides
July
a novel architecture supportingemotional,
and
released
interactivecharacterbehaviorand drama-managedplot. '
Despite the fact that the cyber-audienceis able to respond by using
its
broadcast
to
tools,
reaction,
suchas web-camerasand microphones
multimedia
is
if
the
this processcan quite possibly get out of control, especially
performance
live. On the other hand, however, this innovative feedback mechanism is not
into
insights
it
necessarily a negative experience; could also provide new
for
interaction.
This
unlimited collaboration
opportunity
audience-performance
betweenparticipantsand VR worlds should be usedwith caution, becauseit may
be
important
the
never
provoke a situation, where
narrative events will
1)
2004,
believe
Tomkins,
that
Some
(e.
Steiner
p.
experienced.
and
researchers
g.
by reducing interactivity in multimedia systems,the author of a narrative obtains
in
key
the
virtual
much more control over
events
users' experience of
interactivity
On
hand,
however,
the
may
environments.
other
such constrained
reduce the feeling of the spectators' immersion and engagement with the
performance.Thus spectator-to-VRinteraction shouldbe carefully balanced.
There are many theories about how new technologies of computation
have
been
theatrical
techniques,
could potentially enhanceexisting
someof which
2 You,

the player, using your own nameand gender,play the characterof a longtime friend of Grace
and Trip, an attractiveand materially successfulcouple in their early thirties. During an eveninggettogether at their apartment that quickly turns ugly, you become entangled in the high-conflict
dissolutionof Graceand Trip's marriage.No one is safe as the accusationsfly, sidesare taken and
irreversible decisionsare forced to be made.By the end of this intenseone-actplay you will have
changedthe courseof Graceand Trip's lives - motivating you to re-play the dramato find out how
your interactioncould makethings turn out differently the next time.
(The FacadeProject.Available: http://www. interactivestoEy.
net/4facade)
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however,
less
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Zellner (1999, p. 27) states that new digital technologies gave birth to two
innovative types of theatrical space - the Enhanced Theatre and the Virtual
Theatre.The EnhancedTheatreis situatedin a physical environmentwith virtual
The
Virtual
inhabited
by
live
Theatre,
virtual
actors.
on the other
and
scenery
hand, introduces a virtual performance that a single audience member can
This
Head
Mounted
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type of theatrical space
experience,while wearing a
in
its
be
that
three-dimensional
experienced
offers
can
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performance
any location with computer input. Here, it is necessaryto point out that this
method of delivery has the potential to completely changethe medium itself. This
has already happenedwhen theatre on television attemptedto bring a theatrical
experiencefor massaudiences,sitting in front of their TV screensat home. It can
be barely defined as a successful invention theatre on television loses its
liveliness, becomesabsorbedby `the logistics of television coverage' (Ridgman,
1998, p. 6), and becomes television. Thus, this study suggeststhere are two
possible outcomes of the VR home-theatreconcept: it could be either a new
theatrical form, or a new type of interactive computer game with live characters
involved. At present,however,this questioncannotbe answered.
Nowadays,theatre researchersand computer scientistsconduct numerous
live
experimentswith
web-casting,in order to discover how the Internet could be
live
to
theatre performances.Furthermore, they are trying to create
used share
virtual playing spacesthat will be inhabited by avatars or virtual characters
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controlledby participantsfrom remotelocationsfor purposesof interaction.These
technology-orientedprojects have their main focus on researchand education.
However,there is no doubt that, in the near future, theseexperimentswill lead to
the professionaland more successfulstaging of live theatreshows over the web.
Evidently, computer technologies offer a vast range of powerful tools for
for
it.
However,they are not able to
theatre
space,
as
well
as
creating
experiencing
solve every single technical problem that could potentially arise in a theatrical
space.As a matter of fact, they could even causea failure to perform, if the
computerizedsystemcollapses.Contemporarymusical theatreis a good example
in this regard - here, almost all scenic elementsare run by computers,and the
successof the whole performancedependson their smoothoperation.

1.5 Concluding Remarks

The act of remediationin modem digital culture is responsiblefor the absorption
of the older mediumby the new one. Digital media simply follows the tradition of
photography, film and television, which have been constructedby culture to
embody all emerging distinctions, and make them a part of reality. There are
numerousadvantagesin employing new media technologiesin the art and theatre
world. However, such side-effects of the new digital era as the invasion of
privacy, the abuseof intellectual property, digital vandalism,data theft and even
possibleperformance hackers,who might attempt to interfere or alter the realtime online theatricalperformances,shouldalso be bornein mind.
It is not surprising that the relationship betweenthe new media and the
theatrewas and is constantlyevolving and considerablyinfluencing the audiences'
experienceof the theatrical world. Theatre has always played a key-role in
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it
in
is
doubt
There
trends
that
will
shapingand re-shaping
popular culture.
no
continueto feel the impact of the novel role-changesin the relationshipbetween
the spectator,the author, the performanceand new technologiesthat, nowadays,
are seen as an integral part of theatrical space.The audiencemembersare no
longer reduced to passive viewing - they are an essentialpart of a theatrical
influence
the sequenceof the plot. Interestingly,
performanceand may even
however, theatre somehow fails to fully exploit a wide range of recent
technological inventions available for stage implementation and also for
enhancingteachingstrategiesin theatreeducation.Unfortunately,the reasonhere
is not only insufficient funding, but also lack of motivation, an issuethat will be
discussedfurther in the following chapters.Thus theatrical spaceis a field under
investigation,and the questionwhetherthe use of digital technologiesfor theatremaking is intensifying theatrical experienceor eliminating its very foundationsis
still very much alive.
Cyberspaceis emergingas an unlimited space,where information can be
saved and communication facilitated. It is constantly expanding and also
correlates with physical reality - gradually becoming a part of it. Virtual
environments are not necessarily simply another space for artists to express
themselvesin the sameway as they usedto do. The cyber-world offers a number
of new opportunities to enhance,as well as change the processesof art and
theatre-making. Nevertheless, it remains quite arguable whether computer
technologycan enhance`real' creativity, as opposedto technicality,although,one
might argue,that technicality could also be creative.Obviously, the technological
capacity of computersis not unlimited and should be carefully balancedwhen
used for the creation of an artwork. The question where technology should be
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involved and where not, must be answeredby eachindividual artist. Additionally,
there is a risk that creative practitionersno longer concentrateon art per se, but
get absorbedby the fascination of technological innovations. Therefore, it is
necessaryfor them to understandthe intellectual andphilosophicalimplicationsof
their work. The use of new technologiesin theatre createsa lot of scope for
desirableattemptsto break with conventions,but it has to be done with care otherwise it will merely be an end in itself. The most important aspect of
art is keepingthe focus on art, not on technology.
creativity in technology-based
In the next chapter,I will further investigatenew mediatechnologies,with
its
focus
defining
its
virtual reality and
applications,and outlining
particular
on
in
discuss
I
Furthermore,
use
some of the
cultural
contemporarysociety.
will
important devices that are employed for the creation and perception of VR
performances,and also concentrateon the development of the fundamental
principles of design as one of the central activities in the processof theatremaking.
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CHAPTER TWO: CULTURAL USE OF CYBERSPACE - PARADIGMS
OF DIGITAL

REALITY

`Art, or the graphictranslationof a culture,is shapedby the way spaceis perceived.'
(McLuhan and Fiore, 1967,p. 56)

Society is facing a future in which technologiesof computation will play an
increasingly important role. In recent years, digital representationhas become
mainstream.It would be difficult, if not impossible,to identify precisely all the
complex facetsof this development,but all the available evidencesuggeststhat
computersare here to stay. They are diffusing into almost all other technologies
employed in art, science and education, offering new opportunities to create,
has
learn.
Nowadays,
technological
experiment,and
advancement
a successionof
madeit possibleto expressideas,which usedto be conceivedas words, numbers,
symbols, shapes,pictures, or sounds [and which required a person to interpret
them], in patternsthat can be stored on digital media. This information can be
easily, cheaply and rapidly reproduced,disseminated,and also manipulatedby
both machines and people. Another aspect of this rapid technological
developmentis its influence on people's creativity and imagination. People are
designing ways to socialize in new cities, communities, and through new
networks. They create novel modes to spread knowledge and information,
resulting, as Stoltermanand Schuler (2000) argue, in a world-wide and rapid
distribution of ideological, cultural and social messages. However, this
developmentdoesnot imply that societynecessarilyforesawall the consequences
of acceptingthesetechnologies.Undoubtedly,new mediahavealreadybecomean
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integral part of our culture; however, the ethical, aesthetical,psychological and
implications
be
this
to
societal
overall
of
recentmarriageremain
explored.
This chapter is wide-ranging. It offers a multidisciplinary approachto
defining and critically discussing the phenomenonof virtual reality and its
literature,
found
is
I
After
that
the
there
existing
applications.
reviewing
a needto
provide the readerwith a thoroughanalysisof the role VR plays, especiallywithin
the fields of knowledge,which are strongly connectedto the world of theatre.In
this chapter, numerous factors that facilitated the paradigm shifts that have
in
including
different
theatreeducationand practice,will
areas,
recently occurred
be addressedand analyzed.I will critically discussdigitality and the notion of
uniquenessin a computer-generated
world. I will define immersivevirtual reality
and explore different levels of immersion within VR environments,in order to
outline the consequences
of this new simulatedexperiencefor theatreaudiences.
Furthermore, I will describe mixed and augmented reality applications and
analyze a wide range of software and hardware, used to enable participantcyberspaceinteraction, with special emphasison their relevanceto the theatre.
Here, I argue that despite the common perception of VR as a tool or an
environment,in the context of this thesis,it is also presentedand discussedas an
art form, performanceand educationalplatform in its own right. In order to fully
illustrate the impact technologiesof computationhave on contemporarysociety,
culture, art, theatre, education, and design, this chapter is divided into nine
subsections(paradigms),where I will analyzeall the influences,outline existing
research tendencies, and also consider possible implications that digital
technologiesmight have on academicand creativepractices.Each paradigmwill
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illustrate how important technologies of computation have become within
numerousdisciplines,andwill examinetheir relevanceto the theatre.
My strong belief is that this chapter will contribute significantly to a
broaderunderstandingof the `realities' of digital culture.
2.1

Real or Virtual? The `Realism' of Digital Reality

Chapter One indicated that VR is generally considered as a computer simulation
in
imaginary
to
that
system
enables users perform real-time operations
of a real or
it
is
(1992),
Jacobson
However,
to
all,
a
above
according
virtual environments.
part of global information

infrastructure
and communication
-

so-called

in
is
The
the
term
any
most problematic
cyberspace.
one of
virtual reality
discussion of contemporary digital art and interactive theatre. In the context of
this chapter, there is a need to outline and discuss definitions of virtual
environments most relevant to this research. Rush (1999), for example,
understands virtual reality as one of the more mystifying outgrowths of digital
technology, which is not only a mere translation of data into life-size images that
it
but
have
is
its
digital
Indeed,
techniques
mimic reality,
made
also
own reality.
possible to build upon the ability, artificially or virtually, to construct realistic
environments. A common misconception about the term virtual is that it means
not real, or that it refers to something that exists in our imagination only.
Certainly, virtual images are simulations that represent ideal or constructed rather
than actual conditions; however, they are true in VR. Pierre Levy characterizes
the virtual as being opposed to the actual - not to the real. He emphasizes that
virtual objects have a real, or in other words, material existence, however, they
differ in that their full potential has not yet been realized (in Packer and Jordan,
2001, pp. 335-344). `What is real?' asked the character of Morpheus in the
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blockbuster The Matrix. The simple answerwould be anything we can explore
throughour senses.However,rememberinga simple experimentwith a pencil and
a glassof water during one of my physics lessonsat school, I must disagreewith
the statementabove.If you put a whole pencil in a transparentglass filled with
it
is
it
be
broken,
to
so
water, will appear
obvious that our sensescan deceiveus
and somethingthat appearsreal can be unreal at the sametime. This is obviously
an `old' discovery.About 55 B.C. a RomanphilosopherLucretius in his work On
the Nature of the Universe,Book N Sensationand Sexwrote:
The natureof phenomenacannot be understoodby the eyes.You must not hold
them responsiblefor this fault of the mind.... To landsmenignorant of the sea,
in
ships harbour seem to be riding crippled on the waves, with their poops
broken.So much of the oars as projectsabovethe waterline is straight,and so is
the upper part of the rudder. But all the submergedparts appearrefractedand
wrenchedround in an upward direction and almost as though bent right back so
asto float on the surface.
(Translatedby Latham, 1951,pp. 142-144)

There is little doubt that the relationship between human beings and visual
imagery is deeply groundedin the art traditions of our society, however, for the
last few decadesthe very idea of the image was irreversibly changed by
interactive media. Grau (2003) points out that VR has recently become an
inseparablepart of this core relationship, transforming a picture into a multisensory interactive space of experience with a time frame. Indeed, a VR
panoramicview with its sensorimotorexploration of an image spacecausesthe
effect of a `living' and evolving environment,where the parametersof time can
be deliberately modified. There is also a range of new options such as mixed
images
realities, where
of the real world are blendedwith artificial imagesin a
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not
Therefore, it is not surprising that all these innovative applications raise an
intriguing question about (artistic) originality or uniqueness. Digital images are
is
in
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form
binary
in
their
their
the
value
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stored
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be
to
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easily accessed,
capacity
For computer-generated environments the idea of the difference between a copy
be
image
is
the
to
more precise,
notion of a unique
and an original nonexistent or,
is rendered obsolete in digital worlds. Obviously, this is not the first ever attempt
to `fake' realism. The myth of photographic truth is one of these examples. In the
past, the photo-camera was perceived as a visual medium, which was more
in
accurate recording reality than any of the other then available means, such as
painting, drawing or sculpture. However, even in the early days, photographic
techniques were employed to manipulate, more or less successfully, humans'
perceptions of real events and environments. This was achieved through
retouching, airbrushing, cut-and-pasting, and also re-photographing already
existing photo-images. At the beginning, this manipulation of reality was very
time-consuming, expensive and, furthermore, required a highly-skilled specialist
to accomplish the task. Nowadays, every single desktop can function as
publishing equipment, which can be used for scanning, editing and manipulating
images. These technical specifications of a computer gave birth

to a

misapprehension of the modes used for the creation of virtual environments and
imagery. One might believe that actual or representational images are produced
through analog technologies; but virtual images, on the other hand, are only
created through digital means and are specific to their era. In reality, however,
virtual images are both analog and digital. They break with the convention of
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Virtual reality is able to incorporatecomputerimaging, soundand sensory
systems, in order to put the participants in a direct feedback loop with the
technologyitself and the world it simulates.Ratherthan offering an environment
to simply view and hear, like in traditional theatreor cinemaspace,VR attempts
to createan experience,in which usersfeel as if they are physically involved in
the world representedon all sensorylevels. There are various external hardware
and visualization systems that make interaction with virtual environments
possibleand achievedifferent levels of immersion.Virtual reality offers a threedimensionalexperiencewhere, with the help of various devices, such as headmounted displays, data gloves, or body suits, users experiencea VR world that
appearsto respondto the participants' actions (Rush, 1999). Immersion within
virtual environmentsacts as a replacementof the passiveaspectof observinga
computermonitor. It exists in parallel to our own reality and can be defined as
augmented,partially immersive and fully immersive. VR systemsenable their
usersto experiencecomputersimulationsof digital spacesthat either have some
correlation with the real world or which are completely imaginary These
environmentsare interactive, navigable in real time, and are not bound by any
physical limitations. The decision process, in which participants distinguish
betweenreal, virtual, and imagined events is called virtual reality monitoring
(Hoffman et al., 2001, p. 565); where the quality of the involvementvery much
dependson to what extentthe participantsapply a willing suspensionof disbelief.
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It is obvious that a pure preoccupation with VR worlds, without
for
technology
this
to
creating
attempting
explore new ways of employing
something new, appears rather paradoxical. Therefore, at present, there are a
number of online galleries, which offer their viewers a closer look at the images
displayed in the actual exhibition space, using their home computers. This study
believes that such a novel method of information transfer also has great potential
for the theatre in, for example, delivering the previews of future performances and
venues.

21

The Ethical Paradigm

'Ethics is in origin the art of recommendingto othersthe sacrificesrequiredfor cooperationwith
oneself.'
BertrandRussell(in Pigden,1999,p. 109)

Nowadays, the process of digitization createsnew dimensions of perception,
which in turn lead to some ethical considerationsthat have never previously
occurred in our society. Obviously, virtual reality is a completely new
environment,where its userscan potentially find themselvesunder circumstances
they havenever encounteredbefore. However,one might arguethat the morality
of cyberspaceis based on the same codes of ethics, and that innovative VR
practices only slightly transform the concept of truth and reality. This
transformationonly happensbecauseof the roles which are allocated or even
forcedon the participants,while interactingwith or within virtual spaces.

VR puts into question our traditional, western views of cosmology, epistemology
and metaphysics by providing a perceptual construct of an alternate reality. This
perceptual state is fundamentally different from our known, physical realm and
our behaviors therein. Without this physical `grounding' point from which to
it
is
difficult (or may not even be applicable or possible) to establish a
speak,
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singular, rule-based way of being, or of meaning-making, or of clearly
establishing`right' from `wrong'.
(Osberg,1997,pp. 9-10)
All ethical norms are only relevant in connection with a belief system that

indicatesexisting and non-existingthings to assista personin evaluatingtruth or
is
Being
true
generally referred to as giving the true facts about
untruth.
something,as opposedto being imaginedor guessed.Although VR environments
bear a notion of reality, they are better describedas an experience,not a place.
Despitethe fact that somescholars(e.g. Baudrillard, 1988,p. 16) havearguedthat
in virtual space`we no longer exist as playwrights or actors but as terminals of
multiple networks'; this study is in agreementwith Giannachi's (2004, p. 124)
statementthat virtual is `the main theatreof the real - the place from where the
real canbe viewed, a spacefor critique, art and politics.'
The majority of ongoing experimentswith VR in the field of computer
sciencesare concernedwith the practice of imitating the action radius and the
sensoryexperienceof real environmentsin virtual worlds. For example, Wand
(2002) identifies two different approachesto achievea maximum `reality-effect'
in cyberspace.The first approachis the implementationof accessorydevicesand
specializedapplications, in order to improve the simulation of reality and to
enhancethe sensualityof computers(e.g. the useof dataglovesand virtual reality
helmetsfitted within a stereothreedimensionalspectacle).The secondway is the
reconstructionof the real conditions in virtual space, inhabited by avatars or
representatives,who can be individually operatedby a number of participants
(e.g. the SecondLife - http://secondlife.com -a 3D virtual community, which is
built and owned by its 1,800,000 residents).There is little doubt that these
practices successfully generate a genuine realm of possibilities and an
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in
accompanyingrangeof options cyberspace.However,VR desperatelydemands
a plot motif to comeinto existence,in order to evokea necessityto act. This need
leadsto variousmodesof behaviourandpatternsof action that dramaticallyaffect
the truly autonomousinteractivity of cyberspace.Someof them, however, could
issues
disappear
the
of authorship,regulationsand the contextual
once
potentially
environmentscome into existence.VR is undoubtedly able to simulate reality
from
it;
being
different
thus it could represent`a perfect rehearsal
simultaneously
space'(Giannachi,2004, p. 151).
According to Weibel (2002), contemporary visual culture attempts to
liberate itself from the technical and material restrictions of imaging technology,
as well as from the repressive determinants of its social codes. However, this
claim can be challenged on the grounds that the continuous interaction between
art, science and technology is constantly causing the emergence of new cultural
forms, behaviors, values, and, as a result, a new set of social rules. For example,
the person in cyberspace can be considered to be in two places simultaneously or,
as one might argue, somewhere in between. The Internet gambling industry in the
United States of America is a good example to support the above statement.
Adams et al. (1998) explain that in general, gambling is allowed only in some
American states, while prohibited in the others. If gambling takes place online or,
speaking figuratively, without geographic boundaries, the following question
arises: if a gambling server set up in a state that allows this activity, but was
accessedin a state that does not, which state's law should apply to prosecute an
illegal gambler? There are many similar questions which are still left without
definite answers, because of the obvious duality of virtual environments. At
is
cyberspace
present,
an essential component of contemporary society's self-
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description and cultural changes. Therefore, in order to define the use of
technologyin producing contemporaryculture, it is necessaryto introducea new
term - technoetic(Jones,2000, p. 125)- that might be the key to explaining how
our perceptionsand knowledgeof the real and virtual worlds aroundus evolve.
Botler and Grusin (1999) point out a tendencyto regarddigital media and
especiallyvirtual reality as an extensionof our societal beliefs. Indeed,they are
constructedby peopleand thus utterly reflect humannature.However,despitethe
fact that cyberspaceis indeed a spacefor ethics, this study arguesthat it is still
uncertain how rule-and-value-systemscan potentially evolve in virtual
environments.

2.3

The Aesthetical Paradigm

'In the long term perspective,the conceptof utilizing interactivityto developour creativity and
our awarenessis oneof the mostpromisingavenuesthat could leadto a new aestheticsof
interactivecomputerart.'
(Grau,2003,p. 347)

Aestheticsusually refers to philosophicalnotions of the perceptionof beauty and
ugliness.The questionas to whether suchqualities are within the object itself, or
exist solely within the viewer's mind, hasbeendebatedby numerousphilosophers
and artistsfor many centuries.The term was introducedby a Germanphilosopher,
Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten, in about 1750, to describe the science of
sensuousknowledge,the aim of which is beauty,as contrastedwith logic, the aim
of which is truth. Obviously, there were numerousinterpretationsof this word.
Immanuel Kant, for example,used the term transcendentalaesthetic,which he
defined as universal and separatefrom judgment or subjectivity. He strongly
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believedin pure beautythat cannotbe found either in nature or art. However, the
term was eventually establishedin its presentsensein the 1820's by Georg Hegel
in his writings on art under the title of Aesthetik. There he built up the concept
that art is the highestbeauty,which is firmly placedon the expressiveartistic self:

For the beautyof art is the beautythat is born - born again,that is - of the mind;
its
higher
its
by
than
the
nature
and
as much as
mind and
products are
and
beauty
is
higher
beauty
by
than
the
the
of nature.
of an
appearances, so much
(Hegel in Inwood, 1993,p. 4)

Indeed, aesthetics studies works of art and how they were produced and
The
experienced.
contemporaryconceptsof aestheticsemphasizethat the criteria
innate
is
is
beautiful
is
based
taste,
not
which
of what
and what not are simply
on
but ratherculturally specific.
There is little doubt that the recent expansion of cyberspacehas had a
its
influence
on
significant
on contemporary visual culture and especially
aesthetics.One might argue that aestheticsin the new digital era is focusing on
creatinguser-friendly software(i. e. software aesthetics),and designingaesthetical
interfaces
including video games, online communities and also VR
computer
simulation. In this case,all theseapplicationsshould also be consideredas works
of art and consequently aesthetic objects. Currently, the dispute within the
academicenvironmentconcerningwhethervirtual reality is an object or a process
has generatedstrong polemics. Some argue that `virtual reality is not only a
medium, like television or film, but, like language, a medium that is able to
reinvent itself... In it, the viewer may not only experiencetheir own performance
but
the
medium,
of
may witness the medium's capacity to perform itself
(Giannachi, 2004, p. 124). Others insist that virtual space is `urban nomad,
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(Levy,
knowledge
liquid
the
the
space'
architecture of
software engineering,
1994,p. 338), which contributesto collaborativework-in-process.Furthermore,a
This
is
finite
VR
believes
that
study argues
environment.
a
small minority still
be
to
despite
being
that
representational,virtual reality also possessesan ability
All
knowledge.
these qualities are very
to
self-reflective and also communicate
specificto a process,ratherthan a restrictedobject.
From the 1960sonwardstherehave beennumerousattempts,mostly made
by installation and conceptualartists, to redefine traditionally defined aesthetic
163).
2001,
(Manovich,
p.
through
applying various practical approaches
objects
Roland Barthesin his article From Work to Text defined text, traditionally treated
lacks
is
like
as an object, more
afield or an event,which radically symbolic and
to
interpreted
be
(pp.
158-159).
Although
go
this
an
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as
could
closure
beyondtraditional aestheticconcepts,Barthescontinuedto treat it [text], as a selfTo
163).
limited
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2001,
(Manovich,
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space and/or time
containedstructure
date, this vision of any aesthetic object remains central to the field of
illusionary
This
that
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symbiosis of
contemporaryaesthetics.
researchargues
spectator/participantand a work of art in cyber-world representa progress,where
be
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theatrical space and also by the responsive nature of computer-generated
environments.
There is little doubt that new technologies,centred upon digital microprocessingand computer programming, are transforming the nature of cultural
productionand perception.The ColumbiaElectronic Encyclopedia(2006) defines
perception as mental organizationand interpretationof sensoryinformation. It is
influenced by a variety of factors, such as our past experiences,motivation and
emotional state, the intensity of the stimuli, and also by the effect of preceding
stimulation. The components of perception are simple. The first two are a
human's sensory mechanisms and the ways our brains interpret information
delivered by the senses; and the second one is meaning. Undoubtedly,
communicationis an attempt to transfer meaning,to shareour emotional, visual,
or aural experienceswith other people. New computer-generatedenvironments
create a higher level of communication and information manipulation through
combining text, images,and soundsand have the potential to further enhancethe
process of exchanging meanings.Nevertheless, even with the emergenceand
development
rapid
of such relatively new conceptsas simulation, interactivity and
immersion, digital media maintain a senseof multiplicity or hypermediacythat
indicatesthe presenceof previous meansof communicationand interaction. Thus
terms like realism, illusionism, artwork and spectacle are still very much alive
within artistic practices(Darley, 2000).
The artwork, whether it is a painting, sculpture, or a performance,
symbolizes a certain artistic view of reality. It has always been subject to
historical change,where one form of art after obtaining the status of paradigm
be
would
replacedby another. From the aestheticalviewpoint, the evolution of
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this term is particularly interesting in the context of digital reality. All digital
images, in which the real and the imaginary are non-referential, categorically
differ from traditional ones with their `fixed' materiality. However, computergeneratedor modified imagery representstruth, no more and no less than any
other work of art. It hasalreadybeennoted that the conceptof the original, which
is common in the traditional art world, is foreign to digital space.Obviously, the
systemis in chargeof any kind of alteration; however, it is not able to guarantee
any protection from copying the original artwork. Furthermore,the software and
hardwaredevicescan also be modified, in order to createmixed realities, where it
is often impossible to distinguish between the unique and a simulation. As a
result, the convergenceof the work of art and technology into an inseparable
whole could make the artwork (as an autonomousaestheticobject) disappearas
such(Grau, 2003, p. 349).
One might argue that digital aestheticsis very much in charge of the
presentand the future of our ethical life in contemporarysociety.Although virtual
art is no longer exclusive, in terms of creating aesthetic models of computergeneratedworlds, there are some doubts that a common consensuson cyberaestheticscan be reachedtoday. In 1995, Lev Manovich predicted that insteadof
being chargedfor WWW connectiontime, in the near future usersmight be asked
to pay for visual aestheticsand the quality of the overall virtual experience:
spatial resolution; number of colors; complexity of characters- both geometric
and psychological.This is, in fact, already happeningin the industry of computer
gamesand avatarcommunities,where animation quality at leastpartly determines
retail prices.
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2.4

The PsychologicalParadigm
`All mediaare extensionsof somehumanfaculty-psychic or physical.'
(McLuhan and Fiore, 1967,p. 26)

There is an immensecompressionratio betweendigital information and human
experiences.Thus, from behavioraland perceptualviewpoints, psychology serves
to help us in creating,experiencingand inhabiting virtual worlds. Bricken (1990c)
it
is the physics of virtual reality that reflects upon the rules and
that
argues
constraintsof computer-generated
environments,and where interaction is natural
behavior. Our dependenceon the internal state is obvious. Additionally, any
interpretationof virtual involvement must also considerthe externalcontext - the
environment.Cyber-worlds begin as emptinessand then introduce metaphysics
literally,
or,
somethingwhich is beyond the laws of physics, where computation
becomesemotional by unifying analytic symbolism with audiovisual imagery
(Bricken, 1990, pp. 265-267). As a result, the material no longer dominatesthe
sensesin virtual space.On the other hand, however, Johnson(1999, p. 80) argues
that `our conceptualizationand reasoningare groundedin our embodiment,that
is, in our bodily orientations, manipulations, and movements as we act in our
world.' He points out that abstractions,including very sophisticatedones,have to
be meaningful and `retain their intimate ties to our embodied modes of
conceptualizationandreasoning.' Furthermore,Beacham(2006, p.6) insiststhat:

In order to locateourselveswithin spaces,we needto be able to take our bearings
from the physical elementswhich serve as the coordinatesdefining and giving
structure to the space,a portion of which we perceive ourselvesto be in and
occupying.In brief, we are spatially andtemporally relational creatures.
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Indeed,VR experiencemay potentially causea `real' crisis of consciousnessin an
develop
further
it,
it
is
In
to
to
our
avoid
necessary
order
unprepareduser.
be.
how
outside
may
within
and
of
cyberspace
experience
awarenessof
valuable
is
individually
Computer-generated
customizedto the user's perspective
reality
andallows mutually inconsistentenvironmentsto co-exist without degradation.
One of the main goals of virtual reality, as stated by nearly all media
impression
date,
is
the
to
to
of
with
strongest
possible
researchers
provide viewers
presence(or embodiment)and the maximum intensity of the transportedmessage.
Although the possibility of fill immersion in VR space is still disputed, it is
in
is
`real'
than
alreadymore
simply a simulation of reality - everything already
it
is
is
There
doubt
that
computer-generated
quite complicated
environments.
no
to simulate what one sees but, the creation of realism in cyberspaceis not
necessarily the primary objective. This study argues that it is much more
important to designvirtual environments,so that they fulfill the existing practical,
aesthetical,and psychological needsof their users.VR is a multi-sensorial space
whereall traditional media are united into a whole. It makesthe participantsa part
of the virtual world, using immersion technologies,but at the sametime keeps
them quite separatefrom the virtual becauseof their ability to interact with VR
environments. `The consequenceof this is that virtual reality is perceived as
something,both familiar and estranging,both known and unknown' (Giannachi,
2004, p. 123). Extraordinary enough, this strongly correspondswith Antonin
Artaud's statementin his 1938essayTheatreand Cruelty:
We want to make theatre a believable reality inflicting this kind of tangible
laceration,containedin all true feelings, on the heart and senses.In the sameway
as our dreams react on us and reality reacts on our dreams, so we believe
ourselvesableto associatemental pictureswith dreams,effective in so far asthey
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in
believe
And
the
the
the
required
violence.
are projected with
audiencewill
illusion of theatreon condition they really take it for a dream, not for a servile
imitation of reality... One cannot separatebody and mind, nor the sensesfrom
the intellect, particularly in a field where the unendingly repeatedjading of our
organscalls for suddenshockto revive our understanding.
(Artaud in Corti, 1964,p. 65)

This assertiononce again indicatesthe resemblancebetweentheatrical and virtual
spaces.Similar to theatre, the users of VR perceive its 3D computer-generated
environmentsas observersand, simultaneously,as objectswho are placed within
them (Beacham,2006). Almost any space can be fictionalized or imitated in
virtual spacecausing perceptual distortions and misinterpretations.Very often,
however, it is a desirable experience. For example, the notion of willing
suspensionof disbelief implies a semi-consciousdecision, when a spectator
acceptsthe premiseas being the reality for the duration of the performanceor, in
this case,interaction with VR environments.The processof experiencingvirtual
be
reality should fluid and discontinuous,where unpredictability and, to a certain
extent,credibility are almost necessaryconditions.
Certainly, there is also the danger of the term interactivity within digital
environmentsbeing interpreted in a literal way, or, in other words, `equating it
interaction
between a user and a media object (pressing a button,
with physical
choosing a link, moving the body), at the expenseof psychological interaction'
(Manovich, 2001, p. 57). This view is probably the result of mistakenly discussing
the concept of interactivity exclusively in relation to computer-based
technologies.Obviously, all classical arts are interactive and employ numerous
techniquesto coordinateand focus the viewer's attention on different elementsof
the art-creation process.Contemporaryart and modem media attempt to force
these modes further, by placing new cognitive and physical demands on the
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boundariesand abandoningthe self is an integral part of any civilizing process.
One might argue that often, one of the main purposes of using computer
technologiesin art-creationis to make computationitself invisible. Indeed,design
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quite possibleand, as the presentstudy argues,not ultimately crucial to achieve.
To someextent, computertechnologieshave becomeirreplaceablefor us
to perceiveand co-createthe real world. However, as Bertolt Brecht statedin his
for
Theatre
Pleasure or Theatrefor Instruction: `when something seems
essay
"the most obvious thing in the world" it meansthat any attempt to understandthe
world has been given up' (in Willett, 1957, p. 71). Indeed, technological
innovations have already become rather `obvious things' for many people.
Nevertheless,there is still much left to explore and understand.
2.5

Educational Paradigm
`The classroomis now in a vital strugglefor survival with the immenselypersuasive"outside"

world createdby new informationalmedia.Educationmust shift from instruction,from imposing
of stencils,to discovery- to probing and explorationand to the recognitionof the languageof
forms.'
(McLuhan and Fiore, 1967,p. 100)
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In recent years,the notion of a teacheras a sourceof knowledge in face-to-face
initial
has
One
the
changeswas that the educator's role
changed.
of
education
startedevolving from instructional towards providing support. It partly happened
because the WWW began to act as a major digital database for storing
information within a structured framework, which offered various ways of
assistingthe learning process,ultimately enhancingflexibility in the delivery of
knowledge. E-learning emerged as a network-basedtransfer of information, in
order to facilitate the processof study through both computerand communication
technologies. These novel techniques required learners' interaction and also
encouragedactive collaboration and participation in the learning activities,
perhapseven more than traditionally establishedmethods. This `e-approach'to
educationprovided numerousopportunities for effective knowledge transfer and
skill-training. Furthermore,it enabledparticipants to proceedthrough a learning
experienceat their own pace during a set period of time, encouragingthem to
focus on study materials. Obviously, computer-basedinformation delivery has
many requirementsranging from content considerationto the design of a study
interface.For example,the organizationof coursematerial must include dynamic
links developedthrough associationsand concept mapping, which would enable
learners to interact freely with study-resourcesand also drive their enquiries.
Virtual learning environments can be either a flexible educational and training
setting or a sequenceof events, which require learners to follow a set of
instructions, in order to develop their skills for day-to-day operation and
demonstratetheir knowledge(Forsyth, 1998).
There are a numberof educationalprojects that employ critical approaches
to theatre education.They attempt to develop innovative teaching strategiesand
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famous theatrical sites, in order to illustrate the precise settings where past
theatrical performances took place. Denard (2004) argues that these types of VR
simulations are not just a scientific representation of knowledge, but performative
objects in their own right. This issue will be further discussed in Chapter Three of
this thesis.

Educationis naturally a social process,where knowledgeis an experience
and information is an environment. The ability of cyberspaceto create a new
multi-participant classroom,where learnersare able to comparevarious forms of
delivery and chooseone they prefer, in order to accomplish a particular task, is
particularly important for this practice-based research. Virtual

learning

environments generally represent a hyperspace with worldwide distribution,
which can be modified and experienced simultaneously by different learners
separatedgeographically(Denard, 2004). All of the above considerationsimply
that cyberspaceis now accepted as an educational medium, which considers
presentteaching and learning needsand which respondsadequately.It createsa
completely customized, individualized learning process and skill-transfer
(Bricken, 1990c); and, furthermore, it enablesthe learnersto dwell within rich,
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replicable,and responsivevirtual environments,in order to further constructtheir
knowledge.
There is a danger, however, that this rapid switch to e-learning
applicationswill causea significant damageto the primacy of the teacher,as an
interpreter of information. Thus, this study argues, an appropriate technology
shouldbe usedin relation to a mode of delivery of study material. One might also
question the need to reconstruct digitally historical materials, stating that it is
probably better to create something new, for example, theatre performance,
employing the same technologies, instead of spending valuable time, and of
course money, on `re-building' something that already exists in the form of
sketches,pictures, schemesand photographs (i. e. as conventional sources of
information). Furthermore, some academicsfear that technological innovations
could potentially affect concentration and deter learners from the actual study
process.The current study arguesthat the creationof the `new' and reconstruction
of the `old' can be successfully combined and greatly enhanceeach other. For
example,a new virtual performancecan be successfully stagedwithin the `old'
3D-reconstructedtheatrical site, using motion-capture technology, or the `old'
show could be revived in the new computer-generatedsettings.Certainly, such a
technologicalapproachto educationis still a comparatively young phenomenon
insufficient
time for pedagogical or administrative structures to generate
with
acceptedpracticesand standards.Therefore,all educationalinnovations should be
carefully assessedbefore their implementation in the classroom,both traditional
and virtual. Nevertheless,this study finds such a visual approachto learning most
useful, especially in the area of theatredesign and will apply it practically in the
e-Chapterof this thesis.
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2.6

Art Paradigm

'The sometimesuneasyalliancebetweenart and technologyhascomeof age:the inexorable
marchof the world toward a digital (or computerized)culturehas includedart in its step.Digital
art is a mechanizedmediumwhosepotential appearslimitless.'
(Rush, 1999,p. 36)

One might arguethat at present,the traditional classification of arts seemsdated.
The common -isms of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries (e.g. Classicism,
Romanticism,Cubism, Surrealism,Conceptualism)referred to intra-art practices,
in which one movementnaturally supersededthe previous one, but thesehave not
found a continuation in an era of digital art (Rush, 1999, p. 168). This study
arguesthat supersedeis not the right verb to describe the evolution of the art
styles- all of them naturally co-exist with each other. It should be noted that to
date there is no exact term that refers to computer-assistedimaging. The current
expansionof multimedia technologiesis now taking place on a much lager scale
than in previouscenturies;and their influence on the processesof art-creationand
art theory is axiomatic.Nowadays,computer-basedart and mediatedperformance
havebecomeone of the dominant art forms in our society, which includes a wide
range of computer graphics and digitized images, animation, laser shows,
cyberneticsculptures,interactive films, and telecommunicationevents.Thesenew
art forms often demandthe involvement of the audienceto initiate the processof
art-perception,enrich its content, and, eventually, finalize it. In the past, visual
information was static and an image once createdwas fixed in its form or it was
difficult, if not impossible, to change it. Once translated into digital language
every single element of the image can be manipulated and modified endlessly,
becauseit becomesinformation stored in strings of binary code. This meansthat,
in the contemporaryart world, visual literacy is no longer limited to `the
object':
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It [visual literacy] must embracethe fluid, ever-changinguniverse that exists
inside the computerand the new world the computerfacilitates: an interactiveart
world that can be virtual in its reality and radically interdependentin its
incorporationof `theviewer' into the completionof the work of art.
(Rush, 1999,p. 171)

Umberto Eco in his essayOpera Aperta (The Open Work) introducedthe
conceptof openness,focusing on plurality in art from the mid-sixties onwards.He
attemptedto explain the differencebetweentraditional and modem art, describing
the work of art as:

a completeand closedform in its uniquenessas a balancedorganic whole, while
at the sametime constituting an open product on accountof its susceptibility to
countless different interpretationswhich do not impinge on its unadulterable
specificity. Hence,every receptionof a work of art is both an interpretationand a
performance of it, because in every reception the work takes on a fresh
perspectivefor itself.
(Eco, 1962,p. 4)

In other words, a modernartwork is `work in progress' with an `indefinite reserve
of meanings'. Grau (2003) suggeststhat the work of art as a discrete object is
disappearing because of the inability of computer technology to record or
reproduce the sensual presence of materialism in art, and that `games and
arbitrary interaction do not qualify the computer as a medium for memories and
recollections' (p. 207). There is little doubt that virtual environmentschangethe
ways we produce and transfer our cultural values, and also transform the means
we use to create art. For example, some time ago, digital graphics became
tremendously popular and lucrative, forcing a new cultural definition of the
computer.Nowadays, the works of art created exclusively for operating in VR
worlds, such as 3D reconstructions, digital installations or even virtual
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environmentsthemselves,are regardedas artworks that can be experiencedonly
digitally (Botler and Grusin, 1999).Often, however,as Caylor et al. (1996) point
out, the numerousattemptsto exploit the entire graphical capacity of cyberspace
lead to an emphasison the `wow' factor in art projects and to the neglect of work
on meaningful substance.This study argues that, similar to traditional art
practices,the content and quality of any computer-generatedart piece are very
much responsiblefor its acceptancein the art world.
Undoubtedly, there is a strong connection between the evolution of art
forms and technological progress.In the world of theatre, for example, the new
technologies of stage lighting and sound reproduction in the early twentieth
century encouragedthe developmentof new scenographicforms. The artists often
searchedfor inspiration looking to:

the past, to primitive anthropological understandingsand models, and at other
times have pursued `human certainties' in attempts to analyze and define
essentialqualities of human perception within which a new, more universally
acceptedart might be created.
(Baugh,2005, p. 216)

In an interview with the University of Warwick Research-TV in April 2005,
ProfessorRichard Beachamfurther supportsthe above statementby describing
the transformationof ancient Pompeianwall paintings into VR representationsof
Romantheatres:

It's an interesting process becausethe ancients used a perspective technique
which was similar to, but not exactly the same,as what we understandsince the
Renaissance,
asperspective.And that meantthat part of the project'stasks,one of
the challengesof the project, has been to decode in fact ancient perspective
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technology and realize it and understandit and explore it by using modem
perspectivetechnologyof the sort that we find in computergraphics.
(Available: http://research-tv.
warwick.ac.uk/stories/creative/theatron/transcript/)

Although cyberspacesact as a presentand future art medium, it is necessaryto
rememberthat it is also a meansto understandand sometimeseven rewrite our
past.
The fascination with new technologies is nothing new. From the late
nineteenthcentury the Western theatre was widely exploiting technical devices,
sometimesto such an extent that new plays were written and new performances
were staged for the sake of technology, and in order to profit from new
scenographic innovations. In his 2005 book Theatre, Performance and
Technology: the Development of Scenography in the Twentieth Century,
ChristopherBaugh highlights the career of the stage designerBruce `Sensation'
Smith at Drury Lane theatre,who widely usedhydraulic stagemachineryin 1902
for a series of sensationmelodramas.He also argues that the `classic plays of
antiquity and of Shakespeare
were presentedas little more than glittering tableaux
vivants, with the words of the text functioning as little more than `sub-titles' to
animated pictures' (p. 181). Soon after, the twentieth century modernity-postmodernity paradigm shift also warmly welcomed new technology, seeingit as `a
major breakthroughto new kinds of knowledge' (Kershaw, 1999, p.6). This shift
gave birth to numerous dramatically and technologically sophisticated
productions. And currently, the `wow factor' trend remains very much alive
within contemporary theatre practices. The mixture of various media on the
theatrical stagehas mainly two purposes:fustly, to enhancethe very concept of a
performanceand, secondly,to provide technical support, for example,for theatre
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both
in
foreign
languages
In
(e.
cases,the
g. subtitles).
showswhich are performed
technology should be used with care. Unfortunately, there are performances,in
which live action is negatively affected by the badly `prepared' textual support.
The production of Shakespeare'sTwelfth Night directed by Declan Donnellan in
associationwith the RussianTheatreConfederation,which was performedin June
2006 at the Warwick Arts Centre in Russianlanguagewith English subtitles is a
good exampleof how negatively the failure to integratedifferent media with care
(in this casetextual representation- i. e. subtitles)can affect the overall perception
of the theatricalact. The text on the screens,specially provided for subtitles in the
failed
to correspondappropriatelywith the action, creatingdifficulties
auditorium,
in linking the words with the onstageperformance.
According to Valery (1964), artists often expect major technological
innovations to transform an entire range of techniques in the arts, thereby
introducing often fundamentalchangesin the very notion of art. It is necessaryto
mention, however,that the interpretationof cyberspaceas a spacefor art-creation
is not yet well established,and, unfortunately, current debatesin the arts and
humanitiesare mostly focusedon theoreticaldiscussionsratherthan art practices.

2.7

The Artist Paradigm

`... the mediationof societydispersesthe theatricalby insertingperformanceinto everydaylife
everytime we turn into the mediawe are confrontedby the representationalstylesof a

performative
world...'
(Kershaw, 1999,p. 6)

Sincethe eighteencentury, one of the main goals of contemporaryartists hasbeen
to switch the role of art from being the private, exclusive arenaof the aristocracy
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to that of the public (Ascott, 1966).A century later, the invention of photography
and the further developmentof the printing press made this ambition easier to
realize. In the twentieth century, artists were preoccupied with the idea of
achievingthe most creativeresultsby:

integrating traditionally separate disciplines into single artworks. Modem
experience,many of theseartists believed, could be evoked only through an art
that contained within itself the complete range of perception. `Old-fashioned'
forms limited to words on page, paint on canvas,or music from an instrument
were consideredinadequatefor capturingthe speed,energy,and contradictionsof
contemporarylife.
(PackerandJordan,2001, p. xviii)

Above all, however, artists attempted to create more flexible structures and
images,offering a variety of possible readings.These actions placed the artistartefact-spectatorrelationship in a more behaviouralcontext than in the past.The
public began to participate actively in the act of creation on all levels of
experience - conceptual, emotional and physical. Nowadays, virtual reality
techniquessimply enable this participation on a different, perhapseven higher,
level.
According to Grau (2003), there are at least three paradigmswith which
contemporaryartists work: (1) the paradigm of illusion, (2) resemblanceto life,
and (3) presencein other places.Thesecreativepractitionersexperimentwith new
technologies,encouragingan art-consumerto interact closely with a machine, in
order to createfurther interconnectionsbetweentwo of them. The main goal here
is to enable the user to participate in, either fully flexible, or pre-programmed
for
the purposeof manipulating works of art. Such complex interaction
routines
together with the visual language of digital technology empowers artists to
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implement new forms of production - as opposed to reproduction (Rush, 1999, p
168). Indeed, computer-generated environments are a logical extension of arts
integration and, furthermore, as some researchers argue (e.g. Packer and Jordan,
2001), an ideal place for applying the existing knowledge of human-computer
interactivity. Thus, virtual worlds should not be defined in the context of their
intended interpretations, but rather by the artefacts left behind. The argument here
is that VR is not only a means for reproducing existing art styles and objects for
the purpose of storing, studying, or simply distributing them for mass-production,
but also a platform or, in other words, a virtual studio for art-creation. Eventually,
virtual space could also be considered as an art form in its own right.

Despite all technological advances,however, it is still unpredictable to
what extent their further evolution will influence artistic vision. The artist's
apprehensionof technologyis changingin ways that dramatically affect and often
transform the processof art-creation. Therefore, even nowadays,there are still
only a few artists who employ, for example,virtual reality as a tool for making
art. One might arguethat contemporarydigital artists are very much motivated to
initiate a dialogue with potential audiences and enrich their own artistic
experiencesthrough the spectators'responsesand feedback.Very often, however,
we can observethat many artistic experiments,such as virtual reality theatre,are
again an exclusive art-form that is locked in institutions and researchcentres,to
be consumedby the academicelite, but not the generalpublic. Attempts to break
with this tradition have undoubtedly been made. For instance, the VR
performanceof A MidsummerNight's Dream designedby Mark Reaney-a fine
example of how VR technology can be integrated into the very body of a
performance- was stagedin June29 - July 1,2000 in the Lumley Studio Theatre
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at the University of Kent at Canterbury.It should be noted, however that it was
shown to the general public only during the above period of time (three
performancesand one preview) and sincethen hasexistedonly in digital format.
Wassily Kandinsky in his essayOn StageCompositionwrote:

Every art has its own language,i.e. the meansintrinsic to it alone.Thus every art
is self-contained.Every art has a life of its own. It is a realm unto itself. That is
why the meansof different arts are externally altogetherdifferent. Sound,color,
word! ...
(in Vogt, 1980,p. 122).

Indeed, different forms of art are unique in their definitions and use specific
technologiesof representation.Very often, however, it takes time for them to be
acceptedas an art form. Sometime ago it happenedto cinematographyand, in its
early years,also to virtual reality. VR was often consideredas `somesort of awful
mechanizedversion of the true art' (Zellner, 1999, p. 22), and even at presentits
significancefor the art world has not yet been,fully assessed.Nevertheless,this
study emphasizes that virtual reality is simply an extension of existing
technologicalcapacities,which provides numerousopportunities for the artists to
be creative,communicativeand sharetheir experiences.

2.8

The Audience's Paradigm: Applying a Human-Centred

Approach

`Cantheatreexistwithoutanaudience?
At leastonespectatoris neededto makeit a
'
performance.
(Grotowski,1968,p. 32)

Audiences, spectators,viewers are cultural phenomena,fully in charge of the
status of any art event or theatrical performance. Since the 1980s, the further
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developmentof a theory of audienceshas been strongly debatedwithin various
heavily
in
disciplines.
Theorists
(especially
North
America)
criticized
research
`the devaluation,or even total rejection, of the text by performanceartists'. They
perceivedthis as `the final straw in the alienation of audiences,sendingthem to
the (culturally inferior) entertainmentsof cinema and television' (Bennett, 1997,
p. 14).On the other hand,Carlson(1989, p. 83) emphasizesthat:

generic expectations and relationships to other works (intertextuality) are clearly
as relevant to theatre reception as to reading, and the juxtaposition of fiction and
reality perhaps even more relevant, given the particularly central role played by
mimesis and iconicity in the theatre.

Indeed,it can be arguedthat every theatrical performanceis already some sort of
reading, even without straightforward textual representation.Furthermore,many
theatreresearchers(e.g. Rothenberg,1977)were fascinatedby the idea of diluting
the audience,as such,within theatrical space.For example,someof the real time
audience members could be invited to the theatre at the same time as the
in
performersarrive, order to be included in every aspectof the theatrical event:
`from the unlocking of the theatrethrough costuming and make-up to the arrival
of the regular time audience, and on to the clearing-up process and the final
shutting of the theatre' (Bennett, 1997, p. 11). There is little doubt that various
experimentswith audienceparticipation can be highly successful;however, there
are also many examples in the history of theatre when audience members
respondedto the performance(mostly experimental)in an unpredictablemanner,
which had not been foreseenby the creatorsof a theatrical event. The argument
here is that even the abandonmentof such a visible theatrical convention as the
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loses
does
that
theatre
traditional stage-audience
relationship
not necessarilymean
its overall theatricality.
The relationships between the audience and theatrical productions are
traditionally complex. The audienceis a group of individuals, which implies that
eachspectatoris a personwith his/her own principles, experiencesand attitudes,
is
diverse
it
Obviously,
of
a
of
and, simultaneously,a member
group people.
not
always possible or even necessaryto describe each individual responseto a
particular production. However, there is a need to study particular audiencesin
their social, material, and historical context. New media technologiescan serve
here as new tools to aid researchand a deeperunderstandingof the productiondynamic
reception
of theatrical events. The ways the audience responds to a
virtual performanceis similarly important as in the `real' theatre.However, there
issues
are some
raisedonly in connectionwith virtual spectacles,which should be
in
addressed this thesis. For example, one might argue that wearing devices,
which are necessaryfor perceiving a VR show (e.g. i-glassesor Head-Mounted
Displays) can potentially cause the elimination of the spectators from the
communaltheatrical space.Reaney(2000a),however,emphasizesthat evenwhile
wearing these devices the audience is still able to see live on-stage action,
computer graphics visualized on rear projection screens,and live video images
projected within the HMDs. Although by using these see-throughtechnologies,
theatre audiences can maintain a strong connection with a real-time live
performance,it should be noted that the fluency of interactionbetweenperformers
and spectatorsat existing virtual reality venues is not yet equal to traditional
theatre. Therefore, this study argues that a VR show should not simply copy
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traditional spectacles,but rather emphasizeits intrinsically different quality, in
impact
develop
to
on the audiencemembers.
order
a unique
It has already been established in this thesis that the advent of computer
technologies and especially virtual reality is very much in charge of redefining the
boundaries of our cultural experiences. Such issues as scale, concreteness,
in
interface
have
meanings
cyberspace.
abstraction, aesthetics and
received new
Furthermore, such researchers as Solomon (1988) and Osberg (1997) point out
that VR also offers an opportunity to create a new system of symbols, which is
better
information
for
the
used
understanding of existing
and for building up new
blocks of knowledge. Furthermore, they suggest that by using these visual and
auditory symbol systems of virtual space, there is a chance for audiences to reestimate their perceptual, cognitive and emotional concepts and re-assess the
issues of consciousness,community and connectednessin a social sense.

Multimedia technologiesand virtual reality often serveas a meansto help
the audiencememberssacrifice realism for the sake of the theatrical experience.
In terms of perceptualrichness,however, VR goes at least one step further than
multimedia applications.Osberg(1997, p. 5) indicatesthat the primary difference
betweenthe two is in intent multimedia is simply a representation, whereas
is
virtual reality
a simulation, whose intention is to deepenthe suspensionof
disbelief even further. Nevertheless, there are still many arguments about
implementing advancednew media technologies in theatrical space,as well as
using them as self-sufficient performanceplatforms. One of the reasonsis the risk
of socially excluding the membersof the audience,as this can occur, if wearable
technological devices conceal human aspects,by providing a buffer between
actors,the audienceand the performance.
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Some researchers(e.g. Weibel, 2002, p. 53) are convinced that future
interactionsbetweentheatricalimagesand their spectatorswill be characterizedas
bi-directional, where the audience transforms into a `locally-based or netdefinite
date,
these
to
Unfortunately,
to
there
no
answers
are
controllednarrator'.
doubts
technologies
fears.
There
that
and
computer
are
no
and
assumptions
by
in
they
important
that
theatre;
now
and
contemporary
role
cyberspaceplay an
for
to
theatrical
be
transmitting
events
vehicle
acknowledged
considered
as
an
can
distant audiences.Virtual reality has challenged the very nature of theatre,
deep
impact
has
had
interactivity.
It
the
it
further
towards
on
a
shifting
interconnectionbetweenaudience,author and theatrical action, greatly enhancing
their relationship. However, there is a concern that at present,the evolution of
dramatic language sometimes seems to be more dependent `on the speed of
Zapp,
2002,
(Rieser
developing
than
genres'
and
possible
on
engineering,rather
for
is
it
is
Nevertheless,
there
that
creative
a
constant
need
obvious
p. xxvi).
being
knowledge,
implement
time
the
to
whilst at
same
new
practitioners gain and
aware of the possible detrimental effects of new media technologies on the
processesof theatrecreationand perception.

2.9

The Design Paradigm

`Thereal valueof computerslies not in their ability to savehypotheticalquantitiesof time, but in
the possiblewaysthey allow designinformation to be effectively incorporatedinto scenographic
designprojects.'
(Payne,1994,p. 226)

The ability to visualize knowledge is a fundamental skill in theatre-creation.
Carver and White (2003) argue that it servesto bring together the outcomesof
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know-how,
idea
in
decide
to
technical
which
research,creativenotions and
order
shouldbe usedasthe main conceptfor a set design.
There is little doubt that modem audiencesare spoiled by the innovative
technological effects used in contemporary communication and entertainment
media. Very often theatre is also expectedto provide a high level of special
for
the sake of amusement.It is necessaryto emphasize,however, that
effects,
theatrical reality, as opposed to the cinematograph (especially Hollywood
blockbusters)and television, goesfar beyond simply using any technologyper se.
For example,thepoor theatreof PeterBrook where `a man walks acrossan empty
spacewhilst someoneelse is watching him' is more than enough for an act of
theatreto be created(Brook, 1968,p. 9). Nonetheless,throughouttheatrehistory,
there were numerousattemptsto use technological capacity on stageto its very
maximum. Very often these endeavourswere highly appreciatedby audience
members,but also widely criticized by contemporarycritics, accusing them of
eliminating theatricality for the sake of technology. However, the audiences'
`thirst' for being entertained through spectacular effects still exists and is
especiallynoticeablein the area of musical theatre. This fascination encourages
set designersto experiment heavily with new techno-tools and, as one might
argue, cause the shift of their interest towards the aestheticsof the computer
model of the set, rather than the appropriatenessof the design for a particular
performance.
Nevertheless, there are also numerous advantages to employing a
computeras an assistantfor modelling various set designs.It simplifies editing
work, in which various scannedimagesor other visual objectsare easily included,
and every sceneor object can be savedat any point during the creation process.
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Furthermore,the integrationof light, animation and kinetic elementsenhancesthe
be
is
The
look
it
renderedmodel navigable, can
realistic.
storyboardand makes
facilitating
be
direction,
from
transported
via
email,
and can
any
viewed
doubt
is
There
in
involved
between
the production.
no
specialists
communication
inspiration
in
digital
and
creative
that the possibilities of working
spaceprovide
between
by
graphic programs,
easily
moving
make workflow more efficient,
hand,
On
2003).
White,
(Carver
the
digital modelsand schematicoutput
other
and
however, even specializedsoftware is not always able to solve every technical
designissue,and it can also be expensiveand difficult to learn. In addition, it is
impossibleto interact physically with a computer model, and the real stagewill
White
Carver
its
look
the
and
prototype.
sameas computer-generated
quite
never
(2003) also argue that the ability to make endless revisions is another big
disadvantageof computer-baseddesign projects, becauseit might greatly affect
in
design
by
leaving
intended
the
a constantly unfinished
stage
outcomes,
any
for
difficulties
despite
Nevertheless,
the
of using virtual environments
all
state.
the conceptualizationand creationof set designs,computersare an integral part of
the contemporary theatre landscape and, if used sensibly, can help creative
implementation
different
throughout
stages of visualization and
practitioners
in
processes the theatrical space.

2.9.1. Designing Virtual Environments
In the context of this thesis, it is necessaryto analyzehow virtual reality is placed
design
is
It
for
important
the practical componentof
practices.
especially
within
design
important
to
which
current research,
attempts
closely address many
principles. In assessingvirtual environmentsas a place of visualization, as well as
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`a habitat for imagination' (Novak, 1991,p. 253), it is necessaryto outline one of
the main goals of cyberspace,which is to promote natural interaction similar to
that in the physical environment.It was already establishedthat one of the ways
to achieve this is by making digital technology transparent and the physical
interfaceinterfaceless,meaningthat the user is no longer awareof being face-toface with a digital medium. It also implies that there are no recognizable
electronic tools (i. e. windows, icons, scroll bars, or buttons), which enable the
user to get involved in an immediate relationship with the medium contents
(Botler and Grusin, 1999,p. 23). According to Bricken, (1990a),there are several
paradigm shifts between traditional interface design and design for virtual
environments.First of all, the adventof new technical devicesenabledtheir users
to walk through the screensurfaceinto inclusive VR worlds. This innovation was
a major technologicalbreakthroughthat irreversibly transformedthe participantcyberspacerelationship. The computer interface with its functionally organized
on-screen data enabled inclusion of the users in the computer-generated
environments and empowered their direct interaction with various forms of
information. The second shift took place when virtual environments became
adaptedto natural humanbehaviorwithin them. Despite this adaptation,however,
sometraining of participantsprior to entry into cyberspaceis still necessary.For
example,in VR-basedtheatrical productions it is crucial to provide preliminary
actor-trainingon how to communicatewith computer-generatedcharactersand to
use parts of the scenery that are invisible to the participants during the actual
performance.The next step is to transform the cyberspaceusersinto active agents,
who are capableof creating applications themselvesand by doing, so co-create
the matrix of a virtual world.
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Finally, the last shift to date was conditioned by the invention of
acoustigraphicenvironments,where all movementsof the participantsinvolved in
VR
a
experienceare multimodal or, to be more precise,can be coordinatedwith
visual representations,as well as ambient and localized sounds. There is little
doubt that the role of soundwithin virtual environmentsis very important for the
psychologicalassessment
and the internal mappingof computer-generated
spaces.
This study, however, is mostly concernedwith analyzing the visual qualities of
virtual worlds, leaving the issueof acousticsin VR as a future researchdirection.
All of the listed developments and also future shifts in virtual reality-user
interaction require designers to work closely with engineers and computer
scientists; however it is also necessaryto focus on the people, who use the
technology i. e. VR participants.
Virtual reality is able to help in realizing one of the fundamental
objectives in the design process - three-dimensional perception. There are a
number of specialized digital products that are widely used to assist in the
creation and development of various technology-baseddesign projects. For
example,computer programs for CAD (i. e. Computer Aided Design, Computer
Assisted Design or Computer Assisted Drafting) are commonly employed by
engineersand architectsfor improving their technical skills and producing precise
drafts and plans. This type of software allowed the presentationof complex and
easily redrawn images and also enabled artists and designersto develop their
visual projectsmore accurately.
It should be noted that the entertainment industry (particularly, film,
television and computer games)has always been a significant force, driving the
developmentof graphic computer programs. The advent of 3D graphics 3D
or
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had
impact
image
modelling
a revolutionary
on
production.This type of computer
software emergedas a hybrid between CAD and paint programs and offered a
combination of vector-basedgeometry and pixel-based painting. The ultimate
goal of many 3D modelling projects is realism in the final draft, reflected in the
accuracyof the propertiesassignedto the objects' surfacesand the lighting effects
upon them. This type of graphic program is widely used in various fields of
design practice, including theatre. In theatrical space,visualization is the main
tool for the creation of a readable,communicableand interactive environment.
Undoubtedly,this can be achievedthrough conventionaldesigningpractice,but it
can be further enhanced through the employment of the newly available
technological means. Virtual reality is a data environment, where interaction
betweenthe system and its users happenson different levels of communication
including visual, audio and tactile stimuli with various levels of intensity. This
implies that the technology attempts to become invisible and enable the
participants to behave naturally in this artificial world, adapting to human
activities. However, the overall success and comfort of the participant-VR
interactiondependschiefly on how well virtual environmentsare designed.
There is a set of principles each designer, regardless of the area of
expertise,should have knowledge of, in order to accommodatea wide range of
demandsand to communicatea design concept clearly. This study attempts to
clarify what `good' design should be and adapts some of what Story (1998)
considersbeing the principles of universaldesign (Table 2).
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TABLE 2: The Principlesof UniversalDesign.Adaptedfrom Story (1998)
Principle

Brief Explanation

Equitableuse

The designis useful and marketableto peoplewith diverse
abilities.
The designaccommodates
a wide rangeof individual
preferencesand abilities.
Use of the designis easyto understand,regardlessof the

Flexibility in use
Simpleand intuitive use
Perceptible information

Error tolerance
Low physical effort
Size and space for approach and use

user's experience, knowledge, language skills, or current
concentration level.
The design communicates necessary information
effectively to the users, regardless of ambient conditions or

the user's sensoryabilities.
The designminimizeshazardsandthe adverse
consequencesof accidental or unintended actions.
The design can be used effectively and comfortably and
with a minimum of fatigue.
Appropriate size and space are provided for approach,

reach,manipulationanduseregardlessof the
user'sbody size,postureor mobility.

Morton Heilig, a cinematographerof the 1950s,predicted that user-technology
interaction would soon involve not only the sensesof sight and sound, but also
taste, touch and smell. As a matter of fact, this is already happening in, for
in
IMAX
theme
the
globe, particular
example,various
parks and
cinemasaround
types of military training and medical simulations.Undoubtedly, VR modelling is
becomingmore and more realistic; however,it should be borne in mind that there
for
be
limits
in
to
the
always will
use of specializedcomputer software
realism
designingvirtual environments.

2.10

The Technological Paradigm

To some extent, the terms computer technology and digital technology have
become interchangeable. Gere (2002) argues that digitality emerged as
instantaneouscommunication,global connectivity and ubiquitous media that are
in charge of almost every aspect of our everyday experience.It refers to the
capabilities of a particular technology, and also to the ways of thinking
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incorporatedwithin, stimulating further technological evolution. In other words,
digital technology combinesboth technical and creative components,including
It
and
programming.
codification,
produces a vast range of
abstraction,
forms,
film
digital
and television,
media
such
as
virtual
reality,
applicationsand
electronic music, computer games and various special effects for the
is
industry,
digital
including
At
technology
theatre.
so
present,
entertainment
well-integratedthat it appearsalmost `natural' due to its ubiquity and increasing
invisibility. In order to explain further the technologicalevolution, it is necessary
to look back into the logic of its progression.Manovich (2001, pp. 161-164)
distinguishestwo distinct trajectoriesin the developmentof new media. The first
is
one representationaltechnologies,such as film, audio and video magnetictape
as well as various digital-storage formats. The second trajectory is real-time
communicationtechnologies- telegraph,telephone,telex, television, telepresence
and also virtual and augmented realities (AR). The development of
representationaltechnologieshas already beenexplained in ChapterOne. Here, it
is necessaryto analyze in more detail contemporary real-time communication
technologies,outline similarities and differences within them, and discuss their
relevanceto the world of theatreand education.
Manovich (2001, pp. 165-166) defines telepresenceas one example of
communicationtechnologies,which `used to enable action, that is, to allow the
viewer to manipulatereality through representations'and claims that its concept
has been excessively played down by the popular media, in favour of virtual
reality. From an historical viewpoint, one might arguethat telepresenceis a much
more radical technology than, for example, virtual reality and computer
simulations.First of all, it is capableof manipulating remote physical objects in
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images,
in
live
time
through
video
which are presented a synthetic computerreal
generatedenvironment. Secondly, and more relevant to this study, telepresence
remediatesthe monitoring function of broadcast television and closed-circuit
its
by
to
video, using video signalsand computergraphics place usersat a remote
inaccessible
location.
is
for
It
This
the
world of education.
ability significant
or
allows a virtual teacherto be presentedas a holographic image in front of the
geographically remote students to conduct a real-time lecture. Telepresence
differs from video conferencing in a way that it provides more natural
communication, establishing perfect eye contact between its users, which is
achievableby employing specific optically-embeddedcamera technologies. By
contrast,video-conferencingis typically a two-way video system with cameras
usually placedon the top of the monitor, making participantslook at eachother's
imagesinsteadof the cameras,which proved impossible for the maintenanceof
constanteye contact.
It should be noted that augmentedreality employs techniques,similar to
telepresenseand virtual reality, by placing computer graphicsor video in front of
the participants.The AR userscan seethe real and virtual world simultaneously,
instead
that
meaning
of blocking the real environment,the computer `overwrites'
and commentson what a spectatorsees(Botler and Grusin, 1999, p. 215). The
difference
between
telepresenceand augmentedreality is that AR offers a
main
hypermediatedexperience,where its users are very much aware of computer
graphics as a medium; while during the telepresencelecture, students could
forget
that the knowledge delivery happensthrough the holographic
potentially
imageof a real teacher.
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Boiler and Grusin (1999, pp. 213-216) further argue that in contrast to
augmentedreality and telepresence,VR acts as a graphicsengine and represents
the next level in the creation of a `transparent' medium. Nevertheless,it still
remainsrelatively dependenton previous technological applications and on our
ability to associateit with earlier visual media. In order to understandfully how
VR and AR applications function, it is necessaryto outline various devices
employed by these media and analyze their purposes for computer-participant
interactions.As mentioned above, virtual reality has a great potential to be the
next human-computer interface and revolutionize the use of computer
technologies for co-operative interaction and communication in 3D, shared,
virtual space.The ultimate goal of VR devices is to interpret the activities of a
real-time user into digital data. A wide range of hardware, such as projectors,
table-tops and ordinary desktops, were specifically designed for viewing
computer-generated
environments.Projectionscan be applied onto large concave
screens(similar to the onesusedin IMAX theatres)in front of the usersor within
their walking route. Various devices including Head Mounted Displays, datagloves,and body-sensorsserveto deliver users' feedback,while interacting in VR
environments.The illusion of being fully immersedin an artificial world can be
enhancedfurther by various visual and non-visual technologies.For example, as
Beier (1998) argues,the head-referencedviewing, typical for immersive virtual
reality, provides a natural interface for the navigation in 3D space,and allows the
user to look-around, walk-around, and fly-through the scenery in virtual
environments. This stereoscopic capability to view VR worlds, which are
perceived in full scale and relate properly to human body size, enhancesthe
depth
of
perception
and the senseof space.Some of the important virtual reality
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devicesdesignedfor optimal interaction with computer-generatedenvironments
is
in
further
Table
detailed
VR
3.
A
tools
are outlined
and more
overview of
in
provided Appendix One of this thesis.

TABLE 3: Virtual Reality Devices.Adaptedfrom Bricken (1999a)
VR Devices
Head Mounted Displays (HMDs)

Description
Opaque - for immersion in the virtual world;

Transparent- for virtual worlds superimposed
on reality;
Acoustically coupled- for 3D sight and sound;
Eye-trackingcoupled- for control by looking;
Microphone or ear-mike transducer coupled -

for hearingand voice commands.
VR Peripherals

Computerizedclothing that recognizesphysical
gesturesascommands;
Systemsthat track the movementsof the body;
Trackballsandjoysticks that allow movement
of perspective;
Feedbackdevicesthat useforce, pressure,
or vibration;
Remoteoperationsystemsthat translate
humanmovementsinto the control of machinery.

Tools for interactionin VR

Virtual world and matrix operatingsystems;
Interactive3-D graphicsconstructionand
animationpackages;
Specializedinformation structuresand
query systems;
Multi-modal datavisualizationand display
techniques;
Spatialfields and topologies;
Autonomousagentsand entities.

There is little doubt that the representationof self is fundamental to virtual
interface design (Bricken, 1990b). Computerized clothing, motion capture
technology and other physical devices create the illusion of a direct interaction
within cyberspace,but also act as a primary referencepoint or, in other words, as
an interface between the users and VR environments. These innovative
applications were specially created to give the participants an opportunity for
displaying themselvesin virtual environmentsin any chosen shapeor costume,
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simultaneouslyproviding a completerecord of undertakenactions. This virtually
interfacelessexperience of VR worlds is probably the most natural humancomputer interaction to date. This study argues, however, that the recent
has
the potential to bring about a new
computing
widespreaduse of ubiquitous
trend in developingadvancedcomputerapplications in ways contrary to those of
virtual reality, turning everythinginto a computerinterface.

2.10.1 Mixing Realities: Implication

for the Theatre

In this subsection, I will discuss the ways of merging real and virtual
environments (i. e mixed reality (MR)), in order to achieve the best possible
interaction between the spectators/participantsand VR event. Milgram et al.
(1994, pp. 2-4) explain how real spacescan be connectedto virtual ones, by
introducingthe Reality-Virtuality (RJ9 Continuum(Fig. 1):

I
Real
Environment

Mixed Reality (MR)
Augmented
Reality(AFO

Au gmenbd
Virtuality(
)

I
Virtual
Environment

Reality-Virtuality (RV) Continuum

FIGURE
is Reality-Virtuality (RV) Continuum.Source:Milgram et al. (1994)

Here, real and virtual environmentsare referred to as the continuum, as opposed
to an antithesis. One end of the continuum contains a real environment that
consists only of real objects and can be viewed directly in person, or through
some kind of display. By contrast, another extreme consists solely of virtual
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immersive
environments,suchas monitor-basedor
computergraphic simulations.
Augmentedreality herepertainsto any environment,which is simply enhancedby
means of computer graphics, otherwise, completely real. And, eventually,
augmented virtuality

comprises the enhancement of completely virtual

environmentswith real imagesand objects. Within this framework, mixed reality
refers to `the classof all displays in which there is some kind of combination of
real andvirtual environments'(Milgram and Drascic, 1997,p. 1).
According to Billinghurst and Kato (1999), MR systemscan be divided
into two major groups: video see-throughmixed reality and optical see-through
mixed reality. This division depends on the relative proportions of display
methodsused.While employing video MR, the interaction with the real world is
slightly unnatural. It happensbecauseall virtual objects are superimposedon a
live video image of a real environment and displayed back into the user's eyes.
This image is captured by the camera attachedto an HMD, the viewpoint of
which being offset from the user's own, so that the image it produces is not
stereographic.The main advantageof this system, however, is relatively easy
implementation.In contrastto video MR, the secondsystemshowsvirtual objects
directly in the real world by using see-throughdisplays. Virtual images are
stereoscopicand can be generatedin such a way that the interaction with them
seemsto be natural, and the user seesthe real world in a direct way. This makes
optical see-throughdisplays more reliable for the simultaneousviewing of virtual
and real environmentswithout distortion of the images and, as a result, this is to
date the best for use in theatre for perceiving performanceswith virtual
scenery
andreal actors.
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Both virtual and augmented (including MR applications) realities have a
The
transform
theatrical
to
space.
and
completely
even
enhance
great potential
is
VR
however,
between
difference
that
two,
the
aims to replace the
whereas
main
AR
it
1).
The
(Feiner,
2002,
AR
users
of
applications
p.
supplements
real world have access to a combination

of virtual

and real-world

by
attributes

key
Interestingly,
information
the
space.
over
real
superimposing graphical
be
would
virtuality that allows
augmented
reality
of
collaborative
characteristic
the objects that do not exist in the real world to be viewed and examined in
computer-generated reality. This enables multiple participants to control their own
independent viewpoints, in order to see each other, cooperate in a natural way,
data
displayed
feeling
In
the
addition,
avoid
overall,
of
social
exclusion.
and,
a
can vary from viewer to viewer, which intensifies face-to-face interaction and
allows AR users to collaborate seamlessly and simultaneously with both virtual
and real environments. At present, however, the majority of AR researchers are
concerned with the use of live video imagery, which is digitally processed by the
addition of computer generated graphics.

In theatrical space any interaction between the spectatorsand on-stage
is
include
by
technologies
of
which
computation
enabled new
and which
action,
virtual and augmentedrealities, has two sides - real and virtual. The audience
be
in
the actual theatreand, simultaneously,in virtual space
can
present
members
perceivingthe samevirtual or real-time performance(Fig. 2).
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Virtual Audience

Real-time Performance:

Real Audimoe

Real Performance

Virtual Perfc)rmunce:
Virtual

Audience

FIGURE 2: Two Sides of Interaction in Real and Virtual Theatrical Space. Author: Iryna Kuksa

The first kind of interaction could only occur if a theatrical event happens in realtime and space. Here, some of the audience members are physically present in the
auditorium, while others are virtually represented (e.g. as holographic images)
through telepresence devices. The virtual

spectators have nearly the same

opportunity to influence the flow of the performance, responding to the on-stage
action and contributing to the creation of a special theatrical atmosphere. In the
second case, the spectacle, as well as being performed live in virtual space using,
for example, the Internet engine or motion capture technology, could potentially
be pre-recorded. If this happens, however, VR theatre then could become similar
to theatre performances on television.
Despite recent progress in staging performances which employ virtual
reality applications, there are still numerous arguments about whether VR is
simply `escapist' entertainment, where dramatic elements disappear behind
technology, or whether it is an utterly self-sufficient and satisfying environment,
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that containsall important theatrical components.This study points out that there
are only a few theatregroupsthat produce small-scalevirtual reality productions,
These
groups run on very tight
environment.
usually shown within an academic
budgetsand cannot afford to pay for all the services required to produce a big
professional show. As a result, they employ volunteers, usually university
basis.
These
join
the
arrangements
an
attachment
production on
students,who
jeopardize
the overall quality of the staging, affecting even
could potentially
hand,
but,
technical
the
could
on
other
productions;
comparativelysophisticated
if
for
daring
flexible
than,
to
example,
and
approach staging
also promotea more
professionalactorshad beenemployed.
2.11

Concluding Remarks

Virtual reality is invariably exploratory and seeks to reflect upon existing
conventions,evolve new concepts,engagewith experimentalpractice and draw
freely on the widest range of references,influences and disciplines. It has been
understoodas an artistic, creative and presentationalmedium that is responsible
for the origination of new modes of social engagement,employed by various
museums,galleries,libraries, theatresand researchcenters.In the courseof time
its content has matured and created a new cultural dimension. It has provided
valuableinsights into the natureof creative interactionsand contributed greatly in
design,
in
theatre
and
art,
a broader context. The advent of virtual reality creates
an opportunity to redefine the boundaries of our cultural experience. Central
issuessuch as scale,concreteness,abstraction,aestheticsand interface can be reexplored,and through the critical evaluation,receive new meaningsin the virtual
world. The areasof VR implementationare various - from medicine and military
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impressive
breakthroughs
the
are accomplished, to
most
simulations, where
been
have
VR
theatre
applications
archaeologyand
education,where a number of
for
demolished
3D
theatrical sites.
or
used
reconstructionsof partially completely
Despite the fact that the number of practical applications for virtual reality in
theatrical spaceremains relatively small and our experience of it is still quite
limited, the existing experimental productions are of major importance for
defining tendenciesin the future developmentof contemporarytheatre.
These innovative technologiesrefer to real actions, people and objects,
increasing the communication bandwidth and enabling a smooth transition
betweenreal and virtual spaces,through developingvarious types of interfacesfor
face-to-face and remote communication. As a result, the intuitiveness of
interaction is constantly increasing without additional requirement for graphic
renderings.There is little doubt that the relationship betweendigital technology,
modem art and theatre has a considerableeffect on how contemporary visual
culture is experienced.This researchattempts to illustrate that, despite the fact
that new media have already becomean integral part of our everyday lives, it is
not yet completely clear how our culture responds to these new virtual
from
environments
ethical, aesthetic, psychological and overall cultural
perspectives.Nevertheless,the most productive and dynamic work occurs when
the technology-driven medium is found, or, in other words, when the artistic
vision coincideswith the existing technology.
The next chapter is a development from the Educational Paradigm
subsectionand will investigateand critically discussthe impact of cyberspaceand
digital technologies on the theoretical and practical aspects of contemporary
theatreeducationand creativepractice.
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`Underelectrictechnologythe entire businessof man becomeslearningand knowing.'
(McLuhan, 1964,p. 58)

Modern technologies of computation greatly influence the process of theatremaking, especially contributing to design and implementationphases.They also
have a profound impact on theoretical and practical educational aspectsof the
performancestudiesclassroom.Often in theatreeducationthe subjectof study can
be delivered only verbally and the possibility of an external visual element of
learningis missing.

Experiencing theatre as words and conceiving it televisually are the two main
factors blocking studentsfrom envisioning the spatial propertiesof live theatre.
As Jerzy Grotowski and Peter Brook have concluded,the fundamentalelements
defining all theatreare an actor, spaceand an audience.To fully comprehendthe
dynamics of space needs the visual skills of a sculptor, designer or architect
which most theatreteachers,let alone students,do not posses.

(BeardonandEnright,1999,p. 7)

Various technological innovations can promote the visual side of the course
instantly
material,
offering a more improvisatory approach to the whole
visualization process.Furthermore,new technologiescan assist studentsin their
self-directed learning and encourageactive participation and collaboration with
study material, rather than passivity in its consumption. In this chapter, I argue
that the technology-oriented new teaching techniques can benefit the whole
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by
design
learning,
through
and
experimenting with existing course
processof
transformingthe establishedmethodsof knowledgedelivery.
This chapter develops from the Educational Paradigm subsection in
Chapter Two and investigates further the impact of cyberspace and digital
technologieson contemporarytheatre education and creative practices. In this
Here,
I
figures
I
tables
to
analyses
and
evaluations.
chapter, use
and
support my
outline someimportant modelsof learning and analyzea paradigmshift in the role
in
Coming
from
teacher
the
the
classroom.
a scenographic
of
contemporary
disadvantages
I
the
of such relatively new
perspective, explore
advantagesand
media communication platforms as the Internet, 3D simulations, and avatar
technologies,discussingtheir impact on knowledgetransfer in the field of Theatre
Studies.Furthermore,I arguethat computer-mediatedlearning should be carefully
balancedbetweenthe consumptionof information and an active and also creative
engagementwith available media. To support my argument, I provide a critical
overview of the existing computer-basedprojects, with particular focus on two
casestudies,both of which are significant in evaluating recent tendenciesin the
use of technologies of computation for creative and educational purposes. I
attempt,firstly, to explain the major reasonsfor employing new technologiesand,
secondly, investigate their relationship with conventional teaching and learning
techniquesthrough evaluating their overall effectiveness.These evaluations are
very important for the developmentof the practical componentof this study - the
Set-SPECTRUMeducationalproject, presentedas the e-Chapterof this thesis.
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3.1

Computer-Based Teaching and Learning Strategies: Advantages and
Disadvantages

In recentyearsthe processof educationhas noticeably changed.Recentevidence
been
has
that
there
suggests
a paradigmshift towardsan emphasison teachingand
training as a lifelong process.Nowadays, the role of the modem teachercan be
definedas that of an interpreterof courseresources.At presenta greateremphasis
is on the students and their active engagementwith study materials. Forsyth
(1998) suggeststhat this evolution from the passiveconsumptionof information
to active engagementwith it hasenabledlearnersto control their study-process.In
order to understandfully the aforementioneddevelopments,it is necessaryto
examine the major models of the different ways, by which we consume new
knowledge.
Enlung (2001) distinguishesfour important types of learning. The first
type is performancelearning or, to be more precise,learning in situationssuch as
in a conventionalclassroom,during a lecture or presentation,where the learner is
a relatively passiveobserverand receiver of information. Collaborative learning
is the secondtype, which encouragesstudying in teamsof peersin structuredand
goal-orientedactivities, such as project groups in problem-basedlearning. The
next mode of knowledge consumption is social interaction, which stimulates
learning in serendipitous,unstructured social situations, where a spontaneous
ideas,
information, or experiencestakes place, e.g., during a chance
exchangeof
meeting at the coffee machine or at the newsstand. Finally, the last type of
learning consists of individual study, where the delivery of knowledge occurs
through solitary activity, cognitive or physical, as in reading, writing, solving
problems, experimenting,practising, and reflecting. This study seeksto address
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the questionof how computer technologiescan be incorporatednaturally within
various study-modelsand learning environments,and attempts to illustrate this
integrationby focusing specifically on the study environment of HE institutions,
researchcenters,and study units in museumsand galleries.
Technologicalinnovations constantly increasethe demandfor reforms in
the educational sector and, as a result, make the linkage between teachers'
professional development in appropriate uses of technology and students'
achievementsmuch stronger (Valdez et al., 2000). Recent developmentsin the
area of new media technologies heightened the need for more interactive,
learning.
Technology offers numerousopportunities
enjoyable,and customizable
for monitoring the process of study and, consequently, increasesmotivation,
improves students' attitudes towards course material, as well as their interest in
gaining new knowledge. At present,it acts as an inseparablepart of the teacherinteraction
student
and cooperativeinformation exchange,becoming a necessity,
for example,for e-learning.Indeed,computer-mediatedstudy not only amplifies,
extends,and enhanceslearners' cognition (Jonassenand Reeves,1996), but also
facilitates access to human, material, and technological resources and helps
studentsto store, reshape,and analyze necessarydata. Valdez et al. (2000) state
that technology provides a rich spacefor learnersto collect quality information
from various areasof knowledge, and also to discover and understandconceptual
relationships between learning resources that were previously segmentedand
in
isolated
utilized
contexts.
There are several significant phasesin the development of technologyempowered learning

and teacher-student-computer interaction, detailed

description and analysis of which are provided in Appendix Two of this thesis.
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Valdez et al. (2000) points out that new technologies serve as a catalyst for
improvementof contentareas,aswell as the students'ability to perceiveand learn
hypermedia
hypertext
information.
Such
enable
applications as
and
specific
interactivity of study content, which promotes a personalizedapproachto each
individual student.For instance,a semanticnetworking (i. e. hypertextual flow of
data) engageslearnersin a complete re-organizationof their knowledge through
the explicit interrelationship of study concepts.It also gives an opportunity for
larger
data
leads
that
towards
the
and
authentic
creating,manipulatingand sharing
more accuratesets of information stored in cyberspaceor specialized devices.
Furthermore,modem computer applications are not only able to provide almost
instant feedbackand multiple-accessto the course material from any networked
but
computer, also to deliver various types of virtual simulationsprior to the reallearner
however,
both
kind
interactivity,
This
the
world experience.
of
requires
and the notional teacherto actively use the facilities and options provided, which
is not always the case. Obviously, if there is no interaction there is also no
further
Means
Olson
(1995)
argue that new media
communication.
and
technologies,not only encouragestudents to take responsibility for their own
learning, but also advance teachers' productivity. For example, computermediated communication (CMC) networks offer modem teachers a unique
opportunity of accessinga professional community, where their expertise and
experiencecan be sharedwith fellow colleagues,and where they can participatein
discourse
professional
about improving practice (Corcoran, 1995).
Although the interestin new media technologiesas an educationalmedium
is constantlyincreasing,it should be noted that togetherwith much strength,there
are also numerousweaknessesof, for example, the most popular, to date, means
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It
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undermines
very concept of e-learning.
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it
information,
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TABLE 4: The Use of the Internetfor EducationPurposes.Adaptedfrom Forsyth(1998)
Type of course

Strengths of the Internet

Weaknessesof the Internet

Mainly theory

Linking of information sources;
Potentialfor developingmetacognition;
Opportunity for e-mail type
communications;
Possibility of chat andbulletin boards
for information.

Potentiallyonly screen-based
information;
Lack of definedaudit trail;
Problemswith free text answers.

Mainly practice

Potential of computer-like patience in

Various accesstools (browsers) mean

dealingwith examples;
Possibility of simulations;
Drill andpractice;
Handling of structuredassessment
tasks;
Bulletin boardsfor information;
Possiblesequentialpresentationof
examplesand demonstrations.

the fidelity of presentationmay not be
maintained,e.g. graphicsaudio and
visualsmay not be availableto the
learnerif they have different
computers.However,this shouldbe a
decreasingproblem as cross-platform
technologyarrives.

General
Strengths of the Internet
Considerations
Individual and enterprisesupport;
Ability to updatecoursematerial;
Capableof incorporating:
Video
Audio
Still photos
Text
Information from other sources/sites.

Weaknessesof the Internet
Lack of standards(thoughdefacto
standardsexist);
Who hasthe skills and who doesthe
updatingon Internetmaterial?
How will your site handlethe
considerabledemandon computer
capacityrequiredby the file sizesof
video, imagesand audio (evenwith
currentcompressiontechnology)?
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There is little doubt that as yet no technology fulfils all existing educational
demands.However, it is quite obvious that the significant advantageof computerbasededucation,if used appropriately, is that technology supportsand promotes
As
integration.
knowledge
inquiry
a
independent
collaborative
and
exploration,
task
it
thinking,
orientation.
and
solving,
problem
group
result, enables

3.1.1 Dimensions of the Learning Process
This
dimensions
the
There are several commonly recognized
study process.
of
that
focuses
affect students'
attitudes
and
on
perceptions
particularly
chapter
knowledge.
integration
their
learn,
the
and extension of
as well as on
ability to
Here, I arguethat the key elementof establishinga positive learning atmosphere
in the classroom is giving students effective instructions and guiding their
is
know.
There
data
in
they
a
need
to
already
what
relating
new
path,
educational
by
have
information
they
gained,
to encouragestudentsto rigorously analyze
in
applying reasoningprocessessuch as comparing, classifying and abstracting,
it
knowledge
factual
their
of
part
to
making
order organize,extendand refine new
long-term memory. As a result, the most effective learnersdevelop the ability for
their
to
thinking,
adjust
are
able
and, consequently,
critical analysis, creative
learningpreferences.
The above dimensions function not only on the study side, but also
influence the processof teaching,implying that delivery of knowledge should be
in
be
to
that
a consistentand
approached
study material needs
well-structuredand
learning
in
This
this
that
study argues
regard computer-based
systematicmanner.
benefits
for
further
interpretation
the
various
of a subject of study, and,
offers
furthermore,for teacher-studentinteraction (in caseswhere studentsand teachers
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are becomingequalpartners).In the courseof this research,it has beennoted that
the structurednature of computer-basedmaterials gives learners a professional
view of the content and the possibility to test and re-test their knowledge.
Additionally, the ability to work on the coursesubjectat a time convenientto the
learner undoubtedly improves motivation and promotes positive attitudes to the
whole educationalprocess.
Denard (2004) points out that it is necessaryfor computer-basedlearning
to be interdisciplinary,in order to intensify the cross-fertilization and exchangeof
study material. Furthermore, there is a greater need for computer-generated
educational applications to be diverse in their format, providing various
interactions and learning options. In teaching theatre history, for example, new
technologies serve as an appropriate medium for a visually-enhanced
communication of past theatrical events and artefacts. Indeed, cyberspace
provides a great variety of scholarly materials, but also encourages their
interactiveexploration, by involving the studentsdirectly in the learning process.
Another advantagehere is that virtual study environmentscan engagetheir users
(both imaginatively and intellectually) in a wide range of choices, options, and
alternative ways of confronting and manipulating historical data. This kind of
interaction extends beyond the scope of longer-establishedways of learning.
There is little doubt that the employment of innovative visualization techniques,
such as virtual imaging or 3D simulations of numerous theatrical artefacts,
combined with hypertext and other rich media resources, enhanceslearners'
improves
knowledge delivery. On the other hand, however, such
and
experiences
digital reconstructions have to be supported by a vast array of explanatory
information; otherwise it would be difficult to assemble them
contextually.
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Eversmann(2001) statesthat this sort of integration of multimedia function and
VR modelling in the educationalprocessdramatically increasesthe efficiency of
learning by giving the learnersan opportunity to interpret intellectually various
destroyedor `lost' theatreartefactsand places,in a way which was not possiblein
the past.
The possibility of employing virtual environmentsfor teachingpurposesin
the area of theatre studies is very important for the practical component of my
in
dimensions
learning
innovative
This
to
only
reveals
new
not
approach
research.
innovative
for
but
knowledge,
also offers a potential
visual perception of
for
immersive
VR
techniques
and
example,
as,
with
experiments
such novel
telepresence.Unfortunately, to date, these sophisticatedapplications cannot be
deliveredon the level of an open-accessplatform, mainly due to their prohibitive
(e.
3D
Studio
Max
Nevertheless,
and
g.
various software packages
costs.
ArchiCAD) already allow learners to create, view, navigate, and explore
interactively virtual models of historical theatre sites and stages.Furthermore,
new avatar technology emerged as one of the most innovative e-learning
techniques.An avatar or, in other words, a graphical personification of computer
in
the
processes,
wave
software
represents next major
online communicationand
intuitiveness
This
dramatically
techniques,
the
enhancing
of navigation.
education
inhabits
involves
technological
that
a
new
reality
a computational system
dynamic
complex,
environment, where avatarsact as a communication interface
in
involved
to
and provide active, personalized assistance
users, who are
collaborationwith a particular computer application. These software agents(also
known as autonomous software programs) are able to perform simulation of
humanactivities.
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An avatarhas a built-in elementof interactivity. It respondsto the users' requests
insightful,
it
clear,
and needs, provides a
rapid link to an information database,
and it doesso in a mannerthat is easyto understand.
(Sheth,2003, p. 2)

The avatars are able to learn the users' preferences and interests, make
function
suggestions,
with minimal supervision, and customize their assistance
accordingto eachparticipant. In Table 5, I provide a list of terms that relate to the
autonomousagentstechnology (i. e. avatars).This is necessaryfor the reader to
understand various modes of interaction through or with these virtual
representatives,who could potentially be representationsof future teachers in
cyberspace.This table is adaptedfrom Sheth(2003).

TABLE 5: AutonomousAgentsTechnology.Adaptedfrom Sheth(2003)
Autonomous Agent

Description

Avatar

An imagethat representsa participantin a multi-uservirtual
reality space.An avatarmay also representthe systemor
function of the systemin an application.The avataris a separate
entity from the contentit delivers,and usually requiressupport
from an infobot or chatbotapplicationin order to interactwith
users.

Bot

Autonomoussoftwarethat operatesas an agentfor a useror a
program,or autonomoussoftwarethat simulatesa human
activity. From `robot.'

Chatbot

A bot that is ableto interactwith humansin a conversation.A
chatbotmaybea completeArtificial Intelligence(AI)
implementationor it may be an interfaceonly. Chatbots
generallymanifestastext only, althougha few alsohave
avatars.

Infobot

A bot that delivers contentfrom a commondatabaseof
information for userson a chat system.Infobots may often have
a simple chatbotinterface,to allow them to respondto key
phrases,aswell as to direct inquiries.

Some of the aforementionedautonomousagent technologieshave already been
employed as educational applications, but without being adopted yet for mass109
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marketproduction.This study sharesSheth's (2003) belief that the main causeof
such poor usageis the failure of the e-learning interface designersto familiarize
themselveswith the benefits that avatarscan offer to the whole computer-based
knowledge delivery. There is little doubt that the lack of interest in such
innovative technology affects the acceptanceof avatars as a learning tool, also
meaningthat, to date,a balancebetweentechnologies,which could potentially be
used for educational purposes and to enhancethe technological awarenessof
designers,teachers,and also students,hasnot yet beenestablished.
31

Computer-Based Projects in Theatre Education and Practice: A
Critical Overview

There is a range of software- and online-based projects that offer a unique
opportunity to experience new forms of theatre, entertainment, and culture
through an amalgamationof virtual reality, installation and performance.Someof
them aim to provide new user-friendly ways of accessingmedia databasesof our
cultural heritageand build upon traditional researchand teachingmethods.Others
employ VR techniquesto expandthe definition of traditional performancespace,
sometimessuggestingcertain ways and contexts to replace the embodied sites
with virtual ones, in order to introduce learners to the spatial and mechanical
aspects of theatrical space. Additionally, such projects aim to evoke new
associations, meanings and values that could fundamentally reshape the
conventional construction of theatrical and art venues. These endeavorstend to
reflect critically on the relationship betweendigital technologiesand the designof
contemporarysoftware interfaces,often, in order to achievebetter theoretical and
practical outcomes and to promote independent and user-centered learning.
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Furthermore,some of the existing projects tend to bring together into productive
liaison different models of study (as in the field of theatre history), while also
suggestinga wide range of innovative applicationsto related subject areas.The
questionsthat needto be asked,however, are whether theseprojects are effective
in termsof educationaland professionaldevelopmentand what kind of limitations
affect suchan approachto knowledgedelivery and creativity training?
Further in this chapter, I will provide a critical overview of new types of
digital performances, which offer a new quality of theatrical experience and
reorganize cultural material, in order to deliver it interactively. I will design the
framework
evaluation

for software packages by critical

examination and

assessment of two computer-based projects (specially produced for theatre
students, researchersand designers), that, in the context of this thesis, I distinguish
as three dimensional reconstructions (Case Study One) and IT tool for theatrecreation (Case Study Two).

The first case study explores 3D modelling methods for the digital
recreation of historical architectural sites and performance spaces,which were
effectively lost after the demolition of the original buildings or after theatrical
had
taken place. In this part of my thesis, I focus on the THEATRON
events
project - Theatre History in Europe: Architectural and Textual ResourcesOnline
its
that
the
concentrates
on
evolution
of a performancespaceand specifically
architecture.
In the second case study, I examine an existing free-downloadable
softwarepackage- the Visual Assistant (VA), - which was specially createdfor
trainee set designers.It combines the conventional theatrical models with VR
technologies for producing accurate 3D sketches, in order to support creative

Chapter Three
thinking, and to explore the boundariesof how two-dimensional images can be
manipulatedwithin three-dimensionalspace.
Finally, I analyze the outcomes of the online questionnaire,which was
conductedwith the principle creatorsof the two projects, in order to give them an
full
is
in
it
The
to
their
provided
opportunity
version of
own work.
assess
Appendix Three of this thesis.
3.2.1

Interactive Installations, Performances and Storytelling

Since the 1990s,one of the main purposesof computer-basedinformation space
hasbeento explore how new forms of art, performance,entertainmentand overall
culture can be experienced within mixed-reality spatial environments, where
participantscan interactwith computer-generated
artefactsin an integratedway. A
inhabited
VR-based
investigate
digital spacesand are
number of
projects
various
involved in experiments on mixed reality and the understanding of social
interactions.Furthermore,they concentrateon the integration of artistic, technical
and social perspectives,which can result in highly engagingmulti-user interfaces,
which would serve to provide innovative forms of communication between the
participants.In addition, theseprojects emphasizeresearchon the new boundaries
betweenreal and virtual spaces.The eRENA (Electronic Arenas for Culture, Art,
Performanceand Entertainment)project, which is run by academicinstitutions in
Germany,Sweden,Switzerland and England, as well as major corporatepartners
and a commercial SME, would be a good examplehere. It aims to bridge the gap
between contemporarysmall-scale,real-time communication technologies,such
as video conferencing and current massive-scale non-participative broadcast
techniques. In perspective, the project intends to publicly demonstrate and
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evaluatethe results of its findings through thematic spaces,initially basedon the
forms
the
traditional
cultural
of galleries, performances and
extension of
television. This is relevant to this study, because such types of interactive
performancesattemptto problematizethe boundarybetweenthe `existing' and the
`imaginary' and bring the participantsto a new understandingof how two realities
are blurred. The project proposed to locate its users in a collaborative virtual
environment,where `real' reality integratesinto `virtual' and vice versa.The main
goal of this offered performative experienceis to explain how mass media can
distort the appraisalof the world beyond one's personalperceptions,by providing
a setting for individual and social interactions in VR and theatrical spaces
(eRENA report, D7b.3,2000). This project presentsinteractive performanceas a
installation,
game,an
or an electronic `arena' with a technical infrastructurethat
consistsof such technologiesas a distributed VR and projection environments,a
interface,
user
audio monitoring, feedback,and a card activatedvideo replay.
The Desert Rain project is another example of participatory experience
that pushes VR technology beyond its supposed limits. It is a result of
collaboration between the Blast Theory group and the Mixed Reality Lab,
University of Nottingham and is an example of significant work in the area of
performanceart and new media:
The piece is influencedby JeanBaudrillard's assertionthat the Gulf War did not
take place because it was in fact a virtual event. Whilst remaining deeply
suspiciousof this kind of theoretical position Blast Theory recognize that this
ideatouchesupon a crucial shift in our perceptionand understandingof the world
around us. It asserts that the role of the media, advertising and of the
entertainmentindustries in the presentationof events is casually misleading at
best and perniciously deceptiveat worst. While theseideasform the backdrop
...
to Desert Rain the piece is not intended to be a demonstrationof this theory
merely to accept its significance in informing our view of the relationship of the
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real to the virtual and especially in its assertion that the virtual has a daily
presence in our lives.
(Desert Rain, Conceptual Background
Available:

http:, '/%%%%%%.
blastiheor-\. co. tik/bt/\\ork

desertrain. html)

The participants in this project are placed in a collaborative VR environment with
virtual scenery projected onto the rain curtains (Fig. 3), for the purpose of
exploring a number of landscapes and experiencing various types of media
including live audio and video links to other players. The main outcome of the
Desert Rain installation can be described as a new form of storytelling between
interacting audience members that, in a productive way, challenges traditional
ideas of narrative by confusing conventional understandings of who is a performer
is
and who a viewer (Shaw, 2000).

FIGURE 3: Desert Rain Installation. Source: http:, /www. erena.kth.
seidesert.html

A number of computer-based projects aim to develop a prototype of a
generic platform for interactive performances and storytelling within mixed reality
worlds. While analyzing these kinds of applications, it is particularly important to
concentrate on the notion of their flexibility

to be installed in different

environments, such as e-learning spaces, museums, information

points and
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facilities.
Nevertheless,
fulfill
to
training
situational
users' entertainment and
educationaldemandsfully, all technical specifications of these platforms (e.g.
interactivity, virtual characters, animation, rendering applications containing
graphicsand sounds,device management,gesturerecognition for tracking hand
movementsand 3D scanning)must be carefully designedand integrated within
the appropriatelearning environment,but also audienceresearch(i. e. the intended
users' needs and aspirations) should be undertaken before the actual
implementation of the project. The pilot testing of any technology-mediated
project is also crucial, especiallyfor revealingpossibletechnological(e.g. systems
compatibility) and motivational (e.g. unclear content and instructions for use)
failures.
There are several researchgroups, whose goal is to install a number of
basic application scenariosfor studentsto develop during a course,but which can
also serve as study means for theatre artists, directors, and designersto benefit
their professionaldevelopmentand lifelong learning, as well as to promote digital
theatre-making.One of the main goals of theseexperimentalpracticesis to design
digital scenery,which is unique to every theatrical piece and could be constantly
modified (i. e. programmed) during the performance. Such mobility in the set
design can be achieved only if it is not pre-recordedor limited to the physical
confinesof a particular theatrespace,but can be manipulatedin real-time with the
purposeof ensuringuninterruptedinteraction with digital environmentsduring the
live performance.For example,the researchersin the Institute for the Exploration
of Virtual Realities (IEVR) within the University Theatre and the Departmentof
Theatre & Film at the University of Kansasconductedseveral experimentswith
stereoscopicprojections, VR headsetsand live web-casting,aiming to investigate
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how digital technologiesand the Internet can be incorporated into live theatre
productions.Someof theseexperimentsenabledspecially designedvirtual setsto
be projected directly on stage and, conversely, to visualize the actors in VR
environments,by using video and chroma key (i. e. superimposing one video
imageonto another)technologies.In addition to this, the researchgroup examined
the possibilities of communicating live performance to distant audiencesand,
furthermore,to stagereal-time theatreshowsin cyberspace,hoping to deliver live
into
acting
ordinary homes.
The Institute for the Exploration of Virtual Realitiesproducedand stageda
number of theatrical pieces, such as The Adding Machine, Dinosaurs, A
Midsummer Night's Dream (which was a collaboration between the Kent
InteractiveDigital Design Studio (KIDDS) and Mark Reaneyfrom the IEVR) and
TheMagic Flute. The ultimate goal of eachperformancewas not only to generate
and operate from the backstagesuch scenic elementsas virtual landscapesand
characters(Fig. 4), but also to justify the use-valueof thesemulti-layered media
settingsin presentinga theatre show to a real audience.Mark Reaney,a designer
andtechnologistof the researchgroup, wrote about the performanceof TheMagic
Flute at the University Theatre,University of Kansasin April, 2003:
In order to stretch the technology to create hybrid performer/creatures,we will
need to experimentwith new techniquesof projection. In each of our previous
experimentalproductions our main objective was to create virtual settings and
thereforewe relied on a fairly standardarrangementof rectangularrear-projection
screens.To createThe Magic Flute's characters,we will needprojection surfaces
that can move with the performers and be manipulatedby them. Digital images
will be projected onto special designedcostumes,props and masks.In turn, the
digital projectorswill needto be mobile rather than fixed.
(Mark Reaney,2003
Available: http://www. ku.edu/-mreaney/flute/)
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FIGURE 4: The scene from The Magic Flute production at the University of Kansas' University
Theatre. Source: http: %%%k".
ku. edu mreane' flute

There is little doubt that the possibilities of implementing various computation
technologies to enhance existing theatrical spaces are vast. It should be noted,
however, that there have not yet been many attempts made by the scholars and
form
be
invest
in
of theatre
to
creative practitioners
a new
what could potentially
habitats
There
by
the
the
performance.
virtual avatars'
are claims made
creators of
that it is already an established performance space. The key problem with these
looks
like
is
least
date,
VR
that,
to
a
this type of
assumptions
at
environment still
complicated interactive computer game - not like a space for experiencing theatre.
Therefore, more research on this topic needs to be undertaken before the
association between the avatars' worlds and theatre venues is more clearly
understood.
3.3

Evaluating Educational Software

Nowadays, there is a wide range of educational software available for teaching
and learning purposes in various fields of knowledge, including theatre studies.
These packages, however, are not of equal quality and may only partially fulfil the
educational needs of students, without satisfying all of them. It is very important
to distinguish what is appropriate for a particular study module, meaning that each
piece of educational software should be designed to deliver a particular learning
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but
fall
into
just
do
Most
one category,
experience.
software packages
not neatly
could be easily classified under several. Unfortunately, drama and performance
studies are still relatively unexplored territory, in terms of the use of computer
programs, specifically designed for teaching purposes. Therefore, there is a need
for theatre educators to become more knowledgeable about the various types of
features,
full
in
their
to
order
and
significant
make
packages
educational
available
design
in
to
their own.
the
them
and
possibly
classroom,
use of
Theatre education has always balanced between the demands of theory and
its
Traditionally,
the
the
space,
visualization of
evolution of performance
practice.
scenery, costumes and, certainly,

specific

aspects of

its

technological

development, was complicated. There is a range of computer software for
teaching theoretical and practical elements of theatre which, if used properly, can
strongly influence the overall quality of the educational process and learning
be
These
outcomes.
software packages serve numerous course objectives and can
characterized as computer programs for supporting e-learning applications and for
designing theatrical spacesand sets in 3D (Fig. 5).
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FIGURE 5: Characteristicsof Computer-BasedLearningin TheatreStudies.Author: Iryna Kuksa
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It should be noted that Figure 5 representsonly two aspectsof computer-based
theatreeducation(e-learningand 3D modelling), which are the most important for
the presentthesis. There are, obviously, many other applicationsthat stretch the
boundariesof the establishedtheatreclassroom,such as the use of motion-capture
technology, to create VR performancesor the use of telepresencetechniques,
which provide a personalizedapproachto long-distance learning. Furthermore,
interactivewhiteboards(IWB) - the electronicequivalentof chalk and blackboard
betweenremoteusers- have becomeavailable to study, evaluateand analyzethe
live
Obviously,
there are numerous advantages of
performances.
recorded
implementing this innovative technology for studying the performing arts. For
instance, the ability to use various computer applications (e.g. Microsoft
PowerPoint,Excel, Word, AutoCAD) and even digital projections on the IWBs
allows making real-time changesdirectly on the interactive whiteboard, saving
files with notes, converting handwriting to text, and writing in digital ink over
applications, websites and videos. On the other hand, however, teachers are
hesitant about changing their pedagogicalmethods,in order to incorporatethese
new modesof knowledgedelivery. The reasonsare mostly the same- insufficient
training and, as a result, a lack of confidencein using this technology.
Since the late 1990s a number of multimedia educational products and
computerized tools for teaching various aspects of theatre-making became
for
in
available
use the theatre studiesclassroom.For instance,Christie Carson's
CD-ROM project published by Cambridge University Press in 2000, which
documents the textual and performance history of the play King Lear and,
furthermore,allows easy accessto `the wealth of King Lear materials,' providing
`sufficient materialsto question,contestor confirm the opinions that "experts" put
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forward' (Carson,1999,p. 434). Another exampleis A ShakespeareSuite project,
which containsboth an extensive library (a collection of texts, music and video
files, which were not intendedto be a critical analysisof Shakespeare'swork, but
a comprehensiveinformation resource)and a virtual stage- Scenario- which is a
simple piece of software,featuring a 2D reconstructionof the inside of the Globe
theatre. This `virtual theatre' can transform the users of the package into the
directors of one of three pre-programmedShakespeare'splays, providing them
with the choice of actors in a variety of poses and also props, which can be
superimposedand manipulatedon the virtual stage.This software also allows the
usersto create`a seriesof "frames", eachof which follows on from the previous
one, and each of which can be enriched with a sound effect if appropriate'
(Steggle2003).
The above projects are good examples of the development of the CDROM format for educationalpurposesin the area of theatre history. This study,
however, is concernedwith the field of scenographyand theatre design, where
most educational software is limited to two types. The first one exists in the
format of a databaseand contains mostly referencematerials, such as historical
facts, photographs,videos and even technologically sophisticatednavigable 3D
modelsof theatresites.The secondtype gives its usersa unique opportunity to be
creative and design, for example,theatrical scenery,lighting, or costumes.These
computer programs do not usually include any supporting or explanatory
information on the historical features of various set designs, which therefore
makes them purely technical. Unfortunately, neither of these types of software
despite
their innate usefulness,are widely used. Later in this chapter,I
packages,
will attemptto find the reasonsfor this through applying a casestudy approach.
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3.3.1 Criteria of Software Evaluation
In order to analyze the existing software packages for theatre education and
in
is
there
to
which
a need createa manageableset of evaluationcriteria,
practice,
turn can elicit the users' requirements.Obviously, there are many issueshere to
consider: for example, evidence of software effectiveness; alignment with HE
institutions or individual learners' standards; suitability for users' needs and
learning styles; and certainly the total cost of purchasing, maintaining, and
I
hardware
In
this
the
the
study,
context of
upgrading
necessary
and software.
distinguish and particularly focus on such evaluation criteria of computer-based
learners'
learning
the
environment, program content,
projects as
profile and
technical aspects,and documentation.These criteria are necessary,in order to
familiarize the intended users of the educational software packageswith their
unique and common characteristics,as well as to provide students with their
learning
for
They
preferable
style.
are also essential outlining in what context the
learning activity is to occur (e.g. its timeframe, format, content and instructional
goals). Furthermore, such aspects as the accuracy, currency and balanced
presentationof information, logical progressionof topics, variety of activities with
for
increasing complexity, and stereotype-freecontent are also very
options
important, in order that educational software packages might succeed. Other
facets
to be consideredbefore implementation of the computer-based
significant
learning product may include the description of specific hardware requirements
for operating the application, supplementary materials on the enrichment of
learning activities integratedinto the curriculum, and a teacher's guide, describing
the target audienceand containing suggestionsfor classroomuse, lesson plans,
related exercises,and a summary of the content. Finally, various technical and
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in
important
the
study
role
presentationalattributes of any
software also play an
process of interactive computer-based learning. Intuitive navigation, rapid
retrieval of information and screentransitions, as well as record-keepingfeatures
serveto benefit and monitor the project users' progress.
Indeed,the overall effectivenessof any computerprogramsdependson the
way information is presented.If the content develops in a logical way, it will
stimulatethe users' imagination and curiosity and provide necessaryopportunities
for creative problem solving and the accomplishmentof the course objectives.
The majority of educationalsoftware,however, still requires further development
work. Thus one of the purposesof the current study is to provide an evaluation
framework (Table 6) for computer-basededucationalprojects, which would help
to assesstheir efficiency for intendedusers.
TABLE 6: CaseStudiesEvaluation.Author. Iryna Kuksa
Criteria

Project Objectives

Learners'Profile
LearningEnvironment
ProgramContent

Evaluation

Characteristics:
Learning tyle:
Format:
InstructionalGoals:
Accuracy:
Currency:
Activity:

TechnicalAspects

Documentation

Presentation:
Navigation:
uali
Guides:
Materials:

Effectiveness:

3.4

CaseStudy One: 3D-Reconstructions the THEATRON Project
-

The practice of applying emerging multimedia technologies, including the
potential of 3D modeling, for educationalpurposesis uncommon in the field of
theatrestudies.The reasonsare varied: they include both students' and teachers'
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lack of technological knowledge and experience, complicated-in-use software
dated
few.
THEATRON
The
to
computer
equipment,
project
a
packages,
name
first
how
be
VR
the
technologies
examples
of
amongst
could
employed as
was
teaching means in theatre education. It emerged as a specific computer-generated
tool that made it possible to discover, investigate and analyze visual dimensions
The
6).
history
(Fig.
theatre
abbreviation THEATRON decodes as Theatre
of
History in Europe: Architectural and Textual Resources Online. The project was
conceived by Professor Richard Beacham of the School of Theatre Studies at the
University of Warwick, and Dr. Peter Eversmann of the Department of Theatre
Studies at the University of Amsterdam in 1998.
`m

FIGURE 6: The THEATRON Application. Source: \%\ý\ý theatron urn
.

The idea behind the THEATRON online module was not only interesting and
innovative, but also quite challenging for established teaching techniques in
theatre education.The project aimed to enable its usersto experience`virtually'
the evolution of the Europeantheatreand provided a well-groundedunderstanding
of the elementsof architecturalspaceand also time in 3D.
3.4.1

The THEATRON

Project's Objectives

The THEATRON project drew upon currently best pedagogical practice and
provided a customized user interface, to enable collaborative learning and
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knowledgedelivery. The original idea of the applicationwas basedon the `virtual'
reconstructionsof historically significant theatrical sites in Europe.The contentof
the module was presentedin the shapeof navigable 3D models of fifteen key
Europeantheatresand stages.The THEATRON Report dated 2001 states that
suchan advancedVR approachattemptedto presentavailable visual information,
in asvivid a way as possible,through enablingthe potential usersto accessa wide
rangeof imagery (e.g. sketches,photographs,video footage, and animations)and
interact with the 3D architectural environments, which were supposedto be
`highly instrumentalin shapingthe synthesisof all the theatrical elements,and in
determining the experience of the performers and their audience' (p. 3).
Furthermore,it was also plannedto use acousticalapplicationsfor reproducingthe
`attributes of spacesand permit a straightforward comparison of the acoustical
conditions found in different theatres under specified conditions' (p. 6). The
creators of the project identified its three main advantagesas follows: (1)
presenting3D reconstructionswithin appropriate social and urban contexts and
cross-referencingthem to the supporting printed publications; (2) providing an
important stimulus to learning by maintaining a high level of architectural and
archaeologicalaccuracy; and, finally, (3) employing readily accessiblehardware
and software for delivering the project's content, to ensureits maximum use in
academicenvironments. A further advantageof using the application was the
for
possibility
geographically separated students and teachers to access the
THEATRON resourcessimultaneously.It should be noted that this online module
intended
was
as a type of educationalvirtual theme park, where its users could
individual
theatresfrom different historical periods and, at the same time,
visit
obtain an important understanding of the genealogical-treeof the theatres in
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Europe(i. e. the way they evolved and were influenced by various cultures), and
also question the reconstructionsusing the contextualization of the 3D models
with primary sourcematerials.
In order to illustrate the educational impact of the THEATRON
multimedia module on the theatre studies classroom, I will attempt to provide a
comprehensive evaluation, based partly on various surveys and testing (the
materials, which were kindly
THEATRON

provided for my critical

assessment by the

team), but mainly on the conclusions drawn from my own

interaction with the application, informal

interviews conducted with

some

members of the project team, and a questionnaire, which was specifically
composed to obtain Professor Richard Beacham's personal evaluation of the
THEATRON project. More detailed information about the actual testing of the
be
found
in
Appendix Four of this thesis.
can
project

3.4.2 Evaluation

There is little doubt that the THEATRON module aimed to combine educational,
technological, preservation and entertainment applications for enhancing the
process of teaching European theatre history at university level. The project
proposed to combine VR technologies with existing research and teaching
techniques,by applying a learner-centeredapproach.The crucial component of
the THEATRON application is a range of VR models of selected historical
theatres, which the users of the project are able to explore interactively,
simultaneouslyviewing 2D depictions that illustrate the structural componentsof
theatrebuildings, pictures of the presentsites and reports on archaeologicaldigs.
The content of the THEATRON module consists of two main divisions: (1)
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generalinformation, which is essentially the same for each of the theatres(e.g.
historical description, maps, present condition of the site, bibliographies, related
websites, examples of research topics and assignments for papers), and (2)
specific facts that are related to a particular theatrical site and its special features
(e.g. various viewpoints and video files). Furthermore, the selection of the
module's research materials can be divided into primary (letters, critical
descriptions,architecturaltexts, sketches,drawings and paintings) and secondary
(scholarly texts and commentaries,previous drawings and depictions of the site)
helps
in
the
to
theatrical
which
module's
users
sources,
analyzeeach
construction,
terms of historical and visual references. There is also a common point of
reference(a man's figure), which servesto help the learnerswith determiningthe
real size of the objectsrepresentedin the model and obtaining the right impression
of the building's size.
Initially, the THEATRON project was createdas an online resourcewith
the possibility of being linked to a CD-ROM, which was supposedto give the
users a more flexible approachto self-learning without the necessity of being
constantlyconnectedto the Internet. It was decided,however, that the application
be
should a `living' resource,which is impossibleto achievein a fixed CD-ROM
version. Furthermore, the funding body of the THEATRON (the European
Commission(EC)) required the employment of only innovative technologiesfor
this application, which, at that time, was the WWW. As a result, the module was
designedin an adaptablemanner that allowed its continuous update, reflecting
emerging3D renderingtechniques,which could be potentially usedfor navigation
through the virtual models in real time. The flexibility of the project's structure
was also necessaryfor producing new ways to conceptualize and implement
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The
3D
digital
theatre sites were
growing
research applications constantly.
designedwith the ability to grow quantitatively and to be constantly updated,
in
THEATRON
improved,
the
to
module's
order
enhance
modified and
functionality. Difficulties arose, however, when the appropriate funding to
At
the
this
present,
obtained.
module
was
not
continuous upgrade of
maintain
there are approximately five other sub-modules that theoretically could be
integratedinto the body of the main database,but the unwillingness of the funding
bodiesto underwritemadeit impossibleto achieve.
The THEATRON project aimed to promote an innovative technical
introduced
is
It
delivery,
knowledge
to
which essentiallycrossplatform.
approach
new skills, methodologies,and modes of communication.The pedagogicalvalue
it
the
that
was
enabledan experienceof the presentedtheatrical sites,as
of
module
the opposite to an abstract or a described phenomenon. The THEATRON
forms
then
of textuality, such as
were
new
operated with what
relatively
hyperlinked structures and user-interfaces that empowered different ways of
however,
be
delivering
2004).
knowledge
(Denard,
It
should
noted,
producing and
that thesevisual and educationalinnovationswere not implementedcompletely in
the theatrestudiesclassroom,largely due to the insufficient funding, which caused
low
in
technical
the
many
problems
running
application and, consequently,
interest. For example, the system requirements for operating the THEATRON
by
in
features
that,
to
the
module clearly state
of a venue
order access architectural
Version
3D
it
is
have
CosmoPlayer,
through
the
to
navigating
model,
necessary
2.1.1 installed. While conducting evaluation of the module, I discoveredthat this
is
longer
no
produced nor supportedby the manufacturers.It has been
software
by
superseded
a new package called Xj3D which, unfortunately, was not
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had
I
format.
In
3D
THEATRON
to
to
the
compatiblewith
order operate models,
download another program (Cortona), which was briefly referred to in the
THEATRON help files. The aforementionedindicatesclearly that neither students
Studies
Performance
School
Theatre
the
teaching
at
and
of
or researchstaff of
nor
the University of Warwick had reportedthis failure, meaningthat their interest in
low.
free
this
was
as
a
study
means,
notably
using
application,
When I was finally granted accessto the THEATRON content, I found
some other inconsistencies,which affected the project's structure and overall
is
lack
3D
One
the
texturing
that
major
models
criticism
quality of presentation.
(as
and
context
urban
and are often not embeddedwithin an appropriate social
was promised in the project's rationale), representingonly a visual indication of
the spacewithout any particular geographicalfeatures.The module might have
beenmore interestingand useful, if it had included the possibility of viewing the
historical
their
theatre
evolution and,
of
sites
at various stages
presented
furthermore, if it had contained 3D reconstructions of theatres from outside
Europe.Another drawback of this application is that the intention of the creators
to have a `stripped down' version of the THEATRON (i. e. to provide different
levels of complexity within the module content), in order to serve the needsof
different user-groups,has never been accomplished.Additionally, a user-forum,
which was supposed to provide a useful repository for present and future
subscribers,as well as serve as a meansof feedbackfor the developmentteam on
how the application was functioning, has never been integrated into the body of
the module. It was also suggestedin the project's intended outcomesthat while
interacting with the THEATRON module, its users would be able to compile
personalnotes and visual data with the possibility of saving them, printing them
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independently,
for
the creation of various
them
them
out, viewing
and using
presentations.Although, all the resourcesin the module are web-delivered and
knowledge
basic
anyone with a
of the WWW could potentially save the
THEATRON materials for their personal use, this potentially useful feature has
never been developed. Finally, special CD Resource Packs, which were
in
lecturers,
for
distribution
the
amongst
aiming to
envisioned
module's rationale
help them to develop various `teaching-with-THEATRON' strategies,have never
beenproduced.After careful investigation,this study concludedthat the majority
ideas
in
did
the
aforementioned
not materialize reality mainly as a result of
of
insufficient funding, which also led to the failure of disseminatingthe module to a
wider network of users.
It should be noted, however, that there were some other shortcomingsof
the THEATRON module (e.g. in the interface design and navigation quality),
which negatively affected the process of interaction with the application in its
existing state. For example, the location of the navigation buttons, which were
supposedto take the learner to important study information (e.g. academic
references,maps and plans, animations of the interior and exterior) was not
obvious,meaningthat the user had to make a consciouseffort to find them, which
have
could
caused a loss of interest in further interaction with the module's
materials. Another problem occurred with a demo version of the THEATRON
application(availableon www. theatron.org for a trial); it did not function, making
it impossible for potential subscribersto get acquaintedwith the project. These
drawbackscould have been easily fixed, if only a final phase of the module's
evaluation and validation (the importance of which was clearly stated in the
project proposal) had been performed. Unfortunately, the funding body did not
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how
functioned
THEATRON
the
requirean extensivesurvey of
as a
well
project
learningtool and, as a result, no evaluativefeedbackon the module hasbeencited
sincespring 2004.
I conductedan online questionnairewith ProfessorRichard Beacham,a
for
THEATRON
his personalevaluation
the
principle creator of
module, asking
of the project's outcomes, aiming to investigate whether, in his opinion, this
innovative approachto learning changedthe way we perceive theatre history.
ProfessorBeachamwas convinced that the THEATRON fulfilled fully, and in
some caseseven exceeded,the suggestedprogramme of work, which was also
by
inspectors.
EU
He admitted that the
the
team
acknowledged
of
appointed
biggest challengewhile creating the THEATRON databasewas resourcing. The
lack of it preventedthe feature of virtual acousticsfrom being integrated in all
theatremodels presentedin the module. ProfessorBeacham expresseda strong
opinion that: `it [THEATRON] definitely has influenced how we perceive and
create theatrical worlds (and their scholarly and pedagogical investigation),
through its capacity to evoke virtually, the constituent theatrical expressive
elements of movement, space, time, and visualization.' However, he also
mentioned,that `in retrospect,it might have beenbetter to proposea more modest
programme of work. ' The full version of this questionnaire is provided in
Appendix Three of the dissertation.
In Table 7, I provide a summary of my assessmentof the THEATRON
module,outlining its overall effectiveness.
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TABLE 7: The THEATRON ProjectEvaluation.Author. Iryna Kuksa
Criteria

Learners'
Profile

Project Objectives

Characteristics: TheatreStudies,
Architecture,Sceneand
CostumeDesignstudents
/scholars.
LearningStyle:
Self-centred and group
learning.

Learning

Format:

Independent and in the
classroom.

Instructional
Goals:

Direct experience and
analysis of historical theatre
sites.

Accuracy:

Contextualized3D models,
Maps & Plans,Historical
Descriptionand Present
Sites.

Environment

Program
Content

Currency:

Activity:

Evaluation
Mostly theatre studies
students/scholars are using
the application. However,
even amongst them the
motivation to interact with
the module is low.

The module enhances all
types of learning and also
improves research and
problem-solving skills. The
pedagogical value of the
THEATRON project is that
it enables 3D visualization
of historical theatre sites.
The presentation of the
study material encourages
users to develop further
interest in the subject.
However, the opportunity
for co-creation has not been
provided (developed).

The interactionwith the
moduleenablesa better
understandingof the
presentedarchitectural
environments.The
Online-basedmultimedia
THEATRON contenthas
the possibility for constant
module.
updateand is able to grow
Tasks,Questionsand
quantitatively(i. e. new sites
SuggestedResearch
and materialscanbe added,
category;Email, Bookmark, buildings' architecturecan
Search.
be modified and improved,
andthe module's
functionality canalsobe
enhanced).The application
containssomeexamplesof
researchtopics and
assignmentsfor papers,
which are very useful for
scholarlyresearch.
However,someintended
feedbackand interactive
features(e.g. the user
forum, personalnotes
production,etc.) were not
integratedin the body of the
module.
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Technical

Presentation:

Media Links - Video,
Audio, Text, Picture,
Animation/Movie icons.

Navigation:

Dynamic Window Panels:
with generalor viewpoint
information, virtual

Aspects

walkthroughs.

Documentation

Effectiveness:

Quality:

Updated 3D rendering
techniques.

Guides:

CosmoPlayer tutorial; Help
function; Search; General
THEATRON Information,
Customer Support Email.

Materials:

Glossary;References;
RelatedWebsites,
Bibliography.

With present technological
development there are no
difficulties in rapid retrieval
of information and screen
transitions, while using the
THEATRON. The module
provides a number of
intuitive icons, menus, and
directional symbols that
foster independent use. It
also contains controllable
animation and sound,
including stop/pause/exit
options. However, the
application can no longer be
operated using the
CosmoPlayer platform due
to the termination of its
production. And also, the
3D models only serve as
visual indicators without
any integration within
geographical settings.

The module contains a
number of categories with
detailed information on the
selected theatre venues,
links to related academic
resources, and also general
description of the
application and customer
support feature. However,
the intended special
`resource packs' envisioned
on CDs, in order to be
purchased by the lecturers
and teachers (the
THEATRON users) have
not been produced.

The THEATRON module offers a uniquevisual approachto teachingtheatre
history at HE institutions.It combinesinnovativeVR technologieswith
establishededucationaltechniques.Module information is presentedin a
developmentallyappropriateand logical way, and in a mannerto stimulate
students'imaginationand curiosity. However,lack of funding, evaluationand
promotiontechniquesunderminedthe idea of a `living' (i. e. constantly
updated)module,causedlow motivation in the users(both teachersand
students),and also limited possibilities of scholar-applicationinteraction(i. e.
studentsare only consumersof a digital resource).

To date, the project is considered accomplished with the released version
available on www. vitruvius.ac.uk for the University of Warwick users.
Unfortunately, in October 2006 it was discoveredthat the module can no longer
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be accessedby the Warwick students,due to poor maintenanceof the server. It
should be noted, however, that the THEATRON team (now basedat the King's
Visualization Lab at the Centre for Computing in the Humanities, King's College
London) expresseda clear intention to `revive' the module in the near future in
the form of web-basedfreeware, making it available for scholarly use, free of
charge.
3.5

Case Study Two: IT Tools for Theatre-Creation
Assistant

The
Visual
-

`Softwaredesignersare now facing a dilemma as usersadopt an increasingly creative role. As
designersthey must accept responsibility for the use of their software (it is not acceptableto
excusethemselvesby claiming their softwarewasused"improperly") yet they must delegatesome
responsibility for its meaningto the users. This is a major ethical issue in the design of virtual
in
issues
involved
begun
design
VA
has,
hope,
The
I
to
the
the
environments.
of
openup someof
this dilemma,but there is still someway to go beforeour understandingis commensuratewith the
taskbeforeus.'
Beardon(2001) Available: http://www.cultivate-int.orglissue5/creative/

One of most important developmentsin Western theatre is the transformation in
our understandingof the role of a theatre designer. Since the late nineteenth
century, designpioneerssuch as Adolphe Appia, Gordon Craig, and Norman Bel
Geddes experimented with visual technologies, aiming to enrich theatrical
performancesthrough demonstratingthe possibilities of designbeyonddecoration
(this issue will be explored in the following chapter). Traditionally, theatre
designersconstruct 3D models of the stage and scenery, in order to visualize
future performances in detail. They also try to enhance the conception of
design,
by employing the elementsof time and movementeven during
production
the sketching process. When new digital technologies became available, there
were numerousefforts to generatevarious types of computer software that could
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represent flexible 3D spaces, which were supposed to echo real theatrical
environments. A number of software designers attempted to organize this
computer-generated
work place specifically for theatre-makers.It shouldbe noted,
however,that there is a big difference betweensoftwareand production designers'
attitudes towards computer programs, which are produced to support creative
practices. Stage and industrial product designerstypically refuse to engage in
constructivecriticism, or to acceptany responsibility to improve upon a piece of
software, or even to make an effort to understandit. Beardon (1999) points out
that this refusal is indeeda surprising connotationof the conceptof `computeras a
tool' within creative practice. There are a number of `contrary users' (usually
industrial, graphicand stagedesigners)of creativecomputerprograms.
They ['contrary users'] will often say that they only got interestingresults from
software once somethingwent wrong. Some elevatethis to a technique,forcing
the software to misbehave or deliberately subverting the intentions of the
software designer in order to get an interesting response.Though this is
anecdotal,I am surprisedjust how many times I have heard the chanceremark
that progresswas only madewhen softwaredid somethingunexpected.
(Beardon,1999
Available: http://www. cs.waikato.ac.nz/-cbeardon/papers/paper9902.
html)

There is little doubt that a better understandingof theatre and software design
traditions can only be determined through user-software interaction. Thus, to
avoid the `contraryuse' of the creative softwarepackages,there is a need for their
constant evaluation and assessment,in order to provide solutions to existing
instead
of simply being a tool that might only help to solve it (Beardon
problems,
and Enright, 1999,p. 5).
ProfessorColin Beardon presentedhis project The Visual Assistant (VA)
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(Fig. 7) as an `injection' of scenographic thinking and visualization that should be
judged only by the improvement it makes in the creative process, rather than by
the quality of its own outputs. He argues that the VA recognizes the difference
between inventive and technical practice and supports such creative processes as
sketching and collage, which enables its users to experiment with new images and
objects and also to re-employ already existing material, in order to transform its
context of meaning.

E
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FIGURE 7: The VA Software.Source:htta: www.cs.waikato.ac.nz - cbeardon
3.5.1

The Visual Assistant Project's

Objectives

The Visual Assistantwas describedby its creatoras a piece of software,designed
specifically for theatre use, but with much broader potential application. The
product became first available in May 1997 and was envisaged as part of a
multimedia tool kit, which was supposed to consist of the Writer's Assistant and
the Director's Assistant (training packages for script writing and directing), the
Producer's Assistant (to assist in planning for a production), and, finally, the
Visual Assistant (for preliminary visualisation of a future performance). The
implement
to
attempted
project
and test new purpose-built software applications
for
specific users and areas of use, aiming to introduce learners to the
created
processes of designing for theatre. The VA is a compact (around 500K on disk)
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download
free of charge from its official website
to
package available
(http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/-cbeardon/VA/index.html). It served to provide an
extension of sketching techniques for creating theatre sets within computergenerated environments, through the combination of both 2D and 3D
representations.The softwarewas designedto act as a new `code' for visualizing
theatrical space,which is simple to use and also sufficiently sophisticatedfor
employmentby professionaltheatrepractitioners.The idea of the VA project was
to support the processof creation rather than a final result. The VA users were
provided with various objects and images,which can be arrangedin a simple 3D
space.For example,such historical materialsas scannedimagesof stagesettings,
standardprops or photographsof famousactorsand actresses,can be addedto the
VA virtual storageand then assembledon-stage.The key concept of the project
was simplicity in use and designing. The main argument for this was that the
effect of photorealismis not necessaryfor a sketchingphase,thus imagescreated
within the VA environmentsappearedmore like 3D collages, wherein discrete
objects were juxtaposed. The project was supposedto create an atmospherefor
art-making,becominga medium for visual improvisation.
The main challengebehind the VA, as outlined by the principle author,
was the creationof environmentsthat (1) complementhuman creativity insteadof
replacing it; (2) serve as a means of maintaining critical human-to-human
dialogue about the creative product; and (3) are useful for creative problemsolving rather than for scrupuloustechnical description. It was conceivedas part
of an on-going research programme, the main objective of which was to
investigatewhether the interaction between computer technologiesand creative
practitionersprovided a real advantagefor theatre-making.The VA was planned
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ideas
design
for
the
and concepts,supportand
creative
re-shaping
of
as a platform
developmentof design-skills,and improvementof the design-qualityof computer
is
be
however,
One
to
that
whether the
asked,
needs
question
applications.
intendedoutcomesof the project were fulfilled fully. In order to answer this, I
VA
through my personal creative
the
thorough
of
evaluation
conducted a
interaction with the software. Furthermore,I built my assessmentof the project
its
from
information
I
the
evaluations, academic articles and
extracted
upon
descriptionsof the package.As with the THEATRON Case Study, the detailed
information of the actual testing of the project is provided in Appendix Four of
this thesis.

3.5.2 Evaluation
In 2001 Prof Colin Beardonwrote about the VA project:
During the design, I have felt that I, as a software designer, have made an
important transition from a technically-oriented software designer (i. e. a
computerscientist)to a designer-makerof software (i. e. a craft worker). The full
implications of this transition are not yet clear for sometimesthere is a definite
design
in
for
it
lies
but
technical
the
thrust
revised
a
main
need
skills,
of
philosophy.I am working with a user community in a creative interaction,where
deeper
domain
being
to
their
at
some
creative
understand
my
skills are
employed
level and to posit, in software form, some new reality/code within which they
may themselvesbecome more creative.This has required a major re-think of
design practicesand a merging of technical software design and designer-maker
practice.
(Beardon,2001
Available: http://www. cultivate-int.or¬/issue5/creative/)
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There is little doubt that software has to be accessibleand, foremost,relevant to
the field, providing an appropriate medium for creative practitioners. The VA
project attemptedto translatea diversity of the working styles of theatredesigners
into its software interface, which can be characterizedas immediately accessible
(the time of learning the VA package,as estimatedby the creator, is about 10
minutes)and simple in use (the number of given functions is limited to about 40).
It simplified the processof drafting to its very basics,allowing its usersto create
common geometric shapesdirectly within the software and importing existing
imagesfrom the external files. Furthermore,this software also offers a sketching
facility to actually draw pictures, which then exist as separateobjects on the
virtual stage. The program contains a range of image manipulation tools (e.g.
resize,flip, pattern,color, group, and text notes),masksfor different shapesof the
lower surface (e.g. floor), animation, and a two-dimensional light filter, which
controls the shape,color, contrast,diffusion and location of light. In addition, the
sketchescreated within the VA files can be saved in a format specific to the
program,but also as a VRML version, in order to be viewed in on/offline regimes
through a VRML plug-in to any Internet browser, which correspondsclosely to
3D modelling techniques.

Early versions of the VA were treated by the users mostly as an easy-todevice
for creating prototype sets. It could be argued that this simplicity of
use
interacting with the VA enabled its users to concentrate fully on the
communicationof the production ideas,instead of coping with over-complicated
software technology. On the other hand, however, the lack of complexity of the
available images and program-levels was strongly criticized by the users,
characterizingthe VA as `a theatre image-making sketch book rather than as a
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theatredesign tool' (Beardon and Enright, 1999, p. 6). In March 2002, the later
Lecturer
by
Senior
VA
(2.0)
Rowe,
Aidan
the
softwarewas reviewed
a
versionof
in Graphic Design at the Surrey Institute of Art and Design. He attempted to
looked
from
but
the
at
also
evaluate applicationnot only
a practical point of view,
its role in the educationalsetting. It was emphasizedthat the VA was aiming at a
intensify
try
to
very specific audienceand, unlike other creative programs,which
be
features,
is
by
to
too
easyto
many complicated
meant
universalvalue offering
use, quick to master and limited in scope. There is little doubt that the VA
interfacecontributesextensivelyto the straightforwardnessof using this software.
However, despite the fact that its navigation icons indeed improved the
functionality of the program, they do lack consistency of style and make the
look
whole program
unfinished.
The VA is much simpler to use for sketchingthan, for example,3D Studio
Max, which demandsa strong computerbackgroundand also long-term tutorials.
However, after my personal acquaintance with the software, my overall
impressionof it was rather ambivalent. There was an inconsistencybetweenthe
simplicity of the software interface and a number of inadequate technical
developmentsthat could potentially causefrustration, particularly, in an IT-literate
For
example,such minor detail as an undo option works only once; if used
user.
again,it will undo the undo (i. e. restorean object/figure to the original statebefore
the first command).Additionally, the keyboard undo (Ctrl + Z), which is usedby
almost all creativepractitioners,doesnot correspondwith the VA software,which
admittedly preventsthe drafting processfrom running smoothly. Perhapsthe most
disadvantage
serious
of this project is that it was quite difficult to obtain any
explanatoryinformation or, in other words, to accessthe `help page', while using
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the software. I have some big reservationsabout not integrating the User Guide
within the program,but keeping it separatelyon the VA website.It was concluded
that suchan arrangementbenefitsneither the efficiency nor speedof the sketching
process.On the other hand,however,the VA containsa number of useful features,
interactively
for
to
the
suchas,
sets
example,an opportunity view sketchesof
and
also an ability to play through twenty stagesettingsin sequences.
In August 2006, I undertook the challengeof creating a random piece of
set design,as a practical exercisein using the VA application. Unfortunately, the
software's instability entailed the use of a lot of time and effort in the
accomplishmentof this simple task and, eventually, in saving the draft (Fig. 8).
Below, I also provide two other examplesof employing the VA as a tool for the
creation of theatrical sets. The first sketch (Fig. 9) was made by the studentsat
Malmö University College, Sweden during a one-week workshop in October
1998.The secondone (Fig. 10) was createdby the studentsat Exeter School of
Arts & Design,UK during a six-week module in spring 2001.
Despite all the inconveniencies, I very much enjoyed the process of
interacting with the VA, and would have been willing to use this program to
createquick sketches,if technical issueshad been resolved. However, using this
in
its
software
presentstate is very time-consuming,which works againstone of
its key goals. This study argues that many scenic designers,professional and
amateur,would prefer to take a piece of paper and colored pencils for drafting
their future set or, alternatively, even learn a more complicatedsoftwarepackage,
ratherthan downloadthe VA application.
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created using the

H

FIGURE 9: 2D Model, The Tempest. Source:
http:

cheardon VA ex tentpest. html
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FIGURE 10: 2D Model, A Dream Play.
Source: http: %%%%N%.
cs.%%aikato.
ac.nz cbeardon VA ex dream.html

As with Case Study One, I conducted an online questionnaire (the full version is
available in Appendix Three of this thesis) with Professor Colin Beardon,
requesting his personal assessmentof the VA project's outcomes. He emphasized
that one of the positives results of using the program was `enabling users to think
in
in
involved
about performance
a visual way, without necessarily getting
technical (staging) issues.' Additionally, the project was of a great importance in
illustrating how software for `theatre people' should be designed and built.
Professor Beardon agreed that the lack of technical expertise, mainly due to
insufficient funding, caused many problems with the product's reliability

and

usability, which was reflected in very limited uptake.
Below, I will outline the overall effectiveness of the VA project based on
the evaluations above (Table 8).
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TABLE 8: The Visual AssistantProjectEvaluation.Author: Iryna Kuksa
Criteria
Learners'Profile

Characteristics:

Project Objectives

Evaluation

Creativepractitionersin the
areaof productiondesign.

The VA softwareis targeted
at a small and specific
audience:theatreor set
designers and students. It

LearningStyle:

User-centredcreative

introducedthe learnersto

learning with immediate

the process of designing for

practical outcomes.

the theatreandactedas a
multimediatool for
enhancingthe processof
explorationof theatrical
world. However,the VA
users, especially with good

computerskills, might find
the lack of technical
sophistication of the
software quite frustrating,

which could potentially
jeopardizethe outcomesof
their user-centeredlearning,
or evencauseoverall loss of
interestin using the program
or creativesoftwarein
general.
Learning

Format:

Independentor as a part of a
workshop/module.

Instructional
Goals:

The VA enablesthe usersto
rapidly and economically
visualizetheatrical sets- i.e.
simulationof a `learnby
doing' processinsteadof
building full-size sets.

Environment

The softwareretains
simplicity of use,in order to
enhanceits usability
amongsttheatre
professionals,but also
within the world of
education,allowing students
to plan and fulfill end-ofyear shows,art-showsand
displays.
However,
general
behindthis simplicity, there
are too many technical
issuesthat haveto be
addressed.Even the
creator'sstatement:`You

downloadthis softwareat

your own risk. We can
for
acceptno responsibility
that may
any consequences
follow from running this
software'- implies that the
VA's learningenvironment

is not stable.Manyset

designers(including myself)
would prefer to use
conventionalmeansof
drafting or learn a
professionalsoftware
package.
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ProgramContent Accuracy:

Technical

A choice of stage shapes;
possibility to control the
size, shape and color of the
lighting, and populate the
stage with 2D elements
created within VA or
imported in from other
programs.

Currency:

The VA is planned as an
ongoing project and a part of
the multimedia tool kit
(Producer's Assistant,
Director's Assistant,
Writer's Assistant, and
Visual Assistant).

Activity:

There are four degrees of
freedom (three dimensions
and time sequence) available
for creation of the sets and
also there is a possibility to
produce simple animations
with them.

Presentation:

Self-explanatory,visual, and
immediateinterface.

Aspects
Navigation:

Quality:

The VA allows the import of
existing 2D images from the
external files and creation of
common geometric shapes
within the software. Light
and shade are under the
direct control of the user
both at object and scene
level. The elements can be
moved around the stage, and
their attributes (such as size,
color, orientation,
transparency, proportion,
etc.) can be adjusted, in
order to create basic
animations that illustrate
scenestaking place on the
stage. Any draft could be
saved as a VRML version of
the model, which can be
viewed in 3D. The VA,
however, has not been
updated or further evaluated
since 2001/02 and there is
little known about what
happened to the other three
parts of the multimedia kit.

The usersof the VA package
createwithin a front viewing
position, which is central
from
distance
fixed
a
and at
Navigation icons and object- the nearestside. There is
also a top viewing accessible
manipulationtools.
directly abovethe centreof
the stage,which appearsas a
square.A rangeof image
The combination of 2D and
and object manipulation
3D representations - i. e. a
tools are availablefor the
new code for visualizing
users,as well as a variety of
theatrical space- acts as an
masksfor the different
VA
The
the
extension of sketching
stage.
of
shapes
interface,however,lacks
techniques and their overall
quality for theatre
consistencyof style, which
look
the
performances within 3D
program
make
environments.
unfinished.Furthermore,the
lack of explanatory
information on the available
featuresoften makesthe
softwaredifficult to navigate
anduse.Finally, such
disadvantages
of the VA as,
for example,the overall
technicalinstability of the
software(i. e. numerous
`crashes')threatensthe
efficiency and speedof the
draft-making.
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Documentation

Guides:

Downloadablefor both
Macintoshand Windows
platforms with the User

Guide available on the main

negatively affects the overall

Examplesof the set designs

quality of interactionwith
the software.Also the latest
examplesof using the VA as
a creationtool (i. e. the
works of the studentsin the
Exeter Schoolof Arts &

links to relatedmaterials,
and contactinformation are
availableon the main VA

no further workshopshave
takenplace in a university
environment.

VA website:
(http://www.cs.waikato.ac.n
z/-cbeardonNA/index.html)
Materials:

Keepingthe VA User Guide
outsidethe programon the
project's webpage

created in the VA, origins of
the project, publications,

Design) is dated April2001,
which means that since then,

website.
Effectiveness:

The Visual Assistant was designed specifically for theatre use with, as was
claimed, much broader potential application, for example, in theatre education.
It was also presented as part of an on-going research programme with the main

objectiveof investigatingwhetherthe interactionbetweencomputer
technologiesand creativepractitionersprovidesa real advantagefor theatremaking. In reality, however,it is simply a quick-and-easy-to-learn
pieceof
softwarefor the creationof theatresetsusing predominantlycollagetechniques
with no real influenceon creativelearning andpractice.Despitethe fact that the
VA offers a numberof useful featuresfor creativepractitionerssuchas
aforementionedcollage, simple animationand VRML files, this softwarehas
not been updated or re-evaluated since 2001/02, which very much affects its

currencyand relevanceto contemporarytheatrepracticeand education.

The VA project can be consideredas a relatively simple application, which aimed
to help creative practitioners concentrateon constructing the general theatrical
atmosphererather than details, and which has not yet been superseded.This
project was mostly concerned with fording new modes of user-software
interaction, instead of focusing entirely on IT as a primary form of delivery.
Indeed, it had some inconsistenciesin the interface design and there are some
technical inconveniencesin using the program. However, as with other userfriendly software (e.g. Google SketchUp) the VA is a simple, but powerful tool
for a relatively quick expressionof creative ideas for set designs. The project
helps to fill a gap that previously existed in the software market, and could
be
possibly
employed within the world of education as a means of interactive
display. If designedthoroughly, this sort of computer programshas the potential
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to influence existing methodsof expressionin theatre design practice and
education.
3.6

Discussion

`Thepresentationandperformanceof self throughthe creationand "up-loading" into the virtual
theatreof a personalwebsite,and the interactionof a performancewebsite,havecreated
significantalternativesto existing narrativemodels,forms of representation,dramaturgiesand
physicalplacesof performance.'
(Baugh,2005, p. 219)

Importantly, my analysesdemonstratethat new media technologieshave a doubleimpact
sided
on the world of theatre educationand design, with two absolutely
different outcomes. First of all, the innovative technological devices serve to
enhancethe establishedways of how we learn about the theatreand stagedesign.
On the other hand, they also attempt to changethe very nature of scholarshipand
theatrical performance. This is hardly surprising, because, at present, the
development of technological devices is so rapid that they get modified,
simplified, miniaturized on an almost daily basis and becomeroutinely integrated
into our everyday lives. For example, wireless connectivity and contemporary
Global Positioning Systems (GPS) have already become commonly accepted
phenomena, enabling an absolutely new user-computer interaction. These
technological innovations enabled some museums and other cultural sites to
revolutionize their methods of presenting secondaryresources(e.g. background
information on the exhibits) to their visitors, in relation to the displays.The TATE
Modem Multimedia Tour, for example,gives its usersthe possibility to arrangean
exhibition visit according to their preferencesthrough the use of a hand-held
computer,which representsa fully-fledged information tool. This type of mobile
access technology provides detailed information about individual behaviour
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during the cultural site visit. It enablesusers to collect an array of data about
visited areas and, in addition, traces the users' physical locations and offers
flexibility and freedom of choice regarding the program of a visit. All this data
for
its
the
of
an
and
services.
also serves
evaluation
exhibition
The evidence from this chapter suggests that one of the main concerns,
is
issue
in
how
the
theatre
the
convenient,
which presently exist
studies,
of
area of
presentable and accessible new media are for educational institutions and also
creative practitioners. Baugh (2005, p. 219) argues that:
The technologiesof computationthat have had such significant effect upon the
theory and practice of theatre, performance and scenography,and that have
simultaneouslyboth enabledand reflectedthe `de-framing' and destabilizationof
the theatrical experience,have also been the technologies that have enabled
internet access to knowledge and information and have generated an
unprecedentedability to inter-relatewith the world in ways that are similarly not
`framed' in colonial authority.

Indeed,the integration of such delivery methods as the WWW and the Intranet
has enableda more advancedlevel of personalization,making the customizable
interfacesmore flexible and suitable for individual demandsand creating a strong
link betweenvarious types of institutions (e.g. universities, libraries, archives,and
commercialfirms). The DigiCULT TechnologyWatch Report 2, releasedin 2004,
statesthat the advantageof interconnectionsbetween information units and of
searchingacrossinstitutional resourcesprovided by computertechnologiesis that
it helps in dissolving the lines that separatedifferent cultural heritage,educational
and commercialorganizations.There is little doubt that such approachto content
sharing helps in establishing new kinds of communities and possibilities to
communicatewithin them; on the other hand, however, these new spacescould
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promote the potential risk of spectators'isolation and detraction from the social
aspectof cultural experience.
The main objective of using computer technologiesin theatrical spaceis
to investigatenew ways of designing, staging and effective teaching. This study
arguesthat it is crucial to develop visual skills in theatrestudents,enabling them
to use imagery as a creative tool, but also as a means to analyze theatrical
performances and artefacts. New media give the visualization process an
improvisatory quality and, furthermore, could re-educateour existing perceptions
of actual theatre space and even ourselves, as technology users. Traditionally,
visitors to cultural sites, membersof theatre audiencesand studentshave been
regardedas passiverecipients of information, rather than active participantsin its
interpretationand utilization. This chapterhas attemptedto illustrate that, now, the
situation is gradually moving towards the personalizationof knowledge delivery.
The accessibility and flexibility of new media technologies support multiple
learning styles and give the learnersa unique opportunity to configure the form,
languageand level of the information necessaryto completea course.It should be
bornein mind, however,that the introduction and implementationof new learning
(and
methods
consequentlydevices)should be supportedby the developmentof a
content that addressespresent educational needs and satisfies a diversity of
learners.One might arguethat without the collaborative approachesto study, there
is a possibility that studentswith low motivation may get confusedabout activities
deadlines
and
and feel isolatedfrom the teacherand their course-mates.This study
revealsthat, at present,the majority of online coursesand modulesare missing the
social aspectof the learning process,or, to be more precise, social engagement,
interaction, collaboration, and the process of sharing knowledge. It seems
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possible,however, to overcome this social exclusion, by providing a template
databases,
information
for
digital
the
the
through
or
structure
course
creation of
the simple selection of specific online or digital resourcesfor studentsto use
independentlyand within in-classseminars.
Unfortunately, if used inappropriately, technology can have a negative
impact on learning outcomesand even function as a copy-and-pasteplagiarism
devicethat significantly lowers the overall quality of a study process.Valdez et al.
(2000) argue that in order to avoid this, there is a need to match technological
applicationswith the intendedlearning goals,havecritical accessto hardwarethat
is appropriateto the study expectations,and also ensurethat the softwaredesign
instructional
and
methodssurroundingits use are congruent.There is little doubt
that the processof learning is a complex phenomenon,which should be handled
with care. This study suggests that at the present stage of technological
developmenta blended learning approach (i. e. an amalgamationof online or
computer-basedand face-to-face elements of knowledge delivery) has great
potential to becomewidespreadin the theatre studies classroom.First of all, it
incorporatesa mix of formats, media and activities with more efficient learning
outcomes; and, secondly, it gradually moves learners from `traditional'
classroomsto e-learning,making new changeseasierto accept(Driscoll, 2002, p.
1).
3.7

Concluding Remarks

The language of contemporary interactive performance, theatre design and
educationis being establishedthrough the global use of digital communication
technologies.It can also be arguedthat more than ever modemdigital applications
(i.e. software packagesfor theatre-makersand multimedia study modules) and
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even the overall theatrical atmosphereof a performancespacedependon how
these digitalized spaces are managed and perceived. Indeed, computer
technologiesoffer vast amounts of information that require users to develop
specificthinking skills to sort, analyze,and synthesizedigital resources.However,
the issueof controlling thesedigital applicationsis an important one. It requires
not only familiarity with the equipment and knowledge of software, but also
motivation, which lies at the heart of the human-computerinteraction. Modern
video and audio technologies,3D modelling and animationsoftwarehelp usersto
accessvisual and textual databasesthrough direct communication,changingthem
from mere spectatorsor consumersof information into the active participantsin
the very experience.New technologies can also transform dramatically any
physicalsurroundings(e.g. museums,theatrestudios,exhibitions and classrooms)
into multimedia narrative spaces.These spaces,if used appropriately,could be
more effective in getting educational or visual messages across, giving
participantsa maximumcomprehensionof information delivered.
Certainly,there are severalissuesto be consideredbefore engagingin the
developmentof new digital meansfor theatre-makingand education,for example,
the danger of social exclusion while interacting with the digital product,
frustration causedby the project's underdevelopment(both technological and
conceptual)and certainly sufficient funding. This chapteraimed to illustrate that
theseproblemscould be avoided,if essentialresearchand necessaryevaluations
and testing of the digital products are undertaken.For these purposes,I have
developedan evaluationframework,which was applied to the two casestudies
the THEATRON online module and the Visual Assistantsoftware.My analyses
showed that despite the THEATRON multimedia module's only partially
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successful attempt to pursue a computer-basedstrategy of teaching, with
simultaneous support for different learning activities, this project was an
important stepping stone in developing future interactive digital or online
resources,wherelearnersare motivated,not only by engagingwith the technology
itself, but alsowith their teachersand fellow students.
Furthermore,the Visual Assistantproject attemptedto offer an alternative
to the complicatedprofessionalcomputerprogramsfor creating3D environments
and objects, by introducing a straightforward free-downloadable piece of
software,which aimedto enablethe creativeexplorationof theatrical space.This
program, however, has been unable to provide either thoroughly developed
interface,or contextualsupport,explaining, for example,the essentialprinciples
of design.Although the VA representsexploratoryand playful software,it lacks a
crucial learning dimension,which madeit impossibleto place this project within
the educationalsetting of the theatre studies classroom,as was intended. The
outcomesof this chapter also illustrate that at present, professional software
packagesare still much more beneficial for creativedesignpractices,even if they
take longerto learn.
Obviously, it is crucial to enable scholars and creative practitioners to
exploreactively and creatively a wide rangeof resourcesrelatedto their areasof
interest, without being limited to established linear models of analogue
information. Thus the results of the above investigation indicate that there is a
needto developcombineddigital packagesthat equally contributeto theory and
practicein the field of theatrestudies.In order to promotenew ways of studying
scenographicartefacts,in the next chapters,I will explore this issue further on
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theoretical and also practical levels and will illustrate my findings by using
NormanBel Geddes'set designfor TheDivine Comedyas an example.
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CHAPTER

FOUR:

NORMAN

BEL

GEDDES

AND

THE

NEW

STAGECRAFT OF THE 20ni CENTURY

`Transformationwasa key word in the late nineteenthand early twentiethcenturies,becoming
significantnot only in the world of science...History increasinglyhadto confrontthe changingof
forms In which experience was expressed- often rapid change becauseof technological
innovation. '
(Sunman, 1984, p. 234)

This chapter develops from the Artist Paradigm subsection (Chapter Two) and
further explores the evolution of the role of the creative practitioner in theatrical
in
The
Chapter
One
Two,
thorough
theoretical
space.
undertaken
and
overview
allows me to look further into the development of scenography and new
technologies from an historical point of view. Here, I particularly focus on the
early twentieth century period, investigating the importance of the New Stagecraft
in
its
influence
the
transformation
movement and
of scenographic practices
on
North America and Europe. The main focus of this chapter is the life and works of
the American stage and industrial designer Norman Bel Geddes (1893-1958),
whose role and visionary works I attempt to place within historical settings,
without aiming to settle a dispute over attributes and contradictions of the New
Stagecraft. Here, I will discuss Bel Geddes' professional development in creating
scenic environments and experimenting with theatre lighting, with particular focus
on his design for the production of The Divine Comedy (1921) by Dante Alighieri,
which will be further investigated in the following chapter.

While scholarsgenerallyagreeon the historical importanceof Bel Geddes'
industrial designprojects,his impact on theatredesignseemslargely overlooked,
or as a minimum misjudged.My analysesreveal severalpioneeringaspectsof Bel
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Geddes' work, which may have had a stronger influence on the radical
transformationof American theatre than previously realized. I strongly believe
that his innovativeset designsare no lessvisionary than thosecreatedby Adolphe
Appia and Gordon Craig at approximatelythe sametime in Europe. I hope that
my work will stimulatefurther interestin Norman Bel Geddes'contribution to the
twentiethcenturytheatre.
4.1

Methodological Notes

The researchfor this chapter was conductedat the Harry Ransom Humanities
ResearchCentre(HRC) in the University of Texas,Austin in the USA. I extracted
data
from
held
in the local archives,including
original
various primary sources
The Miracle in the Evening, Bel Geddes'autobiographypublished in 1960, and
his personalfiles, consistingof sketches,photographs,correspondence
and notes,
which will be used further in the following chapters.Additionally, I examined
various articles and reviews written in responseto Bel Geddes'theatredesigns,
and also make novel use of information from ChristopherInnes' essayTheory,
Practice and Modern Drama, as well as some other written materials.
Unfortunately,there is only a small amount of publishedresearchavailable for
academicstudy of Norman Bel Geddes'theatricalprojects.This demonstratesthe
necessityof initiating the fast serious discussionand analysis of this subject,
which the presentthesisattemptsto address.
4.2

The New Stagecraft of the Twentieth Century: A Brief Introduction

'Absenceof designis still design.Any arrangements
throughor
of spaceor objects,anymovement
across that space [the stage], is design.'
(Aronson, 2005, p. 6)
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The early twentieth century witnessed radical ideological changes, which
dominated every aspect of life in Western society. They were clearly reflected in
contemporary, highly politicized theatre, which promoted societal trans formation
through the nature of theatrical performance (e.g. the works of Bertolt Brecht and
Vsevolod Meyerhold), and could be classified as the defining mark of modem
drama. The twentieth century European theatre was heavily theory-oriented and
preoccupied with textuality of different kinds. This fixation gave birth to theatre
journals and schools with a major focus on theoretical research, instead of
practice-basedapplications such as, for example, actor-training. Innes (2003, p.3),
for instance, points out that even the practitioners in contemporary theatre were
also keen on writing essays,books and creating theoretical systems:

Shaw accompaniedhis plays with philosophical prefacesthat almost outweigh
the dramaticscripts(897 pagesto 1125pagesin the Hamblyn `collectedworks'
edition). Stanislavski'swork is only judged to have becomeimportant when he
developeda system,and defined it in a treatise.Even suchanti-verbalmovements
as the Dadaistsand Surrealistswrote manifestoafter manifesto.Above all, there
is the exampleof Bertolt Brecht, who not only developeda style of dramaturgy
explicitly basedon political ideology, but wrote extensivetheoreticalessaysto
explain andjustify his plays - and significantly, it is Brecht'stheoreticalwritings
that havehad far more influencethan his actualplays.The trend hascontinuedin
the second half of the century. Grotowski's productions in the 60s were a
revelation,but it was his book `Towardsa Poor Theatre'that servedas a catalyst
for the American avant-garde while his followers, like Richard Schechneror
Eugenio Barba, moved from performance to extensive writings on theatre
anthropology.

It seemsthat Innes' understandingof the validity of such publishedmaterialsis
ratheroverstated.There is a strongpolemicalthrust to suchan attitude.This study
arguesthat althoughAppia, Craig, Brecht and Stanislavskihad written recordsof
their works, this was not the sole reasonwhy their contributionswere valid and
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valued. Indeed, one might point out that `modem design began with the
theoretical writings of Adolphe Appia and Edward Gordon Craig' (Aronson,
2005, pp. 15,17), but, on the other hand, thesekey creative practitioners of that
time were also preoccupiedwith a visual and conceptualunity of stage design.
Both of them used the language of visualization widely; however, due to
insufficient practical applications they could be arguably described as purely
theoreticalcatalystsof theatrical evolution. For example,Appia managedto write
and publish his thoughts on staging Wagnerian opera a long time before he
practically accomplishedsome of these ideas. Furthermore, Gordon Craig was
fascinatedwith totally abstracttheatre,which, as Inns (2003) suggests,might be
perceivedas the materialization of pure theory. Although it could be arguedthat
theory is the starting point for any type of performanceto be createdand further
changedor improved, this study is convincedthat such creative practicesas stage
lighting
design do not easily fit within restricted parametersof theoretical
and
approach.I have some big reservationsabout Innes' (2003) claim that Norman
Bel Geddes' inability to publish, resulted in his achievementspassingpartly into
oblivion. Without a doubt, Bel Geddesnever managedto provide any theoretical
backgroundto his creativework, apart from his autobiographyTheMiracle in the
Evening, which, certainly, gives some understandingof what he was trying to
achieve. It should be noted, however, that he started designing during a time,
lots
of creative practitioners of different kind were interestedin applying a
when
new visual language for expression and documentation of their ideas photography.It certainly could be claimed that Norman Bel Geddes,as a true
technology supporterand also inventor, deliberately chosethis meansof detailed
visual recording for many of his productions, including The Divine Comedy's
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performanceon a filly-functional stage-model.Indeed, there is a possibility that
Bel Geddesdid not attract extensiveacademicstudy becauseof the failure to put
his theories in writing; but another possibility could be that his strongly visual
language,which was evidently lacking textual explanations,was too complex for
Bel Geddes'contemporariesto, firstly, acceptand then understand.
At the beginning of the twentieth century, Westerntheatre practice began
to flourish. Despite this, scenographic techniques used in theatrical space
remainedcomparativelysimple. The methodsthen employed for creating scenery
be
flat
`pretending
to
threesolid
usually
pictures
on
canvases
painted
dimensionalobjects' (Beacham,1994,p. 1) and illuminated with white light - as
living
in
the twenty-first century might argue, completely destroyed the
one
feeling of theatrical illusion. In fact, stage design at the beginning of the last
century has been describedas a poor version of easelpainting (Aronson, 2000).
This highly detailed, realistic, even `archeological' approach to set design
provokeda strongreaction againstnaturalism on stageand, furthermore,the rapid
development of simplistic, expressionistic and spiritualistic tendencies in
designing for theatre. A new stagecraftemerged.In 1916, the first issue of the
Theatre Art journal under Sheldon Cheney's editorship defined the main goals
and limitations of this new movement in contemporarytheatre. This innovative
modernist approach to theatre design promoted elimination of all the `stage
clutter' and unnecessaryscenographic details, and suggestedthe creation of
defined
theatrical spacethrough the use of symbolic or even emblematic
precisely
design features. Contemporary creative practitioners experimentedwith various
types of staging,including environmentalset design, in order to produce scenery
that fulfills all the specific needs of a plot, rather than any individual style
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(Mergenthal, 1996). Despite the influence of some of the Bauhausartists, who
during the first half of the twentieth century went to the USA and proposednew
approachesto architecture and design training (Baugh, 2005), only a few
ambitioustheatreprojects were accomplishedin actuality, the rest existed only on
paper or as precisely scaled models (e.g. The Divine Comedy by Norman Bel
Geddes). Furthermore, modernist practitioners tended to design adaptable,
multipurposeauditoriums,aiming to accommodatenew theatrical concepts,which
difficult
to fit within the architectural restrictions of contemporarytheatre
were
buildings. The most commercial theatre venues, however, retained an utterly
conventional approach to performance in this period, using the traditional
prosceniumarch.
Nevertheless,the New Stagecraftgave birth to incredible theatrical sets,
successfulexperimentswith lighting, and also redefined the meaning of theatre
space and the role of the actors and the spectators within it. All these
transformationshad a great impact on Norman Bel Geddes' intention to establish
himself as one of the principle modernist stage designersand architects in the
USA from the 1920s onwards. In order to integrate Bel Geddes' visionary
approachto theatrical spacewithin the body of this chapter, it is necessarynot
only to analyzehis philosophy of designing for the theatre,but also to touch upon
his life.
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Norman Bel Geddesand the Modern Theatre

`NormanBel Geddeshasthosequalities which I most cherishin Americans,the inborn power, the
natural pride, the childish delight essentialto begin everything at the beginning, to discover the
world anew, and with clear comprehensionto establishhimself practically in it. He is a master
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builder in the widest senseof the word. He builds castlesin the air but he lays their foundations
solidly in the ground.
He is at once a visionary and an organizer.His love for the theatreis fortunate,it is sensuous
...
and fruitful. In the middle ageshe would have built cathedralsand madeof them the cradleof our
theatre.'
Max Reinhardt,November23,1923
(in Geddes,1924,p. 3)

Norman Bel Geddeswas a visionary stage designer, theatre architect, director,
producer, industrial designer and an author. Originally, Norman Melancton
Geddes,he transformedhis nameusing the prefix Bel, which was an abbreviation
of Belle Sneider's (his first wife's) first name. This rather eccentric and
unforgettablenameservedincredibly well during Bel Geddes'professionalcareer.
As a stage designer, Norman Bel Geddeswas undoubtedly influenced by the
innovative EuropeanNew Stagecraftmovement,which encouragedhim to reject
the ideal of realism on stage, putting suggestion above representation. His
futuristic designsand desireto make the world `cleaner,safer, prettier, and better
for all men' (Roberts, 1979,p. 6) by employing advancesin scienceand industry
be
defined
can
as hopegiving to the economicallydepressedAmerica of that time.
Thus, it is not surprising that one could characterizehim as a visionary for the
American people.Bel Geddes'designswere not only dramatically expressive,but
also highly technical, extremely extensive and practical on all levels of
production. Innes (2003) arguesthat, similar to Craig's professional habits, Bel
Geddesalso tendedto constructlarge scale3D models of his future setsand often
of the theatre buildings to accommodatethem. Each model representedin detail
every individual setting, filled with figures of actors wearing usually neutral
costumes,and also provided spacefor action, movements,and extremely complex
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lighting effects. His models were so precisethat their exact reproduction in realsize was unquestionable. Additionally, Bel Geddes provided architectural
blueprints and elevations simultaneouslywith detailed cost estimates,which he
usually exceeded,while realizing his projects in different theatres around the
country. Bel Geddes'careerextendedacrossone of the most interestingperiodsof
artistic and theatrehistory in the USA and his contribution to the developmentof
theatre design and also to the introduction of the new profession of industrial
designerwas of greatimportance.
4.3.1 Biographical Sketch

Norman Bel Geddeswas born in Adrian, Michigan, on April 27,1893.
Behind Bel Geddeswas a long family tradition that `tracedthe Geddsclan back to
1537, as recordedin Sir Walter Scott's novel, Red Gauntlet' (Bel Geddes,1960,
p. 9). Bel Geddes' father, Clifton Terry Geddesinherited a good fortune after his
father's death, which soon after was transferred into stock and was then lost
during the country's first panic. Shortly after that unfortunate event, the family
moved to Chicago and for a while lived in the Ellis Park Hotel, where young Bel
Geddesmet John McCutcheon,one of the country's most influential cartoonists.
McCutcheonwas the first personwhose talent, sketchesand explanationsof how
to draw people persuadedNorman Bel Geddesto pursue an artistic career.Very
early in his life, young Norman began making notes on live theatrical acts,
copying parodiesof songs,eventually turning his observationsinto a ten-minute
comedy act with music and costumesintended to caricature the young country
bumpkin. This work was acceptedby the Gus Sun Booking Office at Springfield,
leading
the
of
one
vaudeville agenciesin the country at that time, and soon after
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was performedby the author at the theatrein Byesville. The manager'sappraisal,
had'
have
(Geddes,
`You
the
the
ever
show, stated:
are
worst we
receivedafter
1960,p. 86). Nevertheless,this experiencedid not affect Bel Geddes'decision to
enroll in the ClevelandInstitute of Art, where he learnedthe theoriesand practice
of Industrial Design,as well as painting, life drawing and sculpture.
Later in his life, while working in Detroit for Apel-Campbell, a
commercial art firm, Norman Bel Geddesspent one night of each week at the
local theatre,where he read eachplay shownthere, before seeingit. He was doing
this in a vigorous attemptto imagine what the play should look like and compared
his vision with the actualrepresentationlater on.

The technique of play construction fascinates me from the first. It became
locations
for
that
and
scenesand parts of
apparent
a wide variety of movements
but
degrees
of emphasis.
could
produce
varying
sceneswere not only possible,
The developmentof individual scenes,first for their own value, and then for their
value to scenesthat followed as the whole was built toward a climax, fascinated
be
found
I
dissimilar
to
the
me.
chess,wherein every move must
processnot
consideredin relation to every other future move.
(Bel Geddes,1960,pp. 128-129)

On a trip to New York City in August 1914, Bel GeddesdiscoveredHiram Kelly
Moderwell's (with whom he later becamefriends for life) volume of The Theatre
Today. It introduced him to innovative developmentsin Europeantheatre design
and, most importantly to the visionary theories of Adolphe Appia and Edward
Gordon Craig. This knowledge, together with a production of Sumurun by the
Europeandirector Max Reinhardt, which he saw during the same trip in New
York, convinced him that the type of theatre he had believed in was indeed
furthermore,
that it was needed.
possibleand,
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Norman Bel Geddesmadehis entry into the world of stagedesign in 1915
his
first
Thunderbird.
This
miniature model, completed
with a production of
was
he
innovative
then
the
which
spotlights,
and
with
mechanically-controlledcurtains
had pioneered in America and used widely throughout his career. Bel Geddes
introduced this new way to illuminate the stage, in order to avoid employing
traditional flat lighting with footlights, where shadowshad to be paintedon the set
to achieveatmosphericeffects. Bel Geddes' extraordinaryvision and his designtransformation of theatrical stagesreceived excellent reviews in the American
journals.
newspapersand
In 1917 Norman Bel Geddes left his first wife in California and, with
financial help from Otto Kahn, who referredto him as `the best investmentI ever
first
he
his
fame with
There
New
York.
to
made', permanentlymoved
attained
Boudoir Ballet and La Nave, both producedfor the Chicago Opera Company in
1919 (Roberts, 1979). In the meantime, Bel Geddes created many theatre
His
designs
be
to
that
the
shown on
real stage.
adaptationsand set
were never
for
fully-functional
the
remarkable
work
most
was, undoubtedly,
stage model
Dante's The Divine Comedy (1921), which will be analyzed in the following
chapter.The year 1922 was the beginning of Norman Bel Geddes' collaboration
in
New
Max
in
Reinhardt,
Miracle
The
the
with
which culminated
production of
York in 1924. Bel Geddes' vision of the play led to the transformation of the
Century Theatre into a medieval cathedral. The show was a great successand
madeBel Geddesworld famous.Reinhardt's responseto this partnershipwas:

Working with you was pure joy. Among the many artists with whom I have
collaborated in more than twenty-five years, I have never met anyone of such
rapid conception, of such flawless understanding. I am convinced that the
execution of your plans will outdistance everything that has ever been done
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scenically in the theatre.It seemsto me, like a mysteriously destinedmiracle, a
man from whom I was separateduntil now by the ocean,a man whom I met so
late in life, with whom I was hardly able to converse,that just this man had made
me feel the most intense mutual understandingand harmonious agreement,
free,
he
always
remained
unfettered,original and creative.
although
(in Geddes,1960,p. 287)

Norman Bel Geddes combined repeatedly his set designer role with that of
director and producerof the theatrical performance,or, in other words, he was the
defines
8)
interpreter
Roberts
(1979,
this working style of
p.
single
of a play.
Geddes' as the `unity of effect' principle, which reachedits culmination in his
later productionsof Jeanned'Arc (1925), Hamlet (1929-1931),Lysistrata (1930),
Dead End (1935), and Iron Men (1936). Bel Geddes'last spectacleof TheEternal
Road (1935-37),his joint work with Max Reinhardt,was the summit of his careerlong lighting experiments,and once again proved the power of his imagination
his
determination
innovative
to
and vital theatrical space.
an
and
create
The original autobiographical sketch written by Norman Bel Geddesis
provided in Appendix Five of this thesis.
43.2

Philosophy of Designing for Theatre in the Early 20thCentury

This study distinguishesthree types of creativepractitionersof the early twentieth
is
It
century.
necessaryto mention, however, that all of them were theatrical
innovators,practising an inclusive (i. e. total) approachto theatrespace,in order to
its
redefine boundariesaccordingto eachartist's unique perspective.The first type
aretheatrepractitioners,who due to circumstances,managedto realize themselves
both theoretically and practically. A good examplehere would be the outstanding
career of Russian theatre modernizer, Vsevolod Meyerhold. During his
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professionallife he managednot only to accept realism as a working method,
while working with Stanislavskiin the early years of the Moscow Art Theatreand
then consequentlyreject it, but also to developthe whole theory of biomechanics
(see
to
training
to
theatrical
approach
movement-based
actor
and
production
-a
Leachand Borovsky, 1999).
His revolt againstthe sterility of the Russiantheatreof the nineteenthcenturywas
just as sincereas his revolt againstthe first meansby which he hoped to correct
the fault. He simply found that a certain honestcynicism in his nature refusedto
countenance the attempt to create illusion by the faithful and accurate
representationof life.
(Sayler, 1920,pp. 202-220)

The second type of creative practitioner representsthose with a strong
philosophical and conceptual basis to their work, but without much practical
application - e.g. Adolphe Appia and Edward Gordon Craig. Appia's visionary
designsaimed to realize Wagner's ideal of a completeunification of all theatrical
elements;however, it was his theories (i. e. his two major works The Staging of
Wagnerian Music Drama (1895) and Music and Stage Setting (1899)), which
have influenced modem theatremore than his practice,becausehe was offered so
few opportunities to apply his ideas. Another limitation of Appia's work was
possibly his unwillingness to interpret the drama through any theatrical element
other than music. Similarly, Craig treatedtheatre as a visual and emotional space
rather than as literal or intellectual, referring to text as one elementof many and
certainly not the most vital or prevailing. However, in his 1905book On the Art of
the Theatre he introduced a controversial term über-marionette,which he never
defined properly, provoking numerousdebatesand speculationson this issue.He
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designs
illustrate
his
Steps
The
(1905)
theories
to
also createda set of abstract
for the future,free-of-words theatre, which, unfortunately, he never managedto
practise.
The third type stands for the artists, who realized themselves mostly
through their practical contributions to the twentieth century theatre,such as Max
Reinhardt and Norman Bel Geddes. For example, Reinhardt, like Appia and
Craig, saw Wagner's theories as a source of theatre aesthetics.Furthermore,
similar to Meyerhold, he also embracedthe realistic stage,only to reject it later,
and explored new, expressive,and vigorous forms of theatrical representation
through applying his personal and rather egocentric vision of the world -a
distinctive working method of the key creative practitioners of that time.
However, one of Reinhardt's, and also Bel Geddes', most important
characteristics was the constant search for the perfect theatre `a functional
playhouse,the right vehicle for the particular play he [Reinhardt] was directing,
for the development of the playhouse and its technical advances,and for his
methods of repertory and his ways of preparing and rehearsinga play' (Styan,
1982,p. 108). In Reinhardt's opinion, this was necessaryfor defining the purpose
of the drama, and for creating the ideal mixture of theatrical elementsfor each
play. Max Reinhardt was probably one of the most versatile directors in the
history of theatre.He managedto found severalacting schoolsin Vienna and New
York, produceon averagetwenty performancesa year, applying a different style
to each theatrical enterprise, and also control thirty different theatres and
companiesin his life time. Additionally, Reinhardt developeda seriesof open-air
productions(e.g. A MidsummerNight's Dream in the Boboli Gardensof Florence
in
and the fields outside Oxford - 1933; The Merchant of Venice across a real
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canalin Venice -1934.35; TheDream in the Hollywood Bowl and the University
of Berkeley), achievements,which Bel Geddes,unfortunately, never managedto
emulate. It must be noted that Reinhardt had two literary advisers - Arthur
Kahaneand Heinz Herald, - who helped him with documentinghis methodsof
from
indispensable
blueprint
development
`the
Regiebuch
the
of
rehearsaland
which many assistantscould conductrehearsalswhile the masterwatchedover the
results' (Styan, 1982,p. 120)- and overall with his hectic lifestyle.
There is little doubt that Norman Bel GeddesadoptedReinhardt's working
he
did
have
literary
brother
but
to
not
advisors,
a
with
several
style,
exceptionsjournals
for
house
the
the theatresand the workshops,nor such wealth, as
control
Reinhardt.Therefore, it could be arguedthat he did not have an opportunity (or
probably time and willingness) to publish. This study revealsthat, similar to other
important creative practitioners of that time, Bel Geddes treated theatre as
primarily a visual space.He had a very high opinion of Max Reinhardt not only
becausehe had given him `his first big chance' (Reinhardt, 1979, p. 116) to be
involved in the production of The Miracle, but also becausehe believed in
Reinhardt'stimelessgenius.In return, as Gottfried Reinhardtwrote in his memoir
of his father, Max Reinhardt thought of Bel Geddes as one of the most
imaginative scenic designers that had ever existed. Despite Bel Geddes' bad
temper, drinking, and above all his talent to get the investors bankrupted,both
Reinhardt and his son referred to him as a genius with the `save-all' solution in
difficult
any
situation:
In watching Geddes,I was consciousof witnessing, indeed,a genius in action, a
Prometheusunbound.

(Reinhardt,1979,p. 253)
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NormanBel Geddeswas indeedan extraordinaryman and stagedesigner.He selfbest
by
different
the
plays and creating
studied scenic environments analyzing
plan of action, after consideringthem from all possible standpoints.The ultimate
find
how
he
his
to
the
the
saw
ways
of
plays
most effective
goal of
studieswas
his
in
have
been
differently
After
staged
more
enhanced
ways.
could
acquaintancewith the works of the New Stagecraftdesigners(especiallyAdolphe
Appia and Edward Gordon Craig), Bel Geddesbegan using `large splashesof
color, the elimination of ornament, the simplification of detail, and the
exaggerationof settingsand costumes'(Roberts, 1979, p. 8). Togetherwith other
followers of the New Stagecraft movement in America, for example Lee
Simonson and Robert Edmond Jones, Bel Geddes emphasizedpsychology and
emotional statesthroughout the play, by adopting an expressionisticapproachto
the stylization of the performance. His set design for The Miracle is a good
in
Appia's
desire
how
followed
immerse
he
to
the
exampleof
spectators a highly
architecturaltheatrical space,or, in other words, in a completetheatrehappening.
He was convinced that the introduction of three-dimensionalstaging techniques
mostly dependedon the designersand their willingness to experiment,and to go
beyondthe obsoletetwo-dimensionalprosceniumstage.Bel Geddesdefined stage
design as a process for reinterpreting theatrical spacetogether with the objects
within it and combining them into a structure, where each part was an essential
elementof the main concept.He strongly believed that the only way to realize the
idea
main
of the show was through absolutesymbolism and spectacle,and that the
value of designwas simply `in its homogeneousintegrity in giving significanceto
an idea and fulfilling it' (Bel Geddes,1960,p. 261).
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The collaboration with Max Reinhardt was very fruitful for the further
developmentof Norman Bel Geddes'visionary ideas and also for his experiments
in
illumination.
Reinhardt
lighting
Appia's
theories
theatrical
with
applied
fundamental
`a
them
establishing
as
element of modem stagecraft'
practice,
(Beacham, 1994, p. 245). Appia's experimental works greatly influenced Bel
Geddes' philosophy of lighting design, in which he argued that, by a skillful
manipulation of light, objects and costumes can be utterly transformed, and
419(see
Bogush,
1972,
be
pp.
realistic settings can
suggestedwithout scenery
421). Similar to Gordon Craig, he did not consider actors to be central
componentsof a performance.For example,working on The Divine Comedyset,
Bel Geddesregardedthem as being simply ornamentswithin the overall stage
design and defined their costumesas scenery worn by people. Similar to Max
Reinhardt,he participatedin a wide rangeof productions- from operasto modem
find
dramas
(e.
Innes,
2003)
poetic
and symbolist plays, which some scholars g.
intellectually inconsistent and rather eclectic. A possible explanation for this
might be that Norman Bel Geddesnever focusedexclusively on theatreart, which
was mostly due to his reputationand involvement in the areaof industrial design.
Norman Bel Geddesnever publisheda written piece of work outlining his
vision of the modern theatre or fully explaining his design principles. In the field
industrial
design, however, he produced two books - Horizons (1932) and
of
Magic Motorways (1940) - together with several journal articles. His only
publishedtheatrearticle was A Projectfor a Theatrical Presentationof the Divine
Comedyof Dante Alighieri in TheatreArts journal in 1924.This was indeedvery
for
unusual a designerof suchtalent and importance,who was living and creating
in the era of theoretical theatreand exhibiting his designson a large scaleall over
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the world (including the Victoria & Albert museum in London, the Louvre in
Paris,and the Museum of Modem Art - MOMA - in New York). However, it is
necessaryto mention that, while working on his theatre designs,Bel Geddeswas
involved in all aspectsof production- evenre-writing the script.

As a director he deviseda systemfor coordinating the various componentsof a
spectaclefor the most powerful and single-mindedeffect at any given moment.
He would chart the entire play in quarter-minuteintervals, dividing the spoken
word, tone of voice, lighting, movementof principals, movementof subordinates,
and the music,just as a composerwould organizethe scoreof a symphony,as his
Divine Comedyscript book clearly illustrates.
(Roberts, 1979,p. 9)

Similar to Reinhardt, Norman Bel Geddes usually started developing the
conceptualbackground of the production with a copy of the play infused with
blank pages for notes and drawings; however, he did not have literary advisors
(like Max Reinhardt) to edit the material. Fortunately, some of Bel Geddes'
working scripts still exist, for example,in his copy of Norton's translation of The
Divine Comedy(seeChapterFive), in which he outlined the intendedaction of the
performance.These textual resourcesproduced by Norman Bel Geddes are of
greatresearchvalue, but without particular theoreticalquality.
There is little doubt that Norman Bel Geddesin his designsaimed to reshape theatrical space. However, despite the radicalism of his ideas and his
extreme vision, this study reveals that he never managedto escapetraditional
theatrical spaces.Unlike Craig and Artaud, who abandonedthe stagein order to
promotetheir new forms of theatre(Innes, 2003), Bel Geddesremainedwithin the
theatrical system, undoubtedly, enhancing it, but never creating a revolutionary
new type of theatre.
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4.4

Concluding Remarks

Norman Bel Geddeswas a pioneer of American stagedesign.He was involved as
in
designer
more than two hundred plays, theatrical performances
author and/or
and motion pictures. He was also a talented and successfulindustrial designer
identified with the popular 1930sstreamlining style in the USA. While working
on any of his designs, Bel Geddesnever concentratedon a single object or a
productper se. This study arguesthat his thinking was much more `global', thus
he created entire systemssuch as theatre buildings for a single production and
himself
Bel
Geddes
urban utopias.
as a modernist-Renaissance
characterized
person, attempting to combine his multiple talents in theatre and industry with
radical and often futuristic visions and ideas. Indeed, this ambitious approachto
design brought him a lot of fame, but the over-complexity of his conceptsand,
frequent underestimationof the costs, resulted in a number of unaccomplished
in
highly
For
design,
his
these
the
theatre
all
projects.
areaof
reasons, contribution
ratedat the time of the creationof his sets,has remainedbarely noticed for the last
few decades.Unfortunately, it is true that `no scholar has judged Bel Geddes
worth a monograph; and his name is barely rememberedexcept by experts in
American theatrehistory' (Innes, 2003). Nevertheless,this chapterhas attempted
to demonstratethe needfor extensiveacademicresearchon Bel Geddes'visionary
theatricaldesigns,createdat a turning point in the history of the Westerntheatre.
This study revealshow Bel Geddes' incredible productivity and his ability
to combinecreativethinking with technical knowledgewere successfullyreflected
in every production he designed. Furthermore, he greatly contributed to the
development of lighting design, where his technical inventions and visionary
experimentswith theatreillumination made it one of the most important forces in
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the modern theatre. There is little doubt that Norman Bel Geddeswas a true
America.
in
New
Stagecraft
twentieth
the
century
movement early
supporterof
Despite his failure to stage his most ambitious project of Dante's The Divine
Comedy,Bel Geddeswas able to createa still very ambitious and experimental,
but conceivable stage design for Reinhardt's production of The Miracle. He
but
heavily
from
be
free
to
this
commercial
claustrophobic space,
wanted
American theatre and especially fundraisersopposedhis intention. Despite these
its
Geddes
Bel
to
theatrical
very limits; sometimes
space
always used
restrictions,
to such an extent that, for example,there was no room left for a live orchestraas
in the 1937 production of The Eternal Road. This extreme set design, however,
in
introduction
techniques,
the
order to provide a
of new recording
necessitated
musicalaccompanimentin the courseof the show.
Norman Bel Geddesalways tended to promote the modernist style in his
designs,which had to be fitted within existing theatrical spaces.Bel Geddes'
utopian approachto stagesceneryand lighting technologywas well-known during
his career and in many casescreatively encouragedother contemporarytheatre
for
Unfortunately,
however,
incredible
Bel
Geddes'
talent
practitioners.
in
investors
flexibility
his
his
lack
the
the
overspending
money of
and
of
his
led
his
to
to
theatrical
space,
modification or adaptation of
sets a particular
failure to fulfill someof his designconceptsand evenbankruptcy.
`The modernist philosophy as extolled by Adolphe Appia and Edward G.
Craig to expressthe poetic, the mutable and the spontaneousin performanceis
further enabled with digital technologies' (White, 2006, p. 93). A similar
comment could be made about Norman Bel Geddesand his visionary theatrical
experiments, which gave birth to his unrealized, but in many ways most
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impressivetheatrical project for Dante's The Divine Comedy.In the next chapter,
I will reveal how technologiesof computation could contribute to the academic
study and researchof scenographicartefacts,by analyzing The Divine Comedy
enterpriseas a practical casestudy.
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CHAPTER FIVE: THE DII'INE COMEDY PROJECT BY NORMAN BEL
GEDDES - HISTORY, REALITY

AND FUTURE

`My head was on fire, I was extremely dizzy. I staggered into the next room and opened my eyes.
The room seemed a block wide. I suddenly started to fall. I clutched for some sort of support but
there was nothing to grab, and I fell headlong into a bookcase. Dazed and scared, I lay still for
some moments, then pulled myself to a sitting position. I discovered that I was holding a book in
my right hand. I opened it and, bemusedly, read the same passage over and over again before I
realized what it was.

"As flowerets, bent and closed by the chill of night, after the sun shines on them, straighten
themselvesall openon the stem,so I becamewith my weak virtue. And suchgood daring hastened
to my heart, that 1 beganlike one enfranchised..."

None otherthan Norton's translationof Dante'sThe Divine Comedy.'
(Geddes,1960,p. 248)

Realization of theatre today is undoubtedly an intriguing and very interesting
process. Since the early twentieth century, theatrical space has become
increasingly visionary and technically complex. One of the reasons was the
developmentof the New Stagecraftmovement in Europe and North America. In
this chapter,I will further discusspractical applications of Norman Bel Geddes'
visionary design ideas,with particular focus on one of his most famous theatrical
projects - The Divine Comedy(1921) by Dante Alighieri. This chapter develops
from the Design Paradigm subsection (Chapter Two), whose theoretical base
together with Chapters One and Four, allowed me to analyze extensively the
significance of the technological impact on the evolution and presentation of
theatredesign,using TheDivine Comedyas a visual example.Despitethe fact that
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this imaginative design-conceptwas never produced, this study argues that its
historical importance for the development of the twentieth-century stage and
lighting design remains unquestionable, although largely overlooked by the
intended
Bel
Geddes'
to mark the six
academiccommunity.
ambitiousproject was
hundredthanniversaryof Dante's death,and the author aimed to stagethe play in
Madison SquareGarden.He also specially designedthe Divine Comedy Theatre
to accommodatethis production and produceda set of plans for a portable stage
structure,to be moved around the country and used for performancesin various
university auditoria and at open-air sites. Norman Bel Geddes spent
fully-functional
for
developing
The
Divine
two
a
model
approximately
years
Comedy production, which was lost during the last century. Currently, Bel
Geddes'original idea exists only in the form of sketches,photographs,plans, and
for
research at the Harry Ransom
an annotated script, which are available
HumanitiesResearchCentreat the University of Texasin Austin.
In this chapter,I will analyze the overall concept of The Divine Comedy
enterprise, outlining Bel Geddes' innovative ideas and the main technical
light,
including
this
characteristicsof
sound and
production,
stage construction,
costumes.Furthermore,I will examinethe original set-model,using the author's
drawings and sketches, and Francis Bruguiere's photographs, in order to
investigatethe reasonswhy the project has never beenstagedand outline possible
implications, which the staging of The Divine Comedy might have had for the
overall flow of the performance.
The Divine Comedy'sextraordinary stageconstruction,although carefully
designed, representedone of the biggest challenges for contemporary theatre
practitioners.Only with the emergenceof 3D visualization computertechnologies
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and advancedstagingtechniquescan the reconstructionof this production either
in cyber- or real theatrical spacesbecome feasible. This chapter introduces the
first 3D computer-generated
model of Bel Geddes' original set design, createdin
in
drastically
ideas
to
the
the
order
change
way
which
author's visionary
are
perceivedand valued, but also to serveas a tool for educationalpurposes.Here, I
will presentan illustrated processof 3D-reconstructionof the set-model,in order
to assessits design-limitations and reveal some inconsistenciesfound during
digital modelling. This 3D reconstruction is an important part of my original
educationalproject - the Set-SPECTRUM,- which promotesnew approachesto
theatre education and research through employing 3D worlds as a flexible
medium for effective and visually-enhanced knowledge delivery. It will be
discussedin the following chapter.
5.1

Methodological Notes

As for ChapterFour, the researchfor this chapterwas undertakenin the archives
of the HRC at the University of Texas in Austin. All the data, including
photographs,plans, drawings, and elevations,was extractedfrom original sources
accordingto the HRC rules and regulations.Someof the materialsrelevantto this
study were photocopied, others - scannedor photographedwith high- or lowresolution and saved in the jpeg. format for further use in this dissertation.The
computerreconstructionof the set was modeledfrom a detailed,scaledlayout and
front elevation produced by Norman Bel Geddesin 1921. These materials were
scannedwith the highest possible resolution and transportedto AutoCAD 2002
for digital reconstructionof necessaryviews and then to Discreet 3D Studio Max
7 for further 3D modelling and light setup.
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5.2

The Design Concept

This project is the resultof an ideato expressemotionalbeautythroughthe unification of action,
soundandlight. Not only the feeling but the form as it is in the Inferno grows into a different thing
by the time it reachesParadise.As the compositionprogresses,thereis a gradualcrescendo.At the
endwith cold, rigid dignity comesan appallingsenseof the vastnessbeyondthe earth.
(Geddes,1924,p. 13)

Norman Bel Geddes started working on The Divine Comedy project after
designingseveralsuccessfulmusical productions,partly becausehe was afraid of
being identified solely with this type of theatre.It was a very depressingtime for
him. His inability to concentrateon his work and his constant mental efforts to
designsomethingnew led to a situation where his imagination, as he describedit,
became`overactive'.Nevertheless,it was this `overactivity' that gavebirth to one
of the finest designsof the early twentieth century American theatre. Unable to
read Dante's play in the original, Norman Bel Geddeshad to use translationsby
Norton, Longfellow, Tozer, Anderson, and Johnson, admittedly failing to
appreciate fully many of the play's political, mystical, and purely personal
allusions.Although Bel Geddestreatedthe Norton translation as a working script
he cross-comparedall versions line-by-line, making notes in the margins,
pedantically marking text deletions and rearrangements(Fig. 11). This staging
devised
`more along the lines of a composer'sorchestrationthan a
was
manuscript
literal play' (Hunter, 1966, p. 240), with Bel Geddes' original ideas for the
dialogues,lighting, movement of the principle actors and the subordinates,and
even the music, running horizontally across the pages.These annotationswere
intended
to communicatehis exact intentions to the production staff A
probably
full outline of the action is provided in Appendix Six of this thesis.
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FIGURE 11: Pages 16-17 of Norman Bel Geddes' working script (Norton translation of The
Divine Comedy by Dante Alighieri);

low-resolution scan. Source: The HRC, the University of

Texas in Austin

After thorough preliminary work, Bel Geddes constructed a general outline for
dramatization, including the selection of scenes. Only seventeen passageswere, in
his opinion, suitable for visualization in theatrical space.

In undertaking to present The Divine Comedy in the form of the theatre I have
made no attempts to be literal. I have tried to find and hold the essenceof Dante's
spirit in its broad sense. It is this universal quality that has brought The Divine
Comedy through the ages and it is this quality that has inspired me.

(Geddes,1924.p. 9)

In order to conservethe essenceof Dante's vision, but at the sametime ensurethe
continuity of the play remainedunbroken,the author arrangedthe Inferno as Act
One, the Purgatory and the Paradise as Act Two. He produced sketchesand
drawings of the model whilst rewriting the script, making a smooth and coherent
developmentof his visionary ideas possible. The Divine Comedy project is an
amalgamationof Bel Geddes' abstract thinking, which found its expression in
stylized and exaggeratedacting, and his design of stagemachinery, lighting and
sound applications, which were way aheadof their time. The production totaled
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523 actors- three principals and twenty secondarycharacters,each in chargeof
twenty five membersof the chorus (see Geddes, 1960, pp. 247-253). Although
only the Inferno was thoroughly developed and visualized for actual stage
performance,this study arguesthat the whole production, to some extent, is an
exceptionalexampleof the `total' approachto theatre-making.
While designing The Divine Comedy Norman Bei Geddes tended to
images,
generalize
costumes,and even charactersof the play, making them more
abstract and symbolic in an attempt to unify the theatrical expression. For
example,the charactersof the leopard, lion and she-wolf from Dante's original
text `havebecomesimply three awesomebeastswhich are undifferentiatedeither
in the notes or in the production script' (Hunter, 1966, p. 241). It was already
mentioned that Bel Geddes defined costumes as scenery worn by people,
emphasizingthat for the production of The Divine Comedythey were designed
intensify
to
the backgroundfeeling:
specifically
The costuming was of great variety. I defined costuming as anything worn or
carriedby a person,which, oftentimes,was all that distinguisheda costumefrom
other scenery.Many of the garmentswere ordinary enough, while others were
highly abstract.The soldiers of the City of Dis were dressedin body masks.
There were giant objects, like gargantuanbats, with mobile, telescopic wings.
The wings worn on either side of the body, concealedthe kneeling actor entirely.
In Purgatory the shapeof the towers was altered by actors carrying featherlike
objects to suggestthe wings of two giant angels. In Paradisethe actors were
coveredwith gauzeto softentheir forms.

(Geddes,1960,p. 250)
Norman Bel Geddes intended to use a number of the masks for The Divine
Comedyas a meansto depersonalizethe chorus actors, in order to intensify the
uniquenessof the leadingcharactersand to project their facial expressionsinto the
178

large auditorium.

The masks for the lead characters (i. e. Dante, Virgil

and

Beatrice) were designed as a series, with expressions ranging from passivity to
mortal terror. In addition, Norman Bel Geddes intended to equip all the masks
with a unique megaphone construction

(Hunter,

1966, p. 241), which

would

enable the actors to amplify their voices to a great extent while on stage. In the
it
this
of
study,
was discovered that the last masks in the selection for
course
Dante's character (Fig. 12) had a remarkable resemblance to the expressionistic
character. visualized in the painting by Edvard Munch The Scream (1893), which
supports the argument that Bel Geddes' vision of The Divine Comedy was entirely
about expression, exaggeration and abstraction.

FIGURE 12: Francis Bruguiere photograph of Dante's mask No 8, designed by Norman Bel
Geddes; low-resolution scan. Source: The HRC, the University of Texas in Austin

In addition to visual abstractionism, Norman Bel Geddes also planned the sound
design for the production to be an abstract sonority of vibration
and tone, where
individual musical instruments merge and become indistinguishable. Bogusch
(1972) argues that in order to achieve this, he even considered devising
new
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meansof orchestratingtheseunusual soundsand distributing them mechanically
to variousparts of stageand auditorium. Bel Geddesdescribedthe music for The
Divine Comedyas inseparablefrom the lighting and also absolutelyfree from any
it
familiarity).
(i.
He
that
conspicuousness e.
not only should
emphasized
coordinatewith the dramatizationprecisely in rhythm and color, but also express
a drama of unearthly emotions and produce a volume of sound beyond the
human
the
of
capacity
ear (Geddes, 1924). He envisagedan orchestra of 150
musicians, using drums, brasses, pipe-organs, and planned such unusual
arrangementsas steam whistles in the foreground and strings behind the stage,
and a hidden chorus of severalhundred singers,producing a shocking volume of
sound through a gigantic concealed megaphone(Cheney, 1922). Indeed, Bel
Geddes'musical conceptwas far from the ordinary and would have presenteda
big challenge for any composer at his time. Apparently, Igor Stravinsky was,
accordingto Bel Geddes' friend Leopold Stokowski, `most interestedand could
makean extraordinarywork out of this' (Geddes,1960,p. 251).
The stagelighting was anotherimportant elementin the production of The
Divine Comedy.It was supposedto vary every moment of the action, in order to
increasethe impressionof distancesand space,and also to expressthe emotional
beauty of the plot. Bel Geddesattemptedto createthis emotional quality of the
scenesthrough rich variations of light intensity, color, and mobility. To bring the
its
to
climax through the peak of light, he planned to have a series of
action
twenty immensegauzesemergefrom eachof the upper twenty stepsof the stagemodel during the final episode(Cheney,1922).This variety of lighting designand
movementscomplementedthe set with passion and liveliness, and was supposed
to createenormousshadowsand monstrousshapes,sometimescovering the stage
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with radiant light in the most dramatic momentsof the play. It should be noted
that despite all the complexity of his ideas for lighting design, Norman Bel
Geddesnever required additional rehearsalsfor other productions he staged to
investigate this aspect alone. This happened mainly due to his `intense preplanningof all the elementsof a production,and especiallyof the lighting, evident
in the elaborateand voluminous artifacts and promptscriptsfor the productionshe
directed' (Bogusch,1972,p. 421).
This study arguesthat the main conceptual idea of The Divine Comedy
project was the unification of all of the abovementionedelements.There is little
doubt that the technologicalsolution for stagingThe Divine Comedysuggestedby
Norman Bel Geddes,was far too advancedfor his time. Thus it has only resulted
in a detailed,full-scale, wooden stage-model,which, through the use of lighting
by
and photography FrancisBruguiere,illustrated precisely every changeof scene
andevery alternateminute of the production.

53

The Set-Model

`Model theatresfall into two basictypes:physical(usually wooden)and virtual (computergenerated).Both typesdependupon the existenceof drawingsof the theatres,scenery,and
theatricalmachinery.'
(Mohler, 1999,p. 418)

Norman Bel Geddescreateda stage-modelthat would addressall the necessary
dramatic requirementsof Dante's story without any additional scenery.Some of
the main drawings developedfrom small sketches(approximately three inches in
diameter)to a bigger size (twenty-four by twenty inches)more detailed drafts. Bel
Geddesproducedeight water colors and numerousred and black chalk
renderings
of various scenesthroughout the production (Fig. 13); however, all perspective
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drawings were concerned with the most accomplished part of the project - The
Inferno.

FIGURE 13: Norman Bel Geddes, sketches for the production of The Divine Comedy by Dante
Alighieri,

1921; high-resolution digital photographs of the originals. Source: The HRC, the

University of Texas in Austin

There is little doubt that one might find some resemblance between the
above sketches and, for example, the German expressionistic tendencies in
filmmaking of the early twentieth century, or Gustav Dore's illustrations for
Dante's Inferno (1861), or even the 1880 painting by Swiss symbolist Arnold
Böcklin - Die Toteninsel (Fig. 14). Nevertheless, there is no hard evidence
supporting such visual influences on Norman Bel Geddes' vision of The Divine
Comedy set-concept.
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Figure 14: Arnold Böcklin (1880) Die Toteninsel. Source: http:i/en. wikipedia. org/

At an early stage of the design work, it became evident that the stage's general
shape would be a simple and economical construction, resembling the shape of a
classical amphitheatre. In Bel Geddes' own words, it would look like a crater in
the earth or `the fiery crater of the stage design' (Hunter, 1966, p. 236). Young
(1951) described the design as being full of planes, lines, and masses,whilst at the
same time being infinitely delicate, varied and also breathing and vibrating. The
author developed several construction drawings specifically for the model (which
was a twenty-fourth of full size) not the real set. The plan for it was prepared with
an eight-inch scale (Fig. 15), to be subsequently reworked to the working
drawings (Fig. 16). The main difference between the early sketches and later
elevations was the height of the upper towers, which was reduced in order to fit
the whole stage inside the indoor-area of the theatre building.
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FIGURE 15: The SketchPlan of The Divine Comedyset by Norman Bel Geddes;low-resolution
in
Austin
Source:
The
HRC,
University
Texas
the
of
scan.

FIGURE 16: The working drawings of the set for The Divine Comedyby Norman Bel Geddes;
low-resolutionscan.Source:The HRC, the University of Texasin Austin
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Bel Geddes'model of TheDivine Comedyset pictured a circular stage,formed by
numerouslayers that createsteppedslopesand a central pit. On the far side, the
feet,
if
designed
from
fifty
height
to
to
the
slopeswere
ascend
pit a maximum
of
built in real life; whilst at the near side of the pit was a twelve-foot ledge,
descendingtowards the audienceseats (Fig. 17). The ledge formed a series of
terraces,and terminated in a valley at the bottom of the pit, running half way
from
The
the audience,which would have
the
circle.
valley
was separated
around
in
in
half-circle
facing
the
sat a
orchestra,as a Greek theatre, by a solid wall
(Young, 1951). The stage-modelwas built with all details, including means for
entranceand exit, in order to be recreatedrapidly in the real theatre.

FIGURE 17: Plan of the proposed arrangementof seats and stage for Norman Bel Geddes'
productionof TheDivine Comedy,low-resolutionscan.Source:The IRC, the University of Texas
in Austin

The real set-constructionwould have measured 135 feet by 165 feet. From the
inside, it was supposedto be composedof swinging doors, which allowed people
to passthrough the whole stageor reach the top of the four towers rising from the
slopein a seriesof steppedlevels. Beneaththe stageslopesBel Geddesplannedto
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hundred
two
each
capacity
of
assembly
rooms,
with
a
accommodate several
for
been
have
Each
the
adjoined with special space
of
rooms would
people.
for
large
the magnification
three
vibrating
chambers
and
costumes and properties,
have
been
Every
also
connected with the
assembly space would
of sound waves.
by
the
towers
means of several passageways and
portions
stage
other
of
pit,
and
stairways (see Geddes, 1960, pp. 247-253).
After the set-model was fully constructed, a professional photographer
Francis Bruguiere took sixty black and white pictures of the model (Fig. 18)
illumination,
figures
the
and
correct
which was
actors
equipped with plaster
of
description
The
intended
to
the
of the plates and some
plot.
arranged according
other photographs found during my research trip to the HRC at the University of
Texas in Austin are provided in Appendix Seven of this thesis.
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These photographs, together with Bel Geddes' original sketches and plans, are the
only visualization of The Divine Comedy project that exists today. Unfortunately,
they could only give a hint of the grandiose ideas of the author and his ambitious
plans for this production, without expressing them fully. As mentioned in the
introduction, the original set-model was lost several decades ago. This research
reveals that, unfortunately, there is no evidence about what happened to it;
however, it is possible that Norman Bel Geddes himself discarded it. He
photographed the set-model extensively, which was, on the one hand, typical for
him but, on the other hand, might have indicated that he had no intention to keep
it.

Extraordinary enough, while I was writing

this chapter, seven more

original drawings by Norman Bel Geddes (two of them are shown in Figure 19)
were accidentally

discovered by Helen Adair,

the Associate Curator of

Performing Arts, at the HRC in summer 2006. These sketches explain the inside
construction of the staircases, which connect various parts of the stage, enabling
the actors to move freely within the set structure. There is very little chance,
however, that the original set-model will be also found sometime in the future.
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FIGURE 19: Recently found drawings for The Divine Comedy by Norman Bel Geddes; highin
Texas
digital
University
Source:
HRC,
The
the
of
resolution
photographs of the originals.
Austin

5.4

The Limitations and New Reality

This study argues that the whole production of The Divine Comedy could be
Norman
design.
The
type
regarded as an entirely new
of stage
project exemplifies
Bel Geddes' visionary approach to theatre, but at the same time, demonstrates his
lack of realistic assessment of the possibility of staging the show. There is no
doubt that Bel Geddes was pushing the boundaries of contemporary theatre
design, pioneering new ideas and techniques in staging, lighting, and even
acoustics. However, despite the author's practical knowledge of stage machinery
and his ability to plan in detail the future performance, very often his designconcepts were far too advanced for their time or, in other words, they were
beyond the realms of feasibility. In the case of The Divine Comedy, even well-
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in
be
that
the
critics
were
convinced
meaning
production could not
realized a
in
Even
Bel
Geddes,
his
Francis
sense.
after
cooperation
and
practical
with
pupils
Bruguiere,had produceda visualization of the entire performancein the form of a
seriesof photographs(seeabove),the project was still consideredimpractical.
Norman Bel Geddesharboured an ambition to stage the play in either
large indoor structuressuch as Madison SquareGarden,the Chicago Coliseum,
London's Olympia, a large armory, or in spaciousoutdoor sites. He specified that
the constructioncould be either permanentor portable, with the main frame made
from
the
and
of steel,
remaindermade
woodenplanks (Geddes,1924).At the end,
however, Bel Geddes designed a whole theatre building to accommodate
specifically this Dante's production. He creatednumerousarchitecturalplans for a
innovative
theatre buildings, which he called the Six Theatres
series
of
whole
Project - one of them was The Divine Comedy theatre complex. The main
purposeof this project was to establisha radically new relationship betweenthe
audience,stageand onstageaction. Bel Geddesplanned the generalshapeof the
building in perfect dome geometry, in order to be in harmony with the circular
stage,but also to keep the audiencein a `sound capsule'. For this purpose, the
under-stagesound chamberswere intended to produce various abstract sounds,
magnify them to the desiredintensity, and then releasethem through one or all of
nine tubes,situatedin eachof four towers of the set. Additional sound-tubeswere
supposedto be placed at the bottom of the pit, below the spectators'seats,in the
directly
and
rear,
overheadin the centreof the auditorium (Geddes,1933,pp. 761769).
To explore whether the creation of such a sound capsulewas possible, I
approacheda well-known Austin architect, Marley Porter, who is interested in
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The
2006).
May
by
Norman
Bel
Geddes
(correspondence:
architecturalworks
informal
(Appendix
Eight)
this
was rather
online
questionnaire
result of
Comedy
Divine
The
Porter,
Marley
theatre
of
careful
examination
after
surprising.
itself,
building
the
the
that
the
as
acousticsof
set-modelplans,was convinced
and
because
been
inside
have
fitted
the
of the
very poor, partly,
stage,would
well as
heightandthe domedshapeof the building, which is `one of the worst in directing
design,
`reflects
due
to
the
sound
stage
which
circular
and,
essentially,
sound',
it
first
Norman
Bel
into
back
focal
'
Indeed,
the
of
was
not
criticism
a
point.
waves
Geddes' architectural endeavors.His designs of theatre buildings were deeply
later
by
George
C.
Izenour
lain
as
and
such architecture scholars
analyzed
Mackintosh,who arguedthat the role of the stagedesignerin theatrearchitecture
his
book
Architecture,
hardly
defined
1993
Actor and
be
In
as positive.
can
Audience,lain Mackintoshwrote:

To the theatrehistorian, it is fascinatingto seehow a scenedesignercan propose
superficially seductivearchitectural designs which, had they been built, would
have failed and would have reducedhis reputation. However, precisely because
none of them ever was built, yet they were everlastingly reproduced,the Bel
Geddestheatresbecamethe theatricalequivalentof Corbusier'shigh-rise La Ville
Radieuse,the inspirationof a hundredthird-rate imitations.
(pp. 47-48)

The above analysis clearly indicates that, despite its aesthetical appeal and
visionary technology, there were some major shortcomingsin the project of The
Divine Comedy,which would have possibly hamperedany attempt to stage the
performance.
Indeed, there were some complications with sound, already mentioned
but
above,
also with lighting design and especially with the main light coming
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from the central pit. According to Hunter (1966), it would be difficult to
in
Bruguiere's
indicated
illumination
type
this
precisely, as
of
reproduce
lighting
low-kilowatt
that
equipmentwas available
only
photographs,considering
in 1921.Additionally, the grand scaleof the stageand especiallythe height of the
lighting
to
the
have
the
equipment
of
towers would
parts
attaching
necessitated
in
feet
135
the
(more
the
than
very weak
resulting
stage),
above
ceiling
illumination of the set. Moreover, Bel Geddesintended to vary the light every
its
full
flexibility
implying
navigation and
of
a
moment of the performance,
impossible)
(if
difficult
have
been
to
achieve,using
not
very
control, which would
beginning
devices
the
that
technological
of the twentieth
the
were available at
century.
Although all Bel Geddes' efforts triggered more interest in The Divine
Comedyproject than anything else he had ever done, their only outcome was a
hardly
It
book,
Bruguiere's
largely
was
photographs.
consisting of
published
intended
because
the
size of the stage,complicated
after
considering
surprising,
lighting and sound mechanisms, assembling and especially transporting the
definitely
have
is
these
that
this
caused
would
all
study convinced
production set,
logistical
technical
and
problems,not to mention prohibitive costs.
major
many

5.5

Digital Reconstruction

Furtherinconsistenciesin the stageconstructioncould have beenrevealedonly by
digitally reconstructingthe set-model. For this purpose, the most detailed Bel
Geddes' stage plan was transported into AutoCAD 2002 program, in order to
its
literally
(Fig.
3D
20).
version
step-by-step,
extruded
create,
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FIGURE 20: The process of 3D extruding in AutoCAD 2002. Authors: Iryna Kuksa and Eugeniya
Kareva

Gradually, the whole stage was extruded from the 2D plan, leaving only four
towers with the steps leading to them to be reconstructed in 3D Studio Max 7
(Fig. 21). The reason for this was their over-complicated shape, which required
for
in
3D
tools
the
employment of
more exhaustive
professional
ultimate
modelling.
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FIGURE 21: The processof 3D modelling in Discreet 3D Studio Max 7. Authors: Iryna Kuksa
and EugeniyaKareva

The precision of Bel Geddes' drawings and plans enabled the construction of an
accurate computer model (Fig. 22), which to date, is the most exact replica of
what the real stage would have looked like. Unfortunately, the absence of the
original side elevation of the stage and the lack of information on the construction
(i.
have
had
ideally,
detailed
the
towers,
should
explanation e.
of
each of which,
a
during
led
difficulties
drawings)
the modelling
to
some
plans and construction
process.
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(3D
Comedy
Divine
The
22:
Discreet
3D
7
Studio
Max
stage-model
FIGURE
reconstruction of
modelling). Authors: Iryna Kuksa and Eugeniya Kareva

Norman Bel Geddes projected the front elevation of the set from perspective
drawings, as opposed to the usual development from architectural plans, which, as
this study argues, might have caused some misalignments of structures, as
illustrated in Figure 23. This indicates that, although in general the original
height
inconsistencies,
including
the
of the
there
elevations are precise,
are slight
front right tower, minor distortions of the shape of all four towers, and the width
Bel
lines
front
Here,
the
the
the
the
original
white
represent
steps of
set.
of
Geddes' elevations, layered upon the 3D reconstruction. It should be noted,
however, that these mistakes would not have significantly affected the overall
its
functionality.
importantly,
the
structure of
stage and,
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FIGURE 23: Inconsistencies found during the 3D modelling process. Authors: Iryna Kuksa and
Eugeniya Kareva
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The late, but important, discovery of the additional Bel Geddes' drawings for the
inside
further
the
the
construction of
staircases,
confirmed a
production, revealing
high level of precision in the 3D model. The only inconsistencies illustrated in
Figure 24 have been discussed previously.

FIGURE 24: The inside construction of the staircases (original rendering by Norman Bel Geddes)
overlaid on the 3D reconstruction. Authors: Iryna Kuksa and Eugeniya Kareva

After the digital set-model was reconstructed completely, the next step was
choosing the material and texture of the construction and the setup of the stageillumination. In order to create eye-catching visual effects using the original
model photography of Francis Bruguiere as an example, it was decided to apply
light colors and smooth texture on the set-model. Such a choice was made for ease
in creating the dramatic atmosphere, by experimenting with directional and spot
lights, to emphasize the uniqueness of the stage construction by generating deep
shadows. All the work was conducted in Discreet 3D Studio Max using three
different viewpoint renderers, this time not only to display geometry, but also the
variations of light sources and their effect on the form of the set (Fig. 25,26).
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FIGURE 26: Positioning of the light (example two) using Discreet 3D Studio Max. Authors: Iryna
Kuksa and Eugeniya Kareva

The reconstruction of the stage was based as closely to the original plans and
drawings as possible. However, due to an apparent lack of side elevations and
in
insignificant
their
tower's
the
modifications
explanation of
structure, some
shape might have occurred.

5.6

Concluding Remarks

There is little doubt that 2D renderings of The Divine Comedy project are very
important historical artefacts. However, their major drawback is that they fail to
visualize the unity of the stage, which was the main aim of the production, not to
mention the `wow' factor the author wished to create. Thus one of the main
purposes of this chapter and overall study is to contribute to the existing
knowledgebase by digitally reconstructing Bel Geddes' original set-model, using
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the available primary sources. The intention here is to give the viewers an
fully
finest
the
to
one
of
examplesof the twentieth century
appreciate
opportunity
its
by
design,
unique construction
viewing
unrealized modernist stage
interactively in 3D. Another major reasonfor digitally `reviving' the production
long-lost
interest
is
Divine
Comedy
The
the
to
of the academic
revoke
of
fill
designs,
in
ideas
in
Norman
Bel
Geddes'
to
a
and
an
attempt
community
design.
in
history
theatre
the
of
gap
glaring
This study attempts to prove that without this visionary design by Bel
Geddes,the modem evolution of performancespace in the USA, and possibly
Europe, would not have been possible. This highly-ambitious theatrical project
aimed to unify theatre spacethrough the organic synthesis of visual elements,
innovations.
design
The
technological
was grand,
performanceand advanced
technologically sophisticated,and well-advanced for its time. The author of the
due
his
to
project, mainly
obstinacy,was unwilling to considerany alternativesto
his original plans for stagemachinery,lighting, soundor eventhe action sequence
first
his
`the
to
test
that
attempting
visualizations,
own
meaning
artifacts
without
fairly
his
faithful guides to the
thirty
vision createdover a period of
years are
of
production of the plays and dramatic spectacleswhich he designedfor theatrical
(Hunter,
On
hand,
however,
1966,
245).
the
this lack of
other
presentation'
p.
flexibility was probably one of the main reasonswhy The Divine Comedy has
never been staged. Despite the fact that back in April, 1924 a visionary of
Europeanstage design, Gordon Craig, announcedthat this production could be
fully realized, it is obvious that even nowadaysit would require immenseefforts
following
Bel Geddes' original ideas and
to
the
resources
stage
and
play
directions. This practice-basedstudy was the first to visualize this ambitious set
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design in 3D for educational and researchpurposes. Some of the conclusions
Setin
the
here
my original educationalproject will play a critical role
made
SPECTRUM- presentedin the following chapters.
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CHAPTER

SIX:

EDUCATIONAL

TIIE

SET-SPECTRUM

API'ROACII

PROJECT

TO STUDYING THEATRE

-A

NEW

HISTORY AND

DESIGN

`Theartist aims for an expansionof communicationpossibilities,to stimulatenew relationships
betweenpeoplein the creativeprocessand an interactionbetweenpeoplethat createsmeaningand
thus a culture.'
(Popper,1993,p. 180)

Basedon theoretical and historical analysis, and case studies researchoutcomes
(ChapterThree, Four and Five), this chapterpromotes a new approachto theatre
education and cultural heritage research, through employing 3D modelling
techniques.Here, I attempt to prove the necessityof implementing new modesof
knowledge visualization in a theatre studies classroom by analyzing some
quantitative data collected through the analysis of the closed-questions
It
designed
was
questionnaire.
specifically to elicit the responsesof the students
engaged in the first year undergraduate study at the School of Theatre,
Performanceand Cultural Policy Studiesin the University of Warwick, in order to
investigate their computer-literacy and whether they have a need for more
knowledgedelivery.
technology-enhanced
At the heart of this chapter is my original practice-basedcontribution to
the knowledgebase- the Set-SPECTRUMeducationalproject. It aims not only to
strengthenthe establishedapproachto researchand teaching,but also to transform
the passiveconsumersof yet anotherdigital product into active participants.This
project was createdwith the intention of giving theatre studentsand researchersa
unique opportunity to understand and study one of the finest examples of
unrealizedmoderniststagedesign- TheDivine Comedyby Norman Bel Geddesdigital
using
means of presentation. In order to achieve the above goals, I
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integrate the first fully-navigable 3D reconstruction of the original set within
format
digital
in
educationalsettings,which are presented a
computer-generated
better
to
develop
I
to
way
and
arguably
a
new
the
e-Chapter. attempt
as
in
this
ways
of
the
scenography,
unique piece
understand essentialelementsof
for
scholarly analysispreviously.
available
not
which were
This chapter presentsthe Set-SPECTRUM project's structure, rationale,
intendedoutcomes,evaluation,limitations and future development.
6.1

The New Digital Reality in the Theatre Studies Classroom - the
Questionnaire Analysis

In the course of this study, it was concluded that new approachesto theatre
digital
have
been
through
the
use
of
global
established
educationand research
technologies of communication. There is little doubt that computer-mediated
learningcan greatly shift traditional modesof knowledgedelivery towards a more
for
important
is
teaching
and
especially
experience,
which
visually-enhanced
3D
For
modelling and navigation
example,
researchingscenographicartefacts.
techniquesproved themselvesvery efficient in improving the understandingof
form,
line,
(e.
design
g.
color) and accelerating
communicative qualities of set
learning. There are, however, some reservations about whether such a highly
technologicalapproachwill benefit the educationalprocessas a whole. It could be
doubt
is
there
that
amongst
amount
of
a
considerable
even
now
observed
for
literacy
teachers
their
on students' computer
and
motivation
contemporary
independentuse of, for example, computer-basededucational packages.On the
is
hand,
there
a fear that computer-mediatedlearning could potentially shift
other
from
fascination
their
towards
attention
away
concentrating
studies
a
students'
on
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with technology.Furthermore,another line of argument against computer-based
do
be
digitally
learning
that
artefacts
not provide a
reconstructed
might
visual
feeling of `materiality', which is crucial for historical researchand thus might
learners.
Indeed,
the
someof thesereservationsare quite understandable;
confuse
however,they can undoubtedly be addressed.For example 3D visualizations, if
information,
textual
together
explanatory
can
with analoguematerials and
used
only enhancethe quality of students'learning,as well asthe teachingexperience.
In order to identify what the learnersexpectedfrom the study process,it
decided
develop
to
a closed-questionsmultiple-choice questionnaire and
was
distribute it amongthe first year undergraduatestudentsin the School of Theatre,
Performance and Cultural Policy Studies in October 2006 at their first
introductorylecture.The decisionto involve the first-year studentsonly was made
basis
described
be
target
the
of
using
a
group, which could
on
as naive newcomers
it
individuals,
i.
for
this
to
was
e.
critical
study
who were not yet aware
question
in
how
School
the
of
runs, order to explore their expectationsof the course, as
well as to analyzetheir study preferencesand level of computer skills. The total
Theatre
Studies
47
(75%
25%
of
participants
number
constituted
students
and
English students,undertaking some modules in Theatre Studies as a subsidiary
part of their degree).Eleven items on the questionnairemeasuredthe extent to
which this target group is computer-literate, willing

to use new media

technologiesin their studies, and interested in visual knowledge delivery. The
collected data has been carefully analyzed and some of the researchfindings are
discussedin the following sections,with the most significant of them presentedin
Figure 27. The complete questionnairecan be found in Appendix Nine of this
thesis.
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One unanticipated finding was that about 41% of the students were
interestedin scenography,visualization and digital technologies,and also in using
new media in performanceor, in other words, areaswhich constituteonly a small
departmental
the
teaching programme. Additionally, 85% and 98% of
part of
respondentsexpressedtheir interest in theatre and lighting design, stating that
these fields would benefit to the highest degree from the greater use of visual
technology.98% indicated that it would give more flexibility to their studies, if
they could accessvarious software materials and electronic databasesrelevant to
the course (e.g. the THEATRON online module); admitting that it would be
visually more stimulating (93%) and also more fun (83%). The majority of those
surveyedreportedthat accessto suchresourceswould be very practical (83%) and
help
their learning (95%) becausethey would be able to be more reflective
would
(93%) and do the work in their own time (98%).
When the subjects were asked `what type of electronic resourceswould
like
to accessduring the classor while studying alone?', 85% of the students
you
mentionedvisual materials on theatre design, with 41% expressingtheir interest
specifically in 3D reconstructionof theatrical sets.65% of the respondentsfound
it important to be able to read biographical sketches of authors, directors,
designers, and actors, and 76% expressedtheir interest in having a theatre
glossary, which was an important finding to be considered for the future
development of the Set-SPECTRUM educational project. The majority of
participants(surprising 91%) were enthusiasticabout independentlearning; while
only 40% expresseda strong interestin group-work.
The questionnaireanalyses also indicated that 89% of the respondents
were either computer-literateor have very good computer skills. Furthermore,in
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response to the question about the greater use of ITC in the classroom, the
indicated
lead
increase
better
that
to
such
an
would
participants
questionnaire
learning outcomes (87%), make the course more interesting and engaging (80%),
and also that more students would continue the course (82%) and be more likely
get a job at the end of their studies (71%).
Another interesting discovery was that 81% of the students expressed their
interest in participating actively in the knowledge delivery process (as opposed to
53%
like
have
to
while
consumption),
would
also
an opportunity to
passive
exercise their creative side.

100
80
60

0 Specialized
Software Users
ComputerLitearate Students

40

O Independent
Learners

20

o Visual Learning
Supporters

0

FIGURE 27: The close-questions questionnaire analysis. Author. Iryna Kuksa

This study revealsthat even such small-scaleanalysis illustrates a clear needfor a
mutually beneficial reflective and visually-enhancedlearning processfor students
studying the history of theatre and scenography,as well as for their teachers.
Although there are some limitations of this quantitative investigation (e.g. all
participating studentswere basedin the University of Warwick), considering the
results of the researchundertaken in the course of the whole study, it can be
concluded that the development and implementation of computer-based
knowledge delivery platforms would be a helpful impetus for studentsto bring
their familiar, media-influenced perception of life into the classroom. The
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informed
design
development
the
and
of the computerresearchoutcomesalso
based educational project - the Set-SPECTRUM presented as the practical
componentof this thesis.
6.2

The Set-SPECTRUM Project - Rationale

Performancereconstruction can be defined as the process of reviving various
acting,performing, and even directing activities. Somescholarsjustify the needto
re-createperformancesby calling it a lively approach to theatre research and
in
that,
order to `evoke various theatrical styles (of writing, design, and
arguing
especially, acting and staging) one must attempt to reconstruct not only the
tangible environment,but also the ephemeralperformancethat occurredwithin it'
(Sarlos, 1989, p. 200). However, it could be arguedthat the term reconstruction
here could also mean interpretation or a new subjective vision of these past
know
Undoubtedly,
it
is
feasible
to
precisely how a theatrical
actions.
not always
piece was first createdand staged.Furthermore, it is similarly impossible to reit,
the
to
exactly
audience's
create
which was influenced by prevailing
response
contemporary cultural, political, and societal values. Every performance is a
creative process,which is influenced by the numerousfactors determinedby the
time and place of staging, including the element of improvisation. This implies
that no performancecould be exactly the sameevery time it is stagedor actually
performed.Indeed, theatrical artefactsshould be used to bridge the gap between
past and presenttheatre practices; however, there is no need to go back to the
beginning in a rigorous attempt to recreatethe past actions, because,first of all,
this is simply impossible and, as this study argues,also unnecessary.It should be
noted that the recreation of scenographic artefacts differs from performance
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in
reconstruction, that the exact replica of the past set designsis often possible (if
analoguematerialsare available) and sometimescrucial for scholarly analysis.In
this case,the bridging betweenthe past and the future is, although not entirely
objective,but as close to the original as the performancereconstructioncan never
be. Indeed, it is feasible to use such reconstructedtheatre settings for staging
digital performances, originally planned for them through employing, for
example, motion capture technology, which would probably be a breathtaking
experimentcarrying a significant researchvalue.
6.2.1 Aims and Objectives
At the heart of this chapter and of the overall thesis lies the Set-SPECTRUM
project. It was conceivedby the author over more than a year-long period in the
later stages of the study's evolution. The project was structured after all the
had
been undertaken and all crucial visual and textual
necessaryresearch
materials had been discovered, evaluated, and analyzed. The Set-SPECTRUM
promotes a new approach to theatre education and cultural heritage research
through employing 3D modelling techniquesas a flexible medium for effective
and visually-enhancedknowledge delivery, attempting to give the usersthe most
accurateand comprehensivevisual and textual information on TheDivine Comedy
theatrical enterprise and its creator. The Set-SPECTRUM project aims to
strengthenthe existing approachto researchand teaching, by transforming the
learnersinto active participantswith an opportunity to be engagedwith the project
interactively and creatively. Below, I will discussits main objectivesin an attempt
to facilitate a full understandingof the researchmethodsemployedthroughout the
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dissertation,and provide a more transparentinsight into the study's findings and
conclusions,which are presentedfully in the following chapter.
The Set-SPECTRUMproject hasbeencarefully designedto allow learners
history
for
the
to
the
of
studying
and researchers access unique visual materials
theatreand scenography,as well as the essential elements of set design of this
be
While
Set-SPECTRUM
to
the
seeks
nature within particular settings.
comprehensive,it doesnot intend to be exhaustiveor conclusive- presentedin a
flexible digital format, it is open for further development.The intention here is to
enhanceand extend the theatrical experienceof The Divine Comedyset-concept
andtransformthe ways to study it, without replacing the original visual resources.
This project hopesto forge a middle ground betweenthe presentand the past of
this extraordinarystage-construction.
The Set-SPECTRUMseeksto promote the wider goals of. (1) fostering
scholars' awarenessand appreciationof the integral connectionbetweenNorman
Bel Geddes and his theatrical presentation for The Divine Comedy, and the
evolution of the twentieth century American theatre;(2) creating new pedagogical
first
learning
in
to
twenty
the
applicable
models
century, by promoting new ways
knowledge
visualization in the mainstreamcurriculum; (3) making appropriate
of
in
ICT,
of
order to raise the levels of students' achievementsand contribute to
use
the professional development of teachers through innovative methods of
knowledge presentation and delivery; and (4) encouraging high quality selfassessmentand enabling individuals to acquire lifelong learning skills and
techniques.
This project aims to promote the combination of enhanced visual
knowledgedelivery and the opportunity to interact freely with visual and textual
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materials presented in a consistent manner. The Set-SPECTRUM content has
been developed specifically for educational activities in HE institutions, research
centers, as well as the study units of theatre museums and galleries.
6.2.2

Structure

This subsection is presented in a form of the table (Table 9), outlining and
explaining the main sections of the project's structure. This way of presenting the
content of the Set-SPECTRUM was found the most efficient and easy for readers
to perceive and understand.
TABLE 9: Explanation of the Set-SPECTRUM Project Content. Author: Iryna Kuksa

Main Sections
Intro

rri

About the Project

Outline and Explanations
This creative piece of animation was
designed
to
visually
specifically
introduce the Set-SPECTRUM project
and its central component - The Divine
Comedy set-model by Norman Bel
Geddes.
The video clip was made in Adobe
Premier 6.5, where all necessary visual
imagery was imported and saved in an
appropriate format - i. e. JPEG, BMP
and PSD for the pictures and scanned
images and WAV for the sound files.
The finished presentation was saved in
AVl format, which is used specifically
for video files.
In this section, I, as the author of the SetSPECTRUM, address the users, place
the project within this practice-based
study and explain briefly its aims and
objectives. Here, I also acknowledge my
collaborators (Eugeniya Kareva and
Sergej Salnikov) and the research centre
(the HRC), where all materials used for
the project were found.
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Biographical Sketch:
This section provides an insight into
Norman Bel Geddes' biography and the
progression of his creative career,
his
personality and multiple
revealing
biographical
The
talents.
sketch
presented here is an original text by the
master himself.
section is based on the
research presented in Chapter Four
of this thesis.
This

The New Stagecraft of the 20th Century:
I provide
Here,
some background
information
on the early twentieth
in
Stagecraft
New
movement
century
Europe and North America, outlining its
influence on the overall transformation
of scenographic practices with the wider
goal of placing Norman Bel Geddes
historical
these
settings.
within

Philosophy of Designing_for Theatre:
In this part, I analyze Norman Bel
Geddes' working approaches to design
for theatre, and discuss the importance of
his collaboration with Max Reinhardt.
The Divine Comedy

section is based on the
in
Chapter Five
presented
research
of this thesis.
This

Concept:
This section analyzes the overall concept
of The Divine Comedy enterprise,
outlining Norman Bel Geddes' innovative
ideas for this production and providing
background
knowledge
some
of how this
exceptional example of modernist stage
design was conceived.

Set-Model:
Here, I examine the
Comedy set-model,
Geddes' drawings
Francis Bruguiere's

original The Divine
Bel
Norman
using
and sketches, and
photographs, which
provided a strong base for further
analysis of its main aesthetical and
technical characteristics, including stage
construction, light, sound and costumes.
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Limitations:
This section investigates possible reasons
has
The
Divine
Comedy
why
project
never been staged and outlines possible
implications, which the staging of The
Divine Comedy might have had for the
flow
overall
of the performance.
Constructing

New Reality:

This part presents the first 3D computergenerated model of Norman Bel Geddes'
design
for Dante's The Divine
original set
Comedy. Here, I outline an illustrated
process of 3D-reconstruction of the setin
model,
order to assess its designlimitations
and
reveal
some
inconsistencies found during the digital
modelling process.
3D Reconstruction

Animation:
The video clip presented in this section
depicts the whole process of 3D digital
reconstruction. The ability to slow down
play-time (i. e. slow motion or step-frame
facilities) and also re-play option, using
Windows Media Player in a separate
the
window,
gives
project-users
sophisticated tools to observe this
dynamic process in intricate detail. The
animation has been designed in a similar
way to the Introduction video clip.
Interaction:
This

section gives the viewers an
to
the
opportunity
view
unique
construction of The Divine Comedy set in
3D, but also to interact with it, using
several navigation options. Direct 3D 9.0
Library was used to render 3D graphics
for the digital stage-model, control the
lighting, and navigate the cameras. The
3D programming for the set-model
navigation has been conducted in IDE
(Integrated Development Environment)
Visual Studio 2005, using C Sharp
object-oriented programming language.
It was decided to employ a flexible text
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Markup
format
XML
(Extensible
Language) for creating and storing three
sources of lighting, which users can
employ creatively for illuminating the 3D
stage-model from various viewpoints.
In order to run the 3D navigation
it
is necessary to have
option,
Net. Framework
V2.0
redistributable
package installed.
Navigation

Help:

This section contains all necessary
information on how to navigate the 3D
model and interact with the lighting using
various window controls. It was realized
in Microsoft PowerPoint 2003 and
presented in an accessible and `easy-tounderstand' format.
Photo-Gallery
ý_..
r
..

ýJ1
Af

Study Corner
Study

This part allows the users to look at the
2D and 3D imagery in retrospective,
following the process of creation of The
Divine Comedy design from the early
sketches to the computer-generated
model. The original Norman Bel Geddes'
explanations of the plates (i. e. Francis
Bruguiere's
photographs)
are also
presented here.
Discussion Questions:

Corn

This section aims to boost creative
thinking, research, and analysis activities,
encouraging students to share their
thoughts
the
about
and
subject
empowering them to see themselves as
active and necessary participants in their
own learning. It is designed to facilitate
peer discussions and promote conceptual
development and consensual meaningmaking in the domain of theatre design.
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Quiz:

This part acts as a diagnostic instrument
for
conceptual
assessing students'
understanding and knowledge of the
subject. Students make their predictions
format
with the
using a multiple-choice
correct answers given at the end.
Bibliography:
Here, I provide a list of all academic
sources used in the project, which one
for
further
if
the
need
would explore

information and researcharose.
Contact

This section contains the contact
information of the author of the Sether
SPECTRUM
and
project
collaborators.

Structure

This part outlines how the SetSPECTRUM project is organized - i. e.
illustrates all its sections and subsections

Q,mc
b,

1-ý`.

d"

,.,

for easybrowsing.

Microsoft PowerPoint 2003 was used for assembling and presenting the SetSPECTRUM project as a coherent whole. For the last few years, this computer
in
has
become
dominant
the
tool,
the
presentation
especially
programme
It
demonstrate
complex computer graphics and animation
world.
educational
can
be
in
in
large
formats,
the
shown
auditoriums
a wide range of
which can
stored
if
be
for
Web
Intranet
the
to
necessary,
can
viewing,
and,
easily exported
or
being
publishing, or
printed as handouts. This flexible,

widely

available,

straightforward, and interactive software supports the diversity of visual outcomes
of this research and provides easily accessible, editable, and secure data storage. It
is expected that many potential users of the Set-SPECTRUM project would
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learn
be
familiar
Microsoft
PowerPoint
be
to
they
and
would
able
with
or
already
fast.
The
Set-SPECTRUM
the
project's
materials
reasonably
project's
start using
Instructionfor Use and SystemRequirementsare provided in Appendix Eleven of
this thesis.

6.2.3 The Set-SPECTRUM Project's Pilot Testing and Evaluation
In order to assess the accessibility and overall effectiveness of the SetSPECTRUM in visually-enhancedknowledge delivery, the anonymous survey
(Appendix Ten) was developedspecifically for the project's evaluation exercise,
by
in
Warwick
University
the
the MA International
of
which was undertaken
Design and Communication studentson November 29,2006. This pilot testing
was performed under the Visual Analysis and Interpretation module as a Design
Evaluationpractical exercise,which is an important part of this MA's curriculum.
Studentstotaled fifteen and were divided into three groups of five people, for
assessingthe project.
Although there were certain limitations to this researchactivity - e.g. the
small number of the participants and their affiliation with the Set-SPECTRUM
project's author as a module leader, the results of the evaluation were very
reassuring.All studentsagreedupon the clarity and informativity of the project's
content and the consistencyof its format. Only one respondentwas undecided
about the easeof interacting with the project's resourcesand navigation through
its content, while the rest confirmed that it was fairly straightforward. The
majority of participants(87%) reported that it was simple to navigatethe 3D setmodel, especiallyafter reading the Help section's explanations.Fourteenstudents
(one was undecided) found the Set-SPECTRUM project's visual presentation
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techniquescrucial for the understandingof the essentialelementsof The Divine
Comedyset design.A further, to a certain extent unexpected,result of this survey
was that one third of the studentswere undecidedabout whether the Quiz section
is a necessarypart of this project. They generally agreedupon the usefulnessof
the DiscussionQuestionssection, but found the Quiz part rather tedious. At the
end,however,all participantsexpressedstrong interestin using similar innovative
productsfor educationalpurposes.
computer-based
Even though the Commentssection of the survey was optional, ten out of
fifteen studentstook the initiative to write very positive feedbackon the project,
interesting
a
of
making number
suggestionsfor its future development.Some of
the commentswere as follows: `Very interesting and visually appealing.Displays
the fact that a lot of researchhas gone into it. The 3D model is a work of art and
brings an aspect of fun into the project.'

`Very visually impressive and

interactive. Catchesyour attention and helps you to understandall stagesof this
particular set-design.' `It is nice to profoundly discover the thing which has been
forgotten before.! 'Clear content.' The suggestions include the following
statements:`The test part [Quiz] is a little bit boring, especially comparedwith the
3D presentation.!'Maybe some `Next' buttons could be addedbeside the `Back'
buttons.'
The results of this survey indicated the genuine interest of the studentsin
the new modesof learning introduced by the Set-SPECTRUMproject. Certainly,
it is unreasonableto assumethat the above data are representative,becausea
conveniencesampling method (Giliham, 2000, p. 18) was usedfor the expediency
of this research,in order to acquire a gross estimate of the-results. It should be
however,
that such an approachis widely applied by many researchersto
noted,
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found
information
in
it
therefore,
especially a pilot study,
was
collect valuable
very useful and evennecessaryfor this particular case.

6.2.4 Limitations and Future Development
As the practical component of this PhD study, the Set-SPECTRUM project
fulfilled all the outcomes intended for this stage of research. Furthermore, it
openednew lines of investigationand a variety of exciting opportunitiesfor future
development.It should be noted, however, that this is a work in progress,which
beyond
this Doctoral thesis; thereforesomelimitations of the project were
will go
unavoidable.The Set-SPECTRUM was conceived and designed solely by the
author, who also paid all the implementation costs. Available professional
assistancewith the 3D reconstruction (Eugeniya Kareva) and programming
(Sergej Salnikov), enabled the realization of the most important stages of the
development
i.
3D
Divine
The
the
project's
scrupulous
e.
reconstruction
of
Comedyset-model,3D programming,the structureand layout design,and also the
development of the educational component. There are, however, still some
ideas,
unrealized
which could be consideredto be limitations at the presentstage
Set-SPECTRUM
the
of
project's development, but also could be seen as the
future lines of research.
For example, the Set-SPECTRUM project's users are already given an
interact
to
opportunity
creatively with the computer-generated3D model by
illuminating it, using various light sources and filters from the different
viewpoints. For the future, it is also planned to allow them to dismantle various
parts of the set and to assemblethem back together (the so-called Set Puzzle
section), which would be very useful for learners, in order to explore and
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internal
this
the
complex stageof
construction
external
and
understandprecisely
Set-Puzzle
Furthermore,
the
module would enableusers,
of
another
aspect
model.
but
to
interact
the
the
create
also
to
set-model,
structure
of
with
original
not only
For
designs
by
this purpose,a simple piece of
parts.
using available scenic
new
body
be
incorporated
the
for
3D
the
of
within
will
manipulation
softwaresuitable
development.
its
future
line
of
project,as another
In order to further strengthenthe proclaimed accuracy of the computer
it
is
intended
Comedy
Divine
The
to produce a series of
set,
reconstructionof
Bruguiere's
Francis
3D
the
photographsof the production.
model with
overlaysof
In addition, the Set-SPECTRUMteam, if the appropriatefunding is obtained,will
Divine
The
digitally
thoroughly-designed
the
to
act
of
most
recreate
attempt
Comedy- the Inferno, using available primary sources.Furthermore, there is a
human
i.
figure
for
for
developing
to
the
users
a
e.
a
reference
point
plan
development
intended
Such
the
the
stage.
of
real
proportions
understandclearly
in
involved
introduction
be
for
the
the
the
of
characters
necessary
would also
designed
by
Bel
i.
Norman
and
masks
e.
actors,
costumes
wearing
performanceGeddes.This is important, in order to visualize fully the Inferno as the author had
be
it,
in
because
to
this
the
production
were supposed
actors
planned especially
implementation
design.
For
the
the
this
the
of
crucial parts of
reason,
one
scenic
of user-manipulableavatartechnologycould be considered.In order to achieveall
the aforementioned,however, there is a need to undertakefurther researchat the
HRC in the University of Texasin Austin.
63 Concluding Remarks
The Set-SPECTRUMproject attemptedto develop a novel conceptualmodel to
supportthe study and researchof `lost' scenographicartefactsthrough employing
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innovative technological means of knowledge reconstruction, presentation, and
delivery. The effort was made to develop materials and activities specifically to
arouse the aspirations of potential users to learn about Norman Bel Geddes and
his visionary set design for Dante's The Divine Comedy. The Set-SPECTRUM
proposed an effectively engaging approach to designing educational software,
which was developed through longitudinal, cross-disciplinary research, aiming to
provide a long-term pedagogical impact and satisfaction for potential user-groups.
It is a novel product. Its goal is to enable the development of the users' visual and
technical literacy and research skills. The Set-SPECTRUM aimed to employ a
new and useful vocabulary for learner-artefact interaction and creativity-training,
providing greater knowledge of the use of new media technologies within the
classroom and the potential to explore difficult and sensitive subjects.

Furthermore, this project has been designed to bridge research and
creativity in a communicable and systematic manner, in order to allow the
identification of the next stagesof promoting visually-enhancedlearning. The SetSPECTRUM is envisioned ultimately as a source of knowledge, but also as a
catalystfor creating new educationaland design applicationsand customizing the
teachingcurriculum in the field of theatrestudies.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Artists are free to apply their imaginationto aestheticproblems,even while conforming to certain
constraintsarising from the techniquesor technologiesused. They are able to employ a diversity
of means,always remaining open to new experiences.Their freedom of imagination, however,
imposeson them the rigour of an exceptionallucidity and moral responsibility. In fact, the artist
must graspthe applicationsof his or her researchin daily life evenmore than the scientistwho has
historically often discoveredtheir implicationsmuch later.
Popper(1993,p. 161)

The purposeof the presentstudy was to investigatemultimedia as a technological,
cultural, and educationalmedium, as well as a creative platform in its own right.
In order to achieve this, it was necessaryto undertake both theoretical and
practical research.Primarily coming from a scenographicstandpoint, this thesis
explored various factors that support or suppress the development and
implementation of multimedia applications for learning purposes, and creative
developmentin the field of theatre studies and cultural heritage research.The
for
research this thesis was motivated by recent debateson media evolution and
the ways it influences various fields of knowledge. A number of issuessurfaced
from thesediscussionsand were investigatedby me within theoretical, historical,
educational, and practical settings. Consequently,several gaps in the body of
literature and ongoing research were identified, by analyzing primary and
secondarysources,which required combining a multidisciplinary synthesis and
broad historical analysis. Additionally, a critical overview of literature and
ongoing researchprojects relevant to this study was undertaken,with particular
focus on investigating a number of trends, strategies, socio-cultural and
educational aspirations of a new digital reality. Through the present study, I
wished to promote a sound understanding of the key concepts necessary for
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interpreting multimedia applications within the field of theatre studies,
education.
design
theatre
the
theory
on
of
concentrating
and practice
and
In this chapter,I provide a short summary of my work, discussthe main
findings, and identify somedirections for future research.This chapterconsistsof
two major parts: Discussionand Conclusions.In the first part, I will summarize
briefly the research undertaken for this dissertation by: (1) investigating the
primary elementsof contemporarymedia and exploring their roots in performance
before
during
the digital epoch; (2) exploring new technology-oriented
and
arts
teaching techniquesthat attempt to develop a new media platform in theatre
education; and (3) discussing IT applications that transform the way we
learn
and co-createour cultural heritage.
experience,
In the following section of Conclusions,I will: (1) discussthe significance
and outline the main findings of this practice-baseddissertation; (2) summarize
the contributions of the study to the knowledge base, by re-stating the main
researchquestionsand justifying the interpretive methodology used to explore
them; finally, (3) I will discuss the limitations of this study, making some
suggestionsof what could be done, in order to facilitate better access to
technology-enhanced
educationalresourcesand suggestfuture lines of research.
7.1

Summary and Discussion

Throughoutthe period of this study, the developmentof computer-mediatedforms
of communication,manipulation, production, storage,and distribution underwent
significant transformations.During the first couple of years of my researchthe
main tendencyin their developmentwas to achievethe best possibletransparency
within the medium (e.g. computer interface) to immerse users naturally in
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computer-generatedenvironments. These attempts were and still are directed
mostly towards creating a special atmosphere,where the user can concentrate
fully on a given task without being distractedby the frame of a material interface.
A good examplehere is the use of VR applications for pilot or surgical training.
Unfortunately,it generallyproved impossibleto adapttheseimmersive techniques
for work in the field of arts and humanities,mostly due to the prohibitive costsof
equipment,and the lack of the necessarytechnological expertise, which causes
low motivation amongstpotential, in addition to actual,users.
At the beginning of the millennium, the majority of IT scientists were
convinced that the next generation of computers would be embodied (i. e.
personified)appliances(e.g. Abowd and Mynatt 2000; Cheok et al. 2002). Indeed,
the most recentdevelopmentsin mobile digital technologiesillustrate a clear shift
towards numerousdisplay and screendevices of different sizes, leading towards
`framed' observationof contemporarydigital reality. However, there is a tendency
within academiccircles to advocatethat this highly-technological, but `framed'
approach to creating performance space is not desirable. Critics believe that
becausemembers of the audience are unable to abstract themselves from the
numerous surrounding frames, the very nature of theatrical experience is
jeopardized. This study, however, suggeststhat it is highly unlikely that future
generationsof technology users- who have been surroundedby various screen
technologies from early childhood - would even perceive a delivery medium
betweenthem and a virtual object or a performance,as a frame. It could also be
argued that they would apply automatically traditional willing suspension of
disbelief, while perceiving any digitally

supported cultural artefact or

performance.
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As mentionedin the literature review, the ongoing digital revolution we
are currently experiencing could be classified as more profound than previous
(Botler
Grusin
Grau
2003)
1999;
Manovich
2001;
transformations
and
media
mainly becauseit affects all existing types of media simultaneouslycreating new
ones. It is worth noting, however, that the twentieth century modernity-postmodernity paradigm shift marks a major breakthrough in various fields of
knowledge, including performance arts (Kershaw 1999; Baugh 2005).
Nevertheless,this study argues that new media technologies do not simply
enhanceexisting cultural practicesand traditional scholarship,but also challenge
their very nature, encouragingnew ways of interaction and knowledge delivery
(refer to ChaptersOne and Two for a full discussion).It may be the casetherefore,
that such a challenge has a double-sided impact on contemporary creative
practitioners, who might go from one extreme of concentrating only on
technologyand its capability to enhancethe quality of presentation,to another-a
complete ignorance of technological innovations, because of their potentially
damagingeffects on artistic creativity (Carson 1999).There is little doubt that the
cyber-world can enhancecreativity without losing the main idea of any art or live
behind
technical specifications; however, this study attempted to
art project
illustrate that technologycan also be creative.
This study is in agreementwith Boiler and Grusin's (1999) finding that
the act of remediation has been responsible for re-constructing our culture for
many decades,if not centuries.Any new technological transformation of human
has
had
society
a seriesof side-effects.The presentdigital era is not an exception.
Invasion of privacy, abuse of intellectual property, digital vandalism, and data
theft are just some of the problems technology creators and consumershave to
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integration
be
The
them
of
not
all
of
can addressedyet.
solve,and, unfortunately,
computationtechnologiesinto almost every aspectof our everydaylives has also
led to the blurring of traditional boundaries between disciplines and discrete
media. Certainly, this processhas not just begun. The evolution from the total
(Wagner 1849) to the open artwork (Eco 1962), for example, did not come as a
surprise.Media and also multimedia are constantly evolving phenomena,and the
into
digital
format
translated
once
can achieve some sort of `immortality'
artefact
throughthe vast possibilities of how it can be studiedand evenmodified.
The presentstudy found that in order to understandthe full impact that
multimedia has on our cultural heritage, it is necessaryto be familiar with its
is
international
One
them
the
elements.
of
and transnationalphenomenon
primary
of interactivity (Popper 1993; Negroponte 1995; Willemen, 2002; Steiner and
Tomkins 2004), which enables reciprocal exchange between viewers and
artefacts,and encouragesthe intuitive manipulation of the medium. Others are
hypermediaand narrativity (Packer and Jordan 2001), which causedthe collapse
of traditional spatial and temporal boundariesand diminished the conventional
domination of a narrator, by linking various information and media in non-linear
or non-sequentialways. There is little doubt that these media elementsenabled
new types of social relationships, and knowledge delivery in contemporary
society. Theatrestudieshere are not an exception. This field was also influenced
strongly by

rapidly

developing innovative means of

communication.

Traditionally, it combines different media elements and supports the constant
connectionbetweenthe audienceand the stage.There are someprior studies(e.g.
Causey,1999;Reaney2000; Wunderer,2002) that have noted that theatreart and
VR resemble each other, in that they both create a fictive 3D universe for
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entertainingand engagingwith the viewers. The findings of the current research
are consistentwith the aforementionedand also suggestthat virtual reality should
be treated as a performance platform in its own right, encouraging the
developmentof intrinsically different theatrical events. It should be borne in
however,
that computer-generatedenvironments and virtual characters,
mind,
which are createdintentionally for theatreperformances,could also be interpreted
(Carson,
1999).
animation
on-stage
artificial
as
Importantly, my analysesdemonstratethat there is a lack of researchinto
how new media technologiescould influence the appearanceof new forms of
theatre. This study has found that the rapid development of computation
technologiesmakes it often difficult, and sometimes impossible, for artists to
choosethe appropriatetechnologyto coincide with their visions, especiallyif they
lack the necessarytraining. Here the issue of educationarises.The results of my
investigation show that there is a shortageof educational projects, which focus
particularly on computer-basedinformation exchangeand creative development.
Since the late 1990s,researchers(e.g. Jonassenand Reeves 1996; Valdez et al.
2000) noticed that e-learningamplifies, extends,and enhanceslearners' cognition,
helps
and
studentsto store, reshape,and analyze information. However, there
were, and still are, concernsabout the overall capacity of these initiatives to take
root and change the established approach to education - specifically while
studying scenographic artefacts. Despite this, technological innovations have
already encouraged some reforms in the educational sector, including new
developmentsfor students' learning and also teachers' professional growth. This
is happening,partly, to promote the visual element of learning (Beardon and
Enright, 1999; Denard, 2004), which is an integral part of theatre educationand,
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furthermore,
from
to
teaching
unfortunately,often missing
existing
practices;and,
learning
learning
and the
styles, encourage self-centred
support multiple
personalizationof knowledgedelivery.
Certainly, e-learningis a relatively novel technique,and there is no doubt
that any e-courseor project should be structuredwith care, focusing the students'
it.
than
the
technology
that
the
study contents,rather
attentionon
communicates
At the presentstageof technologicalawarenessin the field of arts and humanities,
there is a growing need to blend carefully innovative applications - such as
telepresence,3D modeling and navigation - with traditional teachingtechniques,
in order to avoid the potential risk of social exclusion (refer to ChapterThree for a
full discussion) and thus low motivation. In the area of theatre studies, for
example,a major aim is to develop the visual skills of the studentsthat enable
them to use imagery as a creative tool and also as a meansto analyze theatrical
performances(Beardon and Enright, 1999; Baugh 2005). The present research
found that this could be done most successfully by employing computer-based
teaching,including 3D visualization methods,with simultaneoussupport of other
learning activities. Indeed, the computer-generatedenvironments are a logical
extensionof arts integration and, furthermore,as someresearchersargue,an ideal
place for applying existing knowledge (Packer and Jordan, 2001; Giannachi,
2004). Therefore,the developmentof software packagesand educationalprojects
for various disciplines within theatre studies,but particularly for teaching history
and principles of scenography, would benefit greatly the very nature of
scholarship.
I analyzedin detail two recent VR projects (case studies,ChapterThree)
found
that both suffered from a severe shortageof funding. These projects
and
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data
how
to
certain
categories
of
and evidence more accessible
make
suggested
(the THEATRON project) and how to explore the boundaries of manipulating
two-dimensionalimages within three-dimensionalspace(the VA project). They
also proposed easily accessible delivery platforms, but have not received
full
impact
financial
develop
their
to
support
and achieve all of the
sufficient
is
from
findings
One
that,
to
this
the
study
emerge
most
significant
of
objectives.
in order for a computer-basededucationalproject to be successful,it is necessary
to combine both visually sophisticatedlearning materials and an opportunity to
interactwith them in a creativeway. There is a needfor learnersto be transformed
from being simply passive consumers of another digital product to actual
ideas,
their
to
the
and
communicate
opportunity
experiment,
participants with
knowledge.
Thus, the main goal of the practical componentof this
their
examine
thesis was to create a combined digital package that equally contributes to
educational and creative practices, and also fills a gap in the history of the
Western theatre design. The case study of the THEATRON online module
basic
ideas
for my project - the Set-SPECTRUM.This study has
provided some
found that generallythe THEATRON was effective in changingthe awarenessof
new ways to present information, in order to educate theatre and archaeology
students. However, many of the suggested innovations for teaching style,
unfortunately, remained ideas only, and those that were implemented, did not
receiveas much acknowledgmentas they deserved.The Set-SPECTRUMfurther
developeddigital reconstructiontechniqueslinking them to a hyper-textual mode,
furthermore,
introduced
interaction
for
its
and,
some
and co-creationopportunities
be
to
artistically engagedwith the project's materials. The goal here was to
users
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emphasizethe potential value of a synthesizedvisual approachto teaching and
researchingscenographicartefacts.
The Set-SPECTRUMwas designedto overcome some limitations of the
for
first
3D
digital
the
the
set
reconstruction of
earlier projects and produced
Dante's The Divine Comedyby Norman Bel Geddes.Here, I supplementedthis
digital artefact with relevant historical information and illustrations of the
for
tools
as
as
various
with
educational and research
modelling process, well
purposes(e.g. navigation, animation, creative engagement,and knowledge testing
options). The present study argues that the 3D model could be qualified as a
contribution to the knowledgebasein the field of theatre design history. This
computer reconstruction was necessaryto visualize the unity of the original
for
his
factor
it
Bel
Geddes
`wow'
to
the
and
combine
with
wished
create
concept
it
in
in
Finally,
drastically
improve
to
the
was
order
production.
crucial,
ways
which the academiccommunity perceivesand values Bel Geddes'visionary ideas.
Computer-basedinformation space provides an opportunity to explore
how new forms of knowledge delivery can be applied and how digitally
reconstructedartefactscan be experiencedin an integrated way. One might ask,
however,why it is necessaryto employ new meansof teaching,if the old onesare
still working? The answer is simple - because the tendency is that new
generationsof learners see the HE institution as a place with crucial resources,
tools, and knowledge for research, innovation, and individualized and even
lifelong learning. These demands lead to a shift towards technology-based
education,which is different from technology-assistedlearning in that it is not
always able to provide global orientation with resourcesand communities. In the
area of theatre history and design, the availability of visual information is
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into
Thus,
to
translated
the
support
study process.
when
particularly relevant
digital language, scenographicartefacts become easily retrievable and highly
doubt
in
for
learning
is
little
There
the
that
research
purposes.
and
accessible
future, visual resourceswill grow in importanceas primary sourcematerials.The
Set-SPECTRUMproject servesto bring this information to the learnersand the
key-innovationsit offers, deserveto be shared as widely as possible. Changing
is
for
happens
this
means
changing
standards
what
acceptable
and
awareness
best when people are repeatedly exposedto new ideas. This thesis argues that
there is not just one way to change awarenessof new teaching techniquesand
their potential benefits. Such digital products should be productively promoted,
because
but
through
training
the needfor communication
realization
not only
also
andpresentingnew knowledgeis critical.
7.2

Conclusions

Multimedia is one of the most widely-studied topics in the various fields of
Nevertheless,
academia.
much researchremains to be done, due to the evolving
and ubiquitous nature of this phenomenon.Although taken as a whole, the
information
available
enablesa qualitative assessmentof the history of new media
influences
their
and
on different fields of knowledge,there are still someareasleft
relatively unexploredmostly as a consequenceof their cross-disciplinaryqualities.
For example, in theatre studies, the majority of research on multimedia is
undertaken in connection with experimental performative and scenographic
practices(e.g. LeNoir, 1999; Reaney,2000,2000a; White, 2006) and historical
analysisof theatre evolution in the context of the digital realm (e.g. Giannachi,
2004; Baugh, 2005). There is also some interesting work being done on the
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assessmentof new media influences on the evolution of theatre design and
designers(e.g. Beacham,1994; Carson, 1999; Carver and White, 2003; Aronson,
2005; Baugh, 2005) and the learning atmospherein a theatre studies classroom
(e.g. Denard,2004; Williford, 2004; Beacham,2006).
Consistent with the findings from the aforementioned and other media
(e.g. Botler and Grusin, 1999; Manovich, 2001; Rieser and Zapp, 2002; Grau,
2003), social studies (e.g. Valdez et al., 2000; Sheth, 2003) and practice-oriented
(e.g. Beardon 1999 and 2001; Eversmann, 2001; Denard, 2004; Beacham 2005
2006)
identified
this
the visualization of knowledge using
and
researchers,
study
new media technologies as a principal factor for advancing theatre education and
research practices and overall development. As no previous work, addressing the
problem of employing the technologies of computation as a tool for the
reconstruction of `lost' scenographic artefacts and simultaneously as a knowledge
delivery and research platform appears to exist, this dissertation concentrated on
this niche, exploring various issues surrounding three main foci (Fig. 28): (1)
media evolution and the history of scenography, (2) technology-mediated learning
and e-learning; (3) novel computer visualization techniques.

FIGURE 28: Focusof the Study.Author. Iryna Kuksa
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7.2.1 ResearchFindings

This study employed a novel practice-basedapproach in a rigorous attempt to
led
this multidisciplinary work:
three
which
main researchquestions,
address

ResearchQuestion 1 (for a full discussion,seeChapterOne and Two): To what
in
influence
between
does
technology
the
the
which
ways
art
and
marriage
extent
theatricalspaceis created,perceived,and researched?

A multidisciplinary literature review revealed the need for more academic
into
between
the
technology, scenographyand performing
relationships
research
light
has
This
to
throw
thesis
on the role of new media and
attempted
arts.
is
in
design
technologies
theatrical
the
of
space,
where
set
computation
evolution
findings
My
an
essential
component.
suggest that nowadays computer
often
technologyis already seenas an integral part of almost every theatre venue, but
relatively novel techniquessuch as VR and live performancewebcastingare often
perceivedas a threat to artistic creativity, becausethey may alter the very basis of
traditional theatre-making, meaning that they have the potential not only to
but
in
design
to
transform
the
also
which
we
ways
enhance,
and perceive theatre
space. Although current experimental productions are critically important for
defining tendenciesin the future developmentof contemporarytheatre,this study
in
that,
order to overcome prejudices, there is a strong need for
concludes
dedicated funding, and special technology-mediatedtraining of future theatre
scholarsand designers.
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Research Question 2 (see Chapter Three): To what extent do new media
interaction
communication and
platforms transform knowledge delivery and
developcreativity in the theatrestudiesclassroom?

My researchattemptednot only to look at the advantagesand disadvantagesof
computer-mediatedknowledge delivery (Chapter Three), but also offered a
how
it
be
solution
of
can
married with creative techniques(Chapter
constructive
Six, the e-Chapter).The methodschosenhere are rooted in a coherenttheoretical
framework that enabled the investigation of the true potential of a few existing
computer-basededucational projects. By applying a case-study approach, this
thesis revealed that there is a strong need for visually-enhanced technologydelivery,
knowledge
mediated
especially for studying scenographic artefacts.
Consideringthe latest shift towards personalizedlearning, this researchconcluded
that it is necessaryto createcombinedcomputer-basededucationalpackagesthat
contribute equally to theory and practical work in the field of theatre studies.
These digital products have the potential to give their users an opportunity to
create,experiment,and communicatetheir ideas.This study's findings add to the
body of literature endorsing the collaborative use of appropriate computermediated products, and suggesting that combined computer-basededucational
be
should
projects
seriously consideredby future developersof the educational
digital productsin the field of theatrestudies.

Research Question 3 (seeChaptersFour, Five and Six): How can `lost' artefacts
be studiedeffectively?
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Related literature and a case study approach informed the creation of the SetSPECTRUMproject (ChapterSix and the e-Chapter),someaspectsof which were
influenced by alternative conceptionsin the area of computer-mediatedlearning
The
development
by
the research
practices.
project
was guided
and creative
conductedfor this thesis in ChaptersThree, Four and Five. The Set-SPECTRUM
offers a multi-dimensional and dynamic approach to studying and researching
`lost' scenographicartefacts, by digitally reconstructing them as navigable 3D
models. The project is focused on a consistent theoretically and practically
founded pedagogicalbaseline, as well as the utilization of object-oriented, 3D
modelling techniques.
Another contribution of this study is that it has called attention to the
American stage designer Norman Bel Geddes, whose visionary, but largely
overlooked (or underestimated)set concept for Dante's The Divine Comedy
servedas an example for the practice-basedpart of this thesis. I argue that this
pieceby Bel Geddeshad lasting impact on the evolution of the performancespace
in the USA (and possibly Europe) in ways which are stronger than had been
previously anticipated.

7.2.2 Analyses of Findings and Future Dimensions of Research

The importanceof evaluating critically the results and significance of the whole
is
study obvious. There is also little doubt that every researchproject has certain
limitations that needto be taken into account.Someof theselimitations, however,
can be seen as fruitful avenuesfor future investigations under the same theme.
Even though the current state of research presented in this thesis provided
substantialsupport in understandingnew media technologies,their influence on
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various disciplines, as well as on practical applications for studying and
have
in
that
there
are some aspects
researchingscenographicartefacts, retrospect
yet to be considered.
TheoreticalLimitations and Perspectives:Multidisciplinary Approach
The first limitation concernsthe cross-disciplinary nature of this practice-based
researchproject. Criticism can be presentedin relation to the way the theoretical
overview (ChaptersOne and Two) is applied in this work, becauseits base may
be describedas being fragmented,as it includes a variety of viewpoints on the
subject.However, the purposeof adopting this kind of strategyhas been seenby
the author as strengthof the presentthesis. It was my conclusion that since there
was interesting research across the different theoretical perspectives, it was
worthwhile applying at least some of them in this study. It could be arguedthat
this interdisciplinary approachwas beneficial for the quality of the thesis; since it
attemptedto bridge various views in a novel way, creating a strong basefor future
investigation, by raising some interesting questions that could serve as starting
for
the upcomingresearch.
points
It would be fair to say that nowadays our aestheticaland ethical choices
in
tangled
the digital realm. This raisesthe question of how cultural identities
are
are being transformed in the digital age, in which we are living. The lines of
investigationhere are numerous from addressingthe ethical and legal issuesof
virtual communities, existing solely in the digital domain (Creed, 2000); to
exploring the aesthetic consequencesof employing the computer as an active
contributor of the creative process(Youngblood, 1970) or even re-defining what
the aestheticsof the virtual world is. Someresearchersarguethat VR applications
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but
does
that mean we should
the
theatre
already affect
classical
negatively,
actively refrain from using thesetechnologies?It is difficult to control the work of
art placed in virtual space- from how it was createdto how it will or should be
perceivedby the audience.The term original is foreign to a computer, thus the
is
here
how
define
to
question
various artefacts, performances,and characters
oncethey are translatedin digital language?It is a fact that the human perception
difference
between artificially constructed space and reality can be
the
of
temporarily overwhelmedby using various images- i. e. `as if'

ffect (Grau, 2003,

Therefore,
17).
theatreperformancecould be seenas relevant to electronic and
p.
digital media phenomenon,becauseit encompassessuch important questionsas
interaction, response,feedback, and the relationship with the audience (Gere,
2002, p. 84). However, it is fair to ask which new possibilities the digital era
offers to theatrelanguage.Certainly, theatreis an ephemeralart, which happensin
its time and of its time and it could be arguedthat trying to catch it in VR is antitheatrical.Possibly,the whole VR movementin theatrical spaceis just a reflection
human
culture, which keeps evolving, and sometimes enters a non-adaptive
of
dead-end?Or maybe we are trying to adopt these technologiesbecausethey are
there- not becausethey are suited for application in theatre.Nevertheless,there is
certainly no need to fit all these innovative techniques within conventional
theatricalsettings- perhapsthis is the time to createa new form of theatre.
There is no doubt that every medium and media event is integratedwithin
social and economic environments(Botler and Grusin, 1999) and cannot exist or
work in isolation. However, the question here is how copyright conventions will
be changedin the context of the digital realm, in order to regulatevirtual culture?
Furthermore,should the technological developmentand its implementation in art
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kind
be
free
be
Or,
they
the
of
theatre
any
of
contrary, should
guided?
on
and
issues
long
is
It
that
a
will
require
and
external
obvious
such
censorship
guidance?
time before they settle down; however, it could be said already that the
developmentof our culture, society, art, and theatre is and certainly will be,
closely linked to the evolution of surveillance space.This development extends
from, for example,introducing absentactors through using video monitors to the
rest of the troupe, to integrating surveillance-like moments into theatre
performances(McGrath 2004). Someresearchers(e.g. Gere,2002, p. 202) already
fear that `soon no aspectof our lives will remain untouchedby these ubiquitous
invisible forces', which certainly poses the question: if too much control is
enforcedwould the creativity suffer? Theseand many other questionsneed to be
addressedby future researchers.
EducationalLimitations and Perspectives:Practical Approach
This study showedthat there is a need for further exploration and justification of
overall computer-basededucationalpractices. Generally, it seemsthere is a fastinterest
in visual knowledgetransfer, including 3D modelling techniques,
growing
in
this area are emerging. Nevertheless,
more
as
researchpapers and projects
better strategiesare needed to improve the quality and comprehensivenessof
digital study-resourcesand, in particular, to encouragetheir sharing. For example,
the necessityof implementing novel meansof delivery of various visually-driven
subjects(e.g. history of scenicdesign) deservesresearchers'attention. As learners
becomemore computer-literateand familiar with e-learning techniques,there is a
possibility that adhering to the old methods of knowledge transfer may not only
causelow motivation in meaningful engagementwith the study-subjects,but also
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negatively affect their overall perception of digital media, as representationsof
reality. However, such issues as the credibility and authenticity of computergeneratedmaterials- reconstructionsand simulations- must also be addressed.
To what extent can my findings be generalizedbeyond the case studies
presentedin ChapterThree? One might arguethat their number is too limited for
broad generalizations.However, the two projects evaluatedin this thesisrepresent
different aspectsof the software developmentprocesses,which were relevant to
this researchand necessaryfor the Set-SPECTRUM project's design. Theatre is
the art of entertainment,so why should we not make the study of it amusingtoo?
This thesis attemptedto addressthe increasing demand for better quality visual
educationalresources,by presentinga theoretical study of Norman Bel Geddes'
creative career, working methods and theatre designs (Chapter Four and Five)
using novel, interactive modesof representation(Chapter Six and the e-Chapter).
There is little doubt that some findings related to this subject warrant further
investigation,in order to integrateBel Geddes'contribution to the developmentof
modem American theatreand stagedesign more firmly within historical and also
educationalsettings.Furthermore,additional empirical evaluations are neededto
findings
the
replicate
and further test the overall effectiveness of the SetSPECTRUM in different contexts.The constraintsof this study restricted the full
investigation of the learning outcomes associatedwith the project testing and
evaluation. The specific design of the Set-SPECTRUM could also be further
researchedand developed in the future. Some of these issues represent further
extensionsof this study's findings, while others are new, but important issues
waiting to be explored. The educational approach presentedin this dissertation
requiresthe disseminationand adaptationof its concept, thus one of the central
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tasks for the near future will be the distribution of the project and its usageby
educatorsand researcherswithin different settings (e.g. HE institutions, research
centres, and rapidly developing study suites in museums and galleries).
Unquestionably, it would require certain efforts, due to a present lack of
integration betweenprint and digital media - the academic community and the
industry
publishing
remain weddedto the traditional print format (Barlow, 2005).
However, nowadays,textbooks are already appearing with CDs or DVDs as a
meansof support,meaningthat digitalization is on its way.
It could be argued that in the near future theatre scholarship is likely to
turn to technologiesof computation, which would require theatre scholars and
creativepractitionersto becomemuch more technology confident than they are at
the moment.Traditionally, they exclude themselvesfrom the technical aspectsof
theatrical production, relying on technicians to accomplish their ideas. But how
can you invent something new without being acquainted with the medium?
Digital technologies can transform the educational techniques used in
contemporarytheatre studies classroomfrom `onesthat tell about the medium to
onesthat usethe medium directly' (Barlow, 2005, p. 139).

7.3

Concluding Remarks

Even amongst the most committed education-developmentprofessionals, who
may be fully aware of the benefits of computer-basededucation, it is not
uncommonfor their interestto fade becauseof difficulties in implementing novel
digital teaching products. Agreeing with the benefits of e-learning
and
establishingit as a knowledge delivery platform are two different matters. Policy
making, planning and e-resourcesallocation are often viewed as benefiting some
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`universal' learner, without regard to a concrete place and time. This study
digital
kinds
facilitate
to
products and projects
of
an awarenessof what
attempted
be
This
for
theatre
a
could
practitioners.
already exist
students,researchers,and
potentially significant investment in partnership and networking, encouraging
continued effort on the part of those who are interested in the development of
future innovative educationalmeansand practice-basedapplications.
I would like to believe that the visionaries of the last century, such as
Norman Bel Geddes,Adolphe Appia, Max Reinhardt, and Edward Gordon Craig
`would have usedcomputertechnology if they could have, as they consideredthe
light
in
terms:
as tone, intensity as color,
componentsof performance abstract
stagespaceas volume, direction, massand texture. All of theseform the language
of digital space'(White, 2006, p. 96). So, presumingthat such great figures would
have,why would not we?
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APPENDIX ONE: EMPLOYING VIRTUAL REALITY APPLICATIONS
There are numerous VR techniques and languages, such as Bubble Worlds,
Virtual Reality Modeling Language, X3D, Java3D, which are employed for
presenting virtual environments to the viewers. Bubble Worlds, for example, is a
large selection of application packages created with standard camera and
computer equipment. This is one of the easiest and cheapest ways to create virtual
environments and landscapes, for example, for guided walks. This simple
technique is a sequenceof overlapping photographs taken from a single point; and
it is ideal for giving the general impression of a VR place. Usually, no special
training and hardware are needed to design bubble worlds (additional information
found
).
be
http:
//%,.,
com
on
can
xvw.panopuide.

Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML) is a 3D-file format for
computer-generatedenvironments and, at the same time, a scene description
for
language
designed
Internet
is
the
that
programming
also
applications
(additional information can be found on http://www. web3d.org/vrml/vrml. htm).
Recently,VRML has been replacedby a new 3D open standard- X3D -a next
generationprogramming language,which defines a runtime system and delivery
mechanism for real-time 3D applications running on a network. It supports
severalfile-format encodingsand programming languages,providing unsurpassed

interoperability for 3D data and significant flexibility in manipulating,
communicating and displaying computer-generatedscenes interactively. X3D
incorporatesthe latest advances in graphics hardware, compression and data
security to provide the best performance and visual impact in an extensible
architecturethat supports ongoing evolution. X3D's XML-encoded scene graph
enables3D to be incorporated into web service architectures and distributed
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is
facilitating
data
3D
between
X3D
the
environments,
movement of
applications.
aiming to overcome the limitations of VRML, and to provide a fully specified
quality (more information can be found on http:, wywy\,
\. wyeb3d.org) . Another
alternative to VRML

is Java3D, a low budget solution, which allows its

developers to create VR applications that can be distributed across a number of
delivery platforms.
There are many technological

devices that are used for viewing,

interacting and navigating virtual objects and environments. For example, HeadMounted Displays (HMDs), Binocular Omni-Orientation

Monitors (BOOMs),

Cave Automatic Virtual Environments (CAVEs), input devices and other sensual
technologies. The following descriptions of the above devices are adopted from
Beier (1998), with kind permission from the University of Michigan Virtual
Reality Laboratory.
A typical HMD (Fig. 29) houses two miniature display screens and an
optical system, which channels the images from the screens to the user's eyes,
thereby, presenting a stereo view of a virtual environment. A motion tracker
continuously measures the position and orientation of the user's head and allows
the image-generating computer to adjust the scene representation to the current
view. As a result, a viewer can look around and walk through the surrounding
virtual world.

FIGURE 29: Head Mounted Display (HMD). Source: http: //en. wikipedia. or2/
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The BOOM (Fig. 30) is a head-coupled stereoscopic display device.
Screens and optical system are housed in a box that is attached to a multi-link
holes,
box
into
looks
The
two
through
the
sees the virtual world, and
user
arm.
device.
box
the
the
the
to
of
operational volume
any position within
can guide
Head-tracking is accomplished via sensors in the links of the arm that holds the
box.

FIGURE 30: Binocular Omni-Orientation Monitor. Source: http: /ien. wikipedia. org

The CAVE (Fig. 31) provides the illusion of immersion by projecting
floor
images
Several
the
of
room-sized
a
persons
on
cube.
walls and
stereo
lightweight
freely
inside
CAVE.
A
the
enter
and
glasses
can
walk
stereo
wearing
head tracking system continuously adjusts the stereo projection to the current
is
leading
The
name
also a reference to the Allegory of the
of
a
viewer.
position
Cave in Plato's Republic, where a philosopher contemplates perception, reality
illusion.
and
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FIGURE 31: CaveAutomatic Virtual Environment.Source:Beier (1998)

Furthermore, a variety of input devices like data gloves, joysticks, and
hand-held wands allow users to navigate through virtual environments and to
interact with virtual objects. Directional sound, tactile and force feedback devices,
been
have
technologies
employed to enrich the
also
voice recognition and other
immersive experience, and to create more `sensualized' interfaces. The Wand, for
is
the technical development of the computer mouse, presented as a
example,
handheld
Bricken
(1990)
stick.
on
position
sensor
a
and
orientation
spatial
be
it
is
that
typically
and
can
used to
coupled
commands
with
voice
explains
identify, attach, and move objects, to indicate a direction for flying, a location for
teleportation or even as a pen for drawing, a knife, a switch or a spotlight.

VR gloves (Fig. 32) have the same purpose as wands, but are more
complex devices. They consist of a tracker to sensethe position and orientation
flex
hand,
the
user's
and special
sensorsto measurethe bend of the fingers.
of
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FIGURE 32: Data Glove. Source: Beier (1998)

Unfortunately, gloves tend to be expensive and difficult to use, mainly because
the computer must be able to recognize intricate hand signals instead of a simple
button press. Nevertheless, these realistic interactions with virtual objects through
such devices, allow for flexible manipulation, operation, and control of virtual
worlds. For more information refer to Beier (1998).
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TANO: PHASES OF CO11Pl'TER-B. atiED TECHNOLOGY

AND LEARNING

TABLE 10: Phasesof Computer-Based Technology and Learning. Source: Valdez et al. (2000)

Variables

Phase I
Print
Automation

Phase II
Expansion of
Learning
Opportunities

Phase III
Data-Driven Virtual
Learning

Engaged LearningInstructionStudent Roles

Students use
technology that
automates printbased practices
with some
increase in
active hands-on
learning.

Students use
technology to organize
and produce reports,
often using
multimedia formats.

Students use technology
to explore diverse
information resources
inside and outside
school and produce
information for realworld tasks.

Engaged LearningInstructionTeacher Roles

Teachers have
limits on
structuring the
learning due to
the closed-end
design of the
software. The
quality of
learning
depends on the
intended
learning
outcomes set by

Teachers use
technology to access
information, model
problem-solving, and
develop simulations
that provide greater
understanding of how
technology is used in
the work world.

Teachers continue to use
technology to guide and
engage students in selfdirected learning
activities. They model
problem-solving that
reflects real work but
focuses on areas that are
otherwise difficult to
teach.

Amount and
quality of
collaboration is
highly
dependent on
the design of the
software.

Learning approach is
individual, but the
outcome is sharing a

Learning approach is a
developmental process
that is enhanced by
working with others
inside and outside the
classroom.

Content is
usually focused

Contentreflects
researchand best
practicesbut is usually

Contentreflects national
standards,research,and
bestpractices.

not linked to national
standards. Technology
use focuses on finding
and presenting
information.

Technology use is
aligned with standards
to enhance application
of content learning to
real-life situations.

Conceptual integrity is
considered important,
but analysis of key

Conceptual integrity is
important; key

software
developers.
Engaged LearningInstructionGrouping

Engaged LearningContentStandards Based

Engaged LearningContentConceptual Integrity

on skills and
inert knowledge
with little
attention to
standards or
research.
Segmented
skills or
knowledge are

product with
classmates.

understandings are
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EngagedLearningContentAuthentic Tasks

emphasized
without
conceptual
connections.

understandingsis
usually limited.

defined;and a variety of
resourcesand strategies
are linked to integrated
concepts.

Designof the
software
determines

Studentsare given
opportunitiesto make
real-world

whether work

connections, but

Studentshavegreater
opportunitiesto access
up-to-date,real-world

reflectsreal-

becauseaccessto

world problems

outside-building

Internet and other

and resources.
Printed
resources

resourcesis limited,
true real-world
connectivityis

telecommunication
resources;focus is on
solving authentictasks.

convey

superficial and forced.

resources and experts,

especiallythroughthe

established
knowledge.

TechnologyConnectivity

Limited to
electronicprint.
Information is
transferredvia
exchangesof
portable
diskettes.

Electronicprint with
somelimited
multimedia and
networking capacity.
Information transfer
largely limited to
connectivitytied to a
hard drive in a
building.

Multimedia and global
telecommunications
network infrastructure
enablesunlimited
information transferand
online collaboration.

TechnologyLearning Access

Few
opportunities
exist to take
online courses.
Distance
educationis
lecturedriven.

Somecourses
deliveredto schools
via videoconferencing,
when accessto
qualified teachersis
limited. Coursesare
traditional lecture
modewith minimal
interactionand
summativeevaluation.

Studentsand teachers
any wherecan access
learningexperiences
online as they need
them; and engaged
learningstrategiesare
usedin the instruction.
Data-drivendecisionmaking helps determine
the flow of instruction
and appropriateusesof
technologyresources.

SystemicIntegrityVision for Use of
Technology

Vision is
focusedon
obtaining
technology
hardwareand
software.Little
attentionis
given to
changing
learning
strategies.

Vision is focusedon
increasinglearning
opportunitiesand
strategiesto better
succeedin an
information-rich
world.

Vision is focusedon
increasinglearning
opportunitiesby using
datato determine
priorities and strategic
useof resources.

SystemicIntegrityProfessional
Development

Sitesprovide
technologyfocused
workshops
emphasizing

Professional
developmentis
beginningto focus on
instructionand
learning,as the driver

Professional
developmentis aligned
best
and
research
with
practices,where
teachersparticipatein
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I

basichands-on
skills. Typically
workshopsare
"sit-and-get."
Teachershave
little time to
practiceand
have little
accessto
ongoing
support.

just-in-time study
to designing
I groups, online seminars,
technology-based
action research, and
units. Efforts are still
limited by poor access collaboration with
to technologyand a
colleagues.
poor vision of
learning.

There are few
efforts to use
technologyto
involve parents
and the
community.

Technologyis usedto
inform parentsand the
community,but

Web sites and
interactive electronic
systems are used to
provide multi-tiered
collaborations among
educators, students,
parents, and community
members. Data-driven
practices inform all
levels of collaboration.

Many datagatheringefforts
exist, but they
are not tied to
objectives.The
resultsare not
structuredfor
technologyuse
that would allow
easyand
customized
analysis.

Objective data is
available, but
technology programs
provide only district
and classroom data,
with little

Technologydatatools
are usedin classrooms
that provide both
formative and program
information to teachers,
parents,students,
principals,curriculum
directors,and
policymakers,as
appropriatefor their
individual and collective
needs.

f

Systemic IntegrityProfessional
Development

communication is
limited primarily to
technology-developed
newsletters and
multimedia
presentations.

I
Systemic IntegrityEvaluation and
Accountability

disaggregationof data
for formative
evaluation.
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APPENDIX THREE:

TILE ONLINE

QUESTIONNAIRE

FOR CASE

STUDIES

This Online Questionnaire was conducted in August 2006 with Prof. Richard
Beacham (CaseStudy One) and Prof. Colin Beardon (Case Study Two)
Questions:

What is your overall evaluationof the THEATRON/VA project?
1. Did the project fulfil all the intended goals? If not, what was difficult to
accomplishand why?
2. What could have been done differently in designing, promoting, and
implementingthe project, in order to improve its outcomes?
3. Did the project change the way we perceive/createtheatrical world or
simply enhanceexisting scholarship?

Answers:

Prof. Richard Beacham- August 15,2006
1. `The goals were ambitious, of course. However, in the end the entire
for
consortiumresponsible the production of the module were very satisfied with
the outcomes.Thesehad also been regularly and rigorously reviewed by the EU
inspectors
final
Project.
The
team
the
appointed
charged with evaluating
of
outcome,in which all the intended goals were checkedagainstwhat was actually
achievedwas "signed off as having fulfilled (and in some casesexceeded)the
proposedprogrammeof work, and commendedas particularly successfulby the
EU Project Officer chargedwith its oversight.
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There were some things that with better resourcing could have enhanced
the Project. The use of virtual acousticsproved very challenging, and it was not
in
included
for
have
the module.
theatre
the
to
this
sites
all of
possible
aspect
Nevertheless,the outcomes did demonstratequite positive "proof of concept"
outcomes.'
2. `As always the challengewas resourcing and timing. The overall budget was
not sufficient to cover adequatelythe cost of the work, and consequentlyall of the
partnersput in a very substantialamount of "extra" work on the Project, the costs
it
have
had
been
better
In
to proposea
they
to
might
of which
absorb. retrospect,
in
feedback
indeed,
discussion
and
sessions
more modest programme of work;
with other teamsworking on broadly comparableEU projects, astonishment(and
had
how
frequently
taken on, and how
much we
admiration) was
expressedat
well we had accomplished it!

The Project also received international

acknowledgement,chosen as a "Laureate" by the Computer World Honors
information
for
"visionary
technology". A related problem was
programme
use of
local institutional support. Only modestadditional resourceswere made available
to the Project during its programmeof work by the Coordinating Institution (the
University of Warwick), and almost nothing at all subsequentlyto assist in the
exploitation or further enhancementto develop its outcomes and potential.
Consequently,and very unfortunately, much of this potential remains unrealized,
although it is now intended-- the primary developmentteam having now moved
to a different institution, King's College London - that this will be positively
addressedin the near future.'
3. `It definitely has influenced how we perceive and createtheatrical worlds (and
their scholarly and pedagogical investigation), through its capacity to evoke
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virtually, the constituenttheatrical expressiveelementsof movement,space,time,
and visualization. Surprisingly, despite the fact that the module is now several
it
has
had
develop
(and
improve
to
years old
or
as noted above,
not
resourcing
further) there is nothing comparable available as a resource, elsewhere.Thus,
even as a provocative example of the types of questionsthat IT technologiescan
help us to assist,the project continues to be valuable. We hope and believe that
it,
either
or possibly future projects, in part benefiting from its example, will
continue to explore and exploit the areas which it successfully opened up to
discussionand investigation.'
Prof. Colin Beardon - August 5,2006
1. `From the design point of view, yes, it did achieve its main goal of enabling
users to think about performance in a visual way, without necessarily getting
involved in technical (staging) issues. What it did not accomplish was a large
uptake,mainly becauseof the resourcesneededto launch a reliable product on a
number of different platforms, and linking to other products through the use of
dynamically evolving standards.'
2. `I neededmoney to employ technical expertise to turn it in to a more reliable
and usable product (as above). All my grant applications for this were turned
down.'
3. `1 certainly tried to "change the way we perceive/createtheatrical world" but it
was aimed more at students of drama or amateur dramatics, rather than
professionals.I think it also was successful, in that it demonstrateda lot of
techniques,as how to designand build software for theatrepeople. '
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APPENDIX FOUR: TILE EVALUATION

OF TIIE TIIEATRON

AND VA

PROJECTS

The TIIEATRON project:
The initial testing of the THEATRON application took place in spring 2000 at the
Department of Computer Science, Faculty of Arts, Utrecht University, in the
Netherlands.The studentsacknowledgedthe clarity of the navigation structure of
the module, supportedby the clearnessof the textual resources,which also were
generally consideredas well-written. Although the models of the theatrical sites
were mostly regardedto be interesting, some students,used to playing computer
gameswith renderedenvironmentshad unreasonablyhigh expectationsof the 3D
reconstructions.In addition, a wide range of opinions were expressedon the
interface design of the THEATRON application, with some students giving a
preferenceto the game-like appearance,and others describing the `academicstyle' design as more appropriate.Overall, the users learnt how to interact with
the module and navigate the models reasonably fast, and also found the
THEATRON resourcesmore useful than conventionalteachingmaterials.
In spring 2004, ProfessorRichard Beachamand Christa Williford, then a
lecturer at the School of TheatreStudies,co-taught a PerformanceSpacesmodule
to a small group of undergraduatestudentsusing the THEATRON application. In
the evaluation of this module - Implementing 'E Support' for Theatre Studies
Students,- which was published in the University of Warwick journal `Forum',
Christa Williford wrote: `it seemednatural that subject matter so revitalized by
digital technologiesshould be supportedby e-learning technologiesas well, and
so we put togethera fairly extensivemodule website using SiteBuilder, into which
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we placedlarge amountsof supplementarymaterial.' Studentsdefined the module
website, as a `key to its success'. They widely used additional resourcesand
checkedassignmentpagesfairly regularly; however, much less of their attention
was paid to the optional student-centredareas,such as the module forum and the
publishing section.At the end, Christa Williford acknowledgedthat:

lecturers, to
the
resources
challenged
us,
as
preparation
and
use
of
online
...
clarify our educational objectives and to focus even more closely upon our
students'researchand information managementskills. In today's ever-expanding
information culture, such skills are at the forefront of the rest of the School's
curriculum and remainamongthe key values of a university education.

The VA project:
The actualpilot test of the Visual Assistantwas conductedin February 1998 at the
Departmentof Theatre and PerformanceStudies in the University of Plymouth,
and a follow-up sessiontook place one year later. A group of about forty first-year
undergraduatestudentswas using the VA as a tool to create a set design for the
first sceneof one of four scripts. At the end of the software testing, two major
criticisms were expressed.One of them was about the computerequipment,which
defined
was
as `below standard', thus affecting the quality of work, and even
causingfrustration amongstits users.The secondcriticism was entirely related to
the VA software itself, describing it as being `too simple' - i. e. lacking the
complexity of levels and available images. It was also regarded as `a theatre
image-making sketch book, rather than as a theatre design tool. ' Nevertheless,
positive feedbackwas given to the simplicity of using the VA, which provided the
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studentswith the possibilityto concentrateon communicationof the production
ideas.
In October 1998 the VA software was further tested and assessedby a
group of eighteenstudentsin a five day workshop, held at the Malmö University
College in Sweden.After the evaluation, the VA was generally consideredas to
be a backgroundtechnology, whose main task was to support the processof the
intellectual visualization of A Dream Play by Strindberg.The next VA evaluation
took place in May 1999 at the Central St Martin's School of Art in the London
Institute. During this three-week workshop, twelve second-yearundergraduate
studentsof the Set Design coursewere askedto createsceneryfor Büchner's play
Woyzech,using the VA software together with the Virtual Stages application
developed by Chris Dyer (Dyer 1999). During the workshop students were
exploring various issues,for example,the act of movement,presentingit through
the representationof a large number of objects, or a crowd of people. Others were
interested
in producing high-quality architectural designs, or employing
more
collage techniquesas a major approachto creation of the sets. The capacity to
manipulate objects in real time using the VRML files, was found to be very
useful, but, unfortunately, underdevelopedbecauseof the users' inability to scale
the drafts or, in other words, becauseof the absenceof the referencepoint (i. e. a
humanfigure).
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APPENDIX FIVE: BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH BY NORMAN BEL
GE[)DES

GEDDES, NORMAN BEL (ged'des), M. A., L. L. D., B.F.A.; designer, author,
theatrical director and producer; born Adrian, Mich., 1893; son of Clifton Terry
and Lulu (Yingling) G; student Cleveland School of Art, Chicago Art Inst.;
married Helen Belle Sneider 1916(deceased);children, Joan, Barbara;(2) Frances
Resor Waite 1933 (deceased);(3) Ann Howe 1944 (divorced); Edith Lutyens
1953.

A pioneer of stage design in America 1914. Participated as designer, director,
author or producer in 234 theatrical productions; Plays including `Nju', `Papa',
`Truth About Blayds', `The Rivals', `Schoolfor Scandal', `Julius Caesar', `The
Patriot', `The Miracle', `The Eternal Road', 'Lysistrata', `Hamlet', `Dead End';
Musical comediesincluding `Ermine', 'Ziegfeld Follies', `Lady Be Good', `Fifty
Million French Alen', `Strike Up the Band', `SevenLively Arts'; Operas and
ballets for New York and Chicago Opera Companiesincluding `Cleopatra', `La
Nave', `Boudoir', Iphigenia'; Motion pictures `Nathan Hale', `Feet of Clay',
`Sorrows of Satan'; Modernized `Ringling Brothers Barnum & Batley' Circus
performancesand equipment 1940-42.

Introduced present-day method of lighting theatre stages with lens lamps in
Detroit in 1914, in Los Angeles 1916, in New York in 1918. At age of sixteen,
plannedand built first theatre,Duplex Movie in Detroit. Has plannedor designed
28 built theatresin America and Europe, including Theatre Guild, Roxy, in New
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York; Ukrainian StateOperaHouse in Kharkov; Copa City in Miami. Designerof
buildings, restaurants,hotels,offices, stores,service stations,and homes.

Master-plannedToledo Scale factory 1929; City of Toledo 1944 (within six
monthsof plan's being put on exhibition, $226,000,000was subscribedto put into
effect, including the population voting 1% of their incomes for the following five
years); Los Angeles AmbassadorHotel 1946; Boca Raton Hotel 1947; National
BroadcastingCompanyTV studio operations1951-6.

Architectural Commission Associate Chicago World's Fair 1929. In New York
World's Fair, Central Motors Futuramabuilding and exhibits 1938 (attracted26
million personsinto the building - more than half total attendanceof the Fair -more than attendedall baseball gamesin the country those two years -a larger
audiencethan any movie ever had).

FoundedProfessionof Industrial Design and opened first office specializing in
this subject in 1927, pioneering many firsts in industrial products: streamlined
automobiles,Graham-Paige1928; modem style store-window display, Franklin
Simon 1929; radios other than wall cabinets,Taborette, in automobiles,portable,
Philco 1930;streamlinedrailway trail, Union Pacific 1931; streamlinedship 1932,
not built; sheetsteel all-white enamelstove, standardGas 1932; adjustablechairs
berths,toilets, galleys in Pan American planes 1933; prefabricatedservice station,
Socony Vacuum 1934; puncture-proof tire, Firestone 1935; Ice Theatre,
Rockefeller Centre 1937; Model Photography Illustration technique, Life
Magazine 1941;electric typewriter, International BusinessMachines 1946.
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Designedseveralthousandproducts for leading industrial manufacturersin fields
of automobiles, boats, airplanes, household appliances, furniture, refrigerators,
textiles, vacuum cleaners, tableware, jewelry; Merchandising methods store
planning, store equipment, cash registers, meat-slicing machines, office
furniture,
equipment,office
staplers, vending machines, self-service equipment,
displays,exhibits, advertisingcampaigns,copy, layouts, illustrations, trademarks,
type, typography, magazine and newspaper layouts, catalogs; Sculpted Silver
Medal commemorating twenty-fifth anniversary General Motors Corporation
1933.

In the War, for US Navy: Originated technique of every type Surface Ship
Identification; of World Wide Aircraft Recognition; Mark IV SubmarineTrainer,
CamouflagedFloating Submarine Bases (appearedto be icebergs or islands
harboring 2 supply ships, 8 subs); Training Films for Navy, Air Force, Coast
Guard; Battle of Midway Official Record. For US Army: Rubber map processes
for briefing landing forces; Sand-tablemap-making training technique; Palm-ofhandmappingtechniquefor Infantry scouting; `Natural' camouflagetechniquefor
Engineers Corps. For US Air Force: Portable self-camouflaged hangars and
factories; Landfall target identification; Designed method equipment, buildings
for Air Force Strategic Command Trainer, Psychological Warfare Weapons for
Office of Strategic Services; Advisor on equipment to QuartermasterGeneral
USA; on maps to GeneralStaff USA; on New York City Blackout to First Army
Headquarters;to Office of War Information on propaganda;Member Inventors
Council.
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Author of three books: `A Theatrical Presentationof the Divine Comedy of Dante
Alighieri', 1923; `Horizons', 1932; `Magic Motorways', 1940. Contributor to:
Encyclopedia Britannica on Theatre Architecture, Stage Design and Industrial
Design; and author of articles in numerous magazines. Originated `Model
Photography- Journalistic Technique' for Life Magazine.

Exhibited in museumsof America, Europe, Africa, Asia since 1912. Represented
in permanentcollections of museumsin America, Europe, and Asia. Member of
Author's League,United Scenic Artists Union, Illuminating Engrs., Architectural
League of N.Y., Royal Society of Arts (London), U. S. Naval Inst., Medieval
Academy of America, Arquitectura de Mexico (Hon.), National Research
Council; and others.Clubs: Players,Coffee House,North American Yacht Racing
Union.

Norman Bel Geddes- 350 Park Avenue - New York - Plaza 5-9746
Norman Bel Geddesdied in 1958.
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APPENDIX SIX: TIIEDI J"INE CO.IIEDYPROJECT - OUTLINE OF TIIE
ACTION

TABLE 11: TheDivine ComedyProject- Outline of the Action. Source:The HRC, the University
of Texasin Austin

Sequence

1

The Opening (4'% minutes)

Movement

1.1

Auditorium light darkens

1.2

Lightening sound

13
1.4

Prayerin darkness
Dante's appearance

1.5

Vision appears above

1.6
2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
3
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
4
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

Vision vanishes
The Beasts (4 % minutes)
Soundof First Beast
Sight of First Beast
Sight of SecondBeast
Si t of Third Beast
Coming of Virgil (7 % minutes)
Virgil's appearance
His offer to guide Dante
Secondvision of Beatrice
Disintegration of Beasts' eyes
Virgil describesBeatrice's request
Virgil and Dante climb slope
Opening of Earth (7 minutes)
Soundsin Earth
Cracking of earth into masses
Splitting up of masses
Recedingof earth forms

4.5
4.6

Risingof earthforms
Breakingof forms

Sequence

4.7
5
5.1
5.2
5.3
6

The earth opened
Descentinto Inferno (3' minutes)
Surfaceof ground becomesmobile
Recognizableas humanity
Dante and Virgil descend
The Eyes of Minos (3' minutes)

Movement

6.1

Ribbonsof light creepup thepit

Sequence
Movement

Sequence
Movement

Sequence
Movement

Sequence
Movement

6.2
6.3
6.4

First ribbon draws a figure downward
Secondribbon draws a figure downward
Third ribbon doeslikewise
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were taken by Francis Bruguiere

:A

\I

in 1922.

view of the model of the stage for a theatrical presentation of

The /), One' C'ome'dy. In the center is the pit. The location of the four towers, with
the steps reaching the various levels in them is clearly shown, as well as the wall
joining the lower towers. The photograph is from directly overhead.
'O Muses. 0 luft\

PLATE

7'\%O: Another

Genius, assist me"

iev, of the stage from overhead, giving a more

comprehensive idea of the relief. The ledge around the pit builds up through
successive steps, to an elevation on the further side of twice the height of the near
side.
'O honor and light of poets avail me and the great love which has made me search thy volume! '
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PLATE: THREE:

1-he stage partially

illuminated,

illustrating

the possibility

o

losing its outer edges in darkness.
`One sole will is in us both. '

rL &IF: FOt R the consciousness of the pit is at certain times undesirable. This
lighting illustrates an instance of obliterating it.
'A thousand steps and more we onward went in contemplation without a word. '

Same photograph as for the Plate Three.

PLATE. FIVE: Although the stage is based upon a circle, there is not a curved
line in it. The sweep of the steps is all done in angles. A more variable quality is
gained by the many planes.
'So was the bank that winds about the pit set with towers. '
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PLATF S1\: When the performance starts the audience is in ignorance of the
brilliantly
is
in
darkness
in
direct
the
total
to
contrast
which
stage structure,
illuminated auditorium. There is a penetrating sound as sharp as a flash of
lighting. A glow of blue-green light reveals Dante standing on the wall. High
figure
form
him
the
takes
on a
suggesting
of a
above
a nebulous glow gradually
woman, white and glistening. A vision of Beatrice.
'Oh high the light, that leadeth me aright. '

The photograph could not be presented due to very poor quality.

PLATE SFVF: ti: An addressing sound like heavy breathing. Two slits of fire,
like blinking eyes, glow round and sway from side to side. Dante, awed, backs
away. A second pair of swaying eyes comes out of the darkness. As they creep
methodically nearer, Dante becomes terror stricken and runs almost into a third
pair of eyes which appear directly in his path. Dante swoons. Virgil comes to him
beasts
divide,
tears
his
the
the
and quiets
subdivide spreading
eyes of
whereupon
outwards, rise and ultimately become the stars overhead.
1 deem it for thy best that thou follow me. '

1 he photograph could not be presented due to very poor quality.

PLATE EIGUT:

l'here is a sound as of massive objects grinding against one

its
to
core. Dante, dimly visible in the
another, as though the earth were cracking
background with Virgil, stands immovable as the glow of inner fire steps through
crevices. The massesdivide. The earth forms rise spasmodically.
'\o\N

He descend into the blind world. '

2,4

PI. A1 F: 'INF.

Me crevices widen. The light becomes more intense. Dante

forms
into
The
in
divide
though
earth
rise
slender
petrified.
groups and
stands as
forms, like fingers on a hand, receding in all directions from the common centre.
A faint murmur, as though coming from the bowels of the earth is perceptible, a
iteration rather than a sound.
The way into the woeful place. '

PLATE TEN: As though wilting from the great heat the forms droop, crumble
and collapse into the chasm and the outer darkness. The multitudinous hum of
insistent
develops
but
into
an
rhythmic repetition, terminating in
voices
gradually
a word. The word is repeated. Another is introduced. Then both together. Then a
third word. Then the three together. Finally the complete sentence:
'I e:ace c er

here. ve \\ ii, either! '

PLATE ELEVEN:

All about the two figures the ground seems mobile, rising
slo"Iý and falling like the swell of the sea and with the same rhythm in sound.
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Dante becomes sickened when he realizes, that what he took to be the vibration of
the ground surface, is in reality the convulsions

of decayed humanity.

Unable to

Their
is
look
like
hand
limbs,
color
so neutral
they
and
their
worms.
move
or
use
that individuals

are indistinguishable.

When Dante asks if they are dead, Virgil

ans%ers.
'In their blind life there is no hope of death.'

1 11k: i,; i, ;ý.:

P1. %I FINF.

ti :, .ý uiýl

not

f,, plc-ý-: lllc. t
-

due

to \cfý

Ek)or yualit\ .

I. \ F. I he lower part of the towers becomes visible. They rise out

be.
The
Dante
first
like
to
them
takes
the
yellow-green
at
of
giants, which
slope
light has crept up the slope, bringing into relief a procession of weeping figures.
Moving along in untold numbers, all in one direction, they finally cover the entire
slope. Submerged in their midst Dante saddens with the realization that they are
pairs of lovers.
I o%r. Which sb%o c%no loved one from loving, seized us so strongly, that it does not even now
abandon us.'
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he
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If
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To
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bodies,
their
sobbing

in their blindness, to the edge of the

heads tin their breasts, stumbling,

tumbling

shadoH . The stage is proportioned,

its
be
illuminated
that
of
elements
each
may
so

The
same consideration
the
%arying action requires.
or not, as

has been given to

figures
from
be
lit
how
here
is
to
the
may
vary
an example of
costumes and
in
black
those
to
the
silhouette.
of
apparent white
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lac

in Hell all of ; tone. the color of iron. '
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P1.:1 IFFI Ff F:F\

head
his
figure
jumps
is
over
Dante unnerved when a winged

hurls
it
limp
body
is
In
its
towards the
him.
behind
which
a
claws
Irorn the to cr
from
follow,
it.
jumps
Others
darkness,
into
pouring
after
the
and then
audience,
in
like
its
down
that
shadows.
vanish
weird shadows,
sides,
the top of the tower,
-Here the foul Harpies make their nest.'

PLATE. SIX fE'F\

As the Inferno episode progresses, the movement becomes

identical
light
beating
the
the
accentuates
vermilion
of
more confused. and the
from
behind.
Harpies
They
The
in
the
scourge
crowd
the sound.
winged
rhythm
fall and wail monotonously, but are driven on over the ledge into the black ditch
fluid
in
disappear
thick
of deep red.
swirling
a
where the)
'Fix thv eves helow, on the river of blood. '
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I'he slope is filled with figures turning round and round.
1'I %TF ti F\ FN IFE
..
I he indi%iduals gradually form into groups. Each figure in the group, as well as
the group itself, turns in an orbit, passing through
their circling.

Eventually

all these circular

one another in the course of

movements

They
move around the pit, slowly
rhythm.
mighty

synchronize

into one

on the outside, faster towards

in
intense
hot
like
T
streaks
turns
corkscrew,
of
color as they
a
the centre.
eir path
into
the maelstrom.
are sucked
'Without a way or outlet from the fire. '

I'I 1III

I(I IIF: f \!

spreads orer the s"irling

hl

hCn
irldesccllt
10\\
t1In)it'.
CnUL'nt
:
t(Cý
\0
an
njt)\
x-,

brightens.
like
Over
nebula
great
and
a
gradually
mass

The
light
begins
down.
in
fire
the heart of the pit,
all, small sparks of
rain slowly
spreading over the stage and taking in the audience. Round and round it moves,
the rhythm increasing until it reaches a point when it seems that we are swirling
The
dissolves
in
darkness.
is
The
nebula
still.
that
standing
and
everything else
intermission follows.
Thou knowest that the place is round and though thou art come far, not yet bast thou turned
through the whole circle. '
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PLATE

NINETEEN:

Dante emerges from Inferno to Purgatory. As in the

Inferno episodes all of the lighting came from the pit, so in Purgatory it comes
from behind, and in Paradise from overhead.
from
dead
'
forth
delight
I
in
the
air.
the
as
came
renewed
'A soft color as of sapphire
sky

PLATF TWENTY:

The light has risen and divided itself more. The towers have

taken on new forms, as of two winged guardians of Purgatory. Each part of these
forms is the costume of an actor. There are twenty-five

units to each tower,

standing on varying levels. The wings can open and spread like a great bird.
'I saw poised in the sky wings, wide spread.'

PLATE TWENTY-ONE: The ascentof Dante in the sphereof eternal light.
`Love, who didst lift me with thy light. '
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PLATE TWENTY-TWO:

The light begins to come from overhead giving a

heavy.
from
below,
dark
lit
iridescent
to
that,
and
when
was
silver
quality
a stage
`0! Thou sweet light upon this novel journey do thou lead me! '

PLATE

TWENTY-THREE:

Each shaft of light is a different color. The

complete juxtaposition of all colors produces an intense but soft tone of the purest
white. And here Dante meets Beatrice.
`I saw the lady across the way although the veil which descended from her head did not allow her
to appear distinctly. '

r

n-ý

-
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PLATE TWENTY-FOUR:

As the final movement approaches, the light loses its

Dante
As
but
from
in
from
once.
at
everywhere
particular
no point
source, coming
into
final
lamp
is
his
the audience.
turned
simultaneously
words every
speaks
'
`0 abundantGrace,by the Eternallight, let my sight be consumed.

They
TWENTY-EIGHT:
Dante
masks.
eight
uses
develop in a sequence of emotion from a passive expression to a state of emotion
PLATES TWENTY-FIVE

beyond human experience. It must be remembered that the purpose of these masks
is to convey expression at a distance of over a hundred feet. From the ensemble
less
form
head
itself
is
it
is
hardly
the
that
the
evident
of
much
seen,
photographs
the features. The most intense exaggeration is therefore necessary. Virgil uses
four and Beatrice two masks.

DANTE'S MASKS (drawings by Iryna Kuksa):
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VIRGIL'S MASKS (drawingsby Iryna Kuksa):
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APPENDIX EIGHT: ONLINE QUESTIONNAIRE

FOR MR. MARLEY

PORTER (MP)

17, May 2006
1. Could you please comment upon the acoustics of the Divine Comedy
Theatre?

MP: `The perfect dome geometry is one of the worst in directing sound, not to
the audience,but to one point, in this case,some 30 feet above the floor and out
in space.'
2. Could you please explain me how the acoustics of The Divine Comedy
production would work?
MP: `Acoustics is a very beguiling and demandingsciencebut the principals are
understood but practised by few. Essentially, a circular shape reflects sound
for
Not
Nor
do
into
focal
back
acoustics.
walls want to be
good
waves
a
point.
is
bounces
back
forth.
best
because
The
parallel
and
space where walls
sound
flare away, non parallel as they move from the stage. Acoustical batting and
sound attenuationare also critical in reducing the reverberationtime. Buildings
are actually acutely tuned for the particular use at hand. A perfect spacewould be
flexible in walls and ceiling, to custom-design reflectivity
but VERY
...
expensive.Good luck! '
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APPENDIX NINE: QUESTIONNAIRE

School of Theatre, Performance and Cultural Policy Studies
University of Warwick
October 2006

My nameis Iryna Kuksa. I am doing PhD researchon the use of visual computer
technologiesin the areaof TheatreStudies.
This is an anonymousquestionnaireto ask you about your opinion on the use of elearning, softwarepackagesand digital technologiesin the classroom.There is no
right or wrong answer to any question, and I encourageyou to be as honest as
possible. The collected data will be treated confidentially. Your contribution
would be very beneficial for the purposesof my researchand I would appreciate
you help very much.
If you are interestedin the results of my researchpleasedo not hesitateto contact
me on I.Kuksanwarwick. ac.uk

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETION:

"

Pleasetick the box againstthe option which most closely representsyour
opinion;

"

If there is a five-point scale than tick the box which you think most
closely representsyour views;

"

Where there is a spaceto write, pleasewrite in BLOCK CAPITALS.

SECTION 1: GENERAL INFORMATION
Ql.

ABOUT YOU

Are you
...?
UndergraduateYear 1
UndergraduateYear 2
UndergraduateYear 3
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Q2.

What is your particular area(s) of interest in Theatre Studies?
(mark any boxesthat apply)
Modernist Theatre
Visualization and Scenography
Musical Theatre
Digital TechnologiesandNew Media in Performance
Community Theatre
PerformancePracticeand Improvisation
Political Theatre
Dramaturgy Evolution
Theatre and National Identity
Performance and Text

Other (pleasespecify)
...................................................................

SESTION 2: TECHNOLOGY USAGE

Q3.

How can you describe your computer skills?

I am computer-literate

I havevery goodcomputerskills
I am a frequentuser but my skills needsomemore improvement
I have somecomputerskills but do not use computerstoo often
I do not use computersat all

Other(pleasespecify)
...................................................................
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Q4.

For studying, do you use computers at home, your classroom or in
your workplace? (mark any boxesthat apply)
Home
Classroom
Workplace
All above

Q5.

How useful would you find the following applications of technology, as
part of your learning?
Totally
useless
12345

Very
useful

N/A

MS Office (Word, Excel, Access)
PowerPointpresentations
Using the Internet to find information
Using specializedsoftware*
Accessinginformation from CD ROMs
Accessinginformation from DVD
Using VCR/TV
Following web links provided for extra information
Downloading lecture notesfrom Intranet
Submittingwork via email

* i. e. softwaredesignedfor those who study/research/workin the areaof Theatre
Studies(e.g. the THEATRON project)
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SECTION 3: RESOURCES

Q6.

To what extent do you agree/disagreewith the following statements?
Strongly
Disagree
123

Strongly
Agree
45

I like independentlearning/study
I find it helpful, if I can revise difficult bits
Like to havethings explainedin sequence
Find it easierto study, if the instructions are provided
Preferto work at times suitedto me
Like to havea teacherto help me
More ableto learn at own pace,than in class
Like to have more time for reflection
Preferworking in groups

Q7.

(mark any boxesthat apply)
In the classroom I would prefer to
...
Be a spectator/listener/observer
Be an active participator

To havemoretheory
To havemore practical exercises
To havemore visual examples
To havean opportunity to be more creative
Other (pleasespecify)
...................................................................................................
...................................................................................................
...................................................................................................
...................................................................................................
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SECTION 4: CONTENT

Q8.

If you had accessto the database with software materials relevant to
the course you are doing, how much would you agree or disagree that
00.

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Agree

12345

It would be more flexible
It would be more fun
It would be visually more stimulating
I would be able to remembermore

It wouldbe morepractical
It would help me to be more reflective
It would help my learning
I would be able to do the work in my own time

Q9.

What type of electronic resources would you like to have accessto
during the classor while studying alone? (mark any boxesthat apply)
Visual materials(photos, sketches,schemes)on theatredesigns
Biographical sketcheson authors/directors/designers/actors
Explanation/descriptionof the set/action/lighting/music
Documentation(visual and textual) on the performance
3D (three-dimensional)reconstructionsof theatre sets
Theatreglossary

Informationon the alternativesources(e.g. links to otherrelatederesources)
Other(pleasespecify)
...................................................................................................
....................................................................

".............................

"

...................................................................................................
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SECTION 5: IMPACT AND LEARNING OUTCOMES

Q. 10 To what extent do you agree/disagreewith the following statements?
Increaseduse of ICT (Information and CommunicationsTechnology):
Strongly
Strongly
Agree
Disagree
12345
Will lead to more studentscontinuing with the course
...
Will lead to better learning outcomes
...
Will lead to betterunderstandingof the coursematerials
Will makethe coursemore interesting/engaging
...
Will provide easieraccessto the coursematerial
...
Will help studentsget a job at the end of their studies
...
Other (pleasespecify)
......................................................................................................

Q. 11 In your opinion which areas of Theatre Studies would benefit more
from the greater use of visual technology? (mark any boxesthat apply)
Acting

Lighting Design

TheatreDesign

Dramaturgy Evolution

Directing

History of Theatre

Other (pleasespecify)
...................................................................................................

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR COMPLETING THIS
QUESTIONNAIRE
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APPENDLX TEN: TIIE SET-SPECTRUM PROJECT EVALUATION

Directions:
The responsesto eachstatementin this survey involve circling a numberbetween
1 and 5. Please,read eachstatementcarefully before deciding to which extent you
agreewith eachof them:

12345
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Undecided Agree

Strongly
Agree

Thank you for taking the time to complete this surveyl Your responseswill
remain confidential.

1. The content is written clearly and concisely with a main idea. It is
highly informative and provides essential information to the user.
12345
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Undecided

Agree

Strongly
Agree

2. The project is presented in a consistent format, which extends page-tois
Layout
the
pages clear and easy to follow.
of
page.

12345
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Undecided Agree

Strongly
Agree

3. It was easy to interact with textual and visual materials and navigate
through the pages.
12345
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Undecided Agree

Strongly
Agree
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4. It was easy to navigate the 3D (three-dimensional) stage-model. The
Help section includes useful tips on how to interact with it.
12345
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Undecided

Agree

Strongly
Agree

I found the Study Corner section useful for testing the knowledge I
Set-SPECTRUM
interacting
the
through
project.
gained
with

5.

12345
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Undecided

Agree

Strongly
Agree

6. The combination of visual presentation techniques used in the SetSPECTRUM project, is crucial for understanding the essential elements of
set design.
12345
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Undecided

Agree

Strongly
Agree

7. I would like to use similar innovative computer-based products for
educational purposes.
12345
Strongly
Disagree

S.

Disagree

Undecided

Agree

Strongly
Agree

Comments(Optional):

....................................................................

".............................

"

...................................................................................................
...................................................................................................

....................................................................................................
...................................................................................................

Thankyou for takingthe time to completethis survey!
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APPENDIX
INSTRUCTION

ELEVEN:

THE

SET-SPECTRUM

PROJECT

-

FOR USE AND SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Instruction for Use:

1. Open the Set-SPECTRUM PowerPoint Show.
2. Use hyperlinks or alb

(on your keyboard or screen) to navigate

within the Set-SPECTRUM content.
3. Click

to open all media presentations ('Intro'

and

'Animation').

4. Use hyperlinks to open 3D Model navigation window and 3D
navigation `Help Section'.
5. If asked 'Would you like to open this file? ' while trying to open 'Intro'
or 3D Model navigation window, press `Yes'.
6. Use the `Back' button only to come back to the main subsectionsand
Main Menu.
7. In the `Quiz' subsection, if you have answered the question correctly,
you will be taken to the next one automatically.
8. Use the `Esc' button to exit all media presentations (`Intro'

and

'Animation'), 3D model navigation, and the Set-Spectrum project.
System Requirements:

The following applicationsarerequired,in orderto achievethe bestperformance
Project:
of the Set-SPECTRUM
"

Microsoft PowerPoint (version 97 or higher)

"

Windows Media Player (version 9 or higher)

"

nVIDIA GeForce 6200 64M Video Card (or higher).
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